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Résumé : Les collisions d'ions lourds ultra-
relativistes au Collisionneur d'Ions Lourds 
Relativistes (RHIC) et au Grand Collisionneur de 
Hadrons (LHC) créent une forme de matière 
chaude et ultra-dense de quarks et gluons 
déconfinés, appelée Plasma de Quarks et de 
Gluons (PQG). Différents modèles, tels que 
EPOS et PHSD, permettent d'étudier l'évolution 
spatio-temporelle de ces collisions. La 
dynamique de ces collisions étant très 
sophistiquée, différentes étapes doivent être 
considérées. La première correspond aux 
interactions primaires, qui définit en grande 
partie la distribution de matière dans l'espace 
des phases. La deuxième étape est appelée 
phase partonique, durant laquelle le système 
évolue jusqu'à être assez dilué pour hadroniser. 
L'approche EPOSi+PHSDe est introduite dans 

cette thèse, dans laquelle la distribution initiale 
de matière (partons/hadrons) est déterminée   

grâce à EPOS, étape désignée par EPOSi. 
Puis, PHSD est employé pour simuler 
l'évolution de la matière par une approche 
hors-équilibre, ce à quoi réfère PHSDe.  Le 
couplage non-trivial de ces deux approches est 
discuté en détail dans ce manuscrit. En 
comparant les trois modèles EPOS, 
EPOSi+PHSDe et PHSD, des résultats 
intéressants ont déjà été obtenus concernant 
les évolutions spatio-temporelles qu'ils utilisent 
respectivement.   Nous présentons l'étude 
d'observables de la "matière brute" (spectres 
pT / mT, distributions en y / η, v2/3/4), ainsi que 
des sondes électromagnétiques, pour des 
collisions Au-Au à 200 GeV/A. La comparaison 
des résultats obtenus pour ces observables 
clés, entre les trois modèles, reflète notamment 
des comportements considérablement 
différents en terme d'expansion radiale, en 
particulier pour l'expansion asymmétrique. 
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Abstract : Ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions at 
the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) and 
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provide a hot 
and ultra-dense form of matter composed of 
deconfined quarks and gluons, named Quark-
Gluon Plasma (QGP). Different models like 
EPOS and PHSD allow to study the space-time 
evolution of such heavy-ion collisions. Their 
dynamics is complicated; hence, various stages 
should be considered. The first is the primary 
scattering which defines to a large extent the 
matter distribution in the phase-space. The 
second stage concerns the evolution of the 
partonic system until the system is sufficiently 
dilute to hadronize. The EPOSi+PHSDe 
approach is introduced in this thesis, in which 
the EPOS model is used to determine the initial 
distribution of matter (partons/hadrons).  This 
part is referred to as EPOSi. 
 

Then PHSD is employed to simulate the 
evolution of the matter in a non-equilibrium 
transport approach, referred to as PHSDe. The 
coupling of the two approaches is non-trivial 
and not straight-forward, and is discussed in 
detail in this manuscript. Comparing the three 
models, EPOS, EPOSi+PHSDe, and PHSD, 
interesting results find concerning their 
respective space-time evolutions. The results 
demonstrate considerably different behavior in 
terms of radial expansion, especially 
asymmetric expansion, indicating that these 
three models will provide different results 
concerning key observables. To confirm this, 
we study the "bulk matter observables"  ( pT/mT 
spectra, y/ƞ distribution, v2/3/4) for Au-Au 
collisions at 200 GeV/A. We also investigate 
the Electromagnetic probes compared to the 
PHSD approach.   
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INTRODUCTION

The title of this thesis is "Dynamical Thermalization in Heavy Ion Collisions (HICs)",
which studies the role of the initial stage concerning the dynamics of HICs using models,
EPOS and PHSD. Ultrarelativistic HICs at the RHIC and the LHC provide a hot and
ultra-dense form of matter composed of deconfined quarks and gluons, named QGP. The
goal of measurements is to investigate this state of the matter and understand how it is
produced, evolves, and impacts measurements. To study HICs, we usually employ some
approaches for the initial phase (for t < 1 fm/c) followed by the modeling of the second
phase, covering expansion and hadronization.

Although using HICs we have learned many things both on theoretical and phe-
nomenological aspects, there is still a large amount of uncertainty in particular concern-
ing the thermalization of the system. The dynamics is complicated; hence, various stages
should be considered. The first is the primary scattering which defines to a large extent
the matter distribution in the phase-space. The second stage concerns the evolution of
the partonic system until the system is sufficiently dilute to hadronize. Therefore, we
need models with different degrees of sophistication concerning the various stages (ini-
tial, evolution, and hadronization). In this context, we find out that EPOS and PHSD
models can be seen as suitable alternatives, and they are among the successful models
to investigate the space-time evolution of such HICs.

As indicated in Fig. 1, the initial phase of EPOS (EPOSi) amounts to multiple scat-
terings based on Parton-Based-Gribov-Regge Theory (PBGRT), whereas the following
dynamics has been realized so far by assuming that a fast equilibration occurs followed
by a hydrodynamical evolution (EPOSe).

PHSD is a microscopic covariant dynamical approach for the strongly interacting
systems formulated based on the Kadanoff-Baym equations. This approach consistently
describes the full evolution of a relativistic HICs, including (1) the initial hard scatter-
ings and the string formation based on the LUND string model using Pythia event gen-
erator (PHSDi), and (2) the dynamical deconfinement phase transition to the strongly-
interacting QGP and the hadronization and the subsequent interactions in the expanding
hadronic phase (PHSDe). The theoretical transport description of the quarks and the
gluons in PHSD is based on the DQPM for partons that has been constructed to repro-
duce lattice Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) for the QGP thermodynamics.

When comparing two models, like EPOS and PHSD, looking at numerous observ-
ables, is not always clear to what extent the two parts, the initial phase (i) and the
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M
odels

Steps
EPOS PHSD

Initial
Conditions

(i)

Evolutions
(e)

PBGRT PYTHIA

Core-Corona Separation

Viscous Hydrodynamic Expansion

Statistical Hadronization

Final State Hadronic Cascade

QGP Formation

EPOSi+PHSDe

Non-Equilibrium
Parton/Hadron

Evolution

Figure 1: The EPOS and PHSD stages to investigate the entire space-time evolution
of matter in HICs. The new approach is called EPOSi+PHSDe since it integrates the
initial conditions of EPOS (EPOSi) with the evolution of matter in a non-equilibrium
transport approach (PHSDe).

expansion (e), contribute to the final results. Therefore, the idea to combine the ini-
tial EPOS phase (EPOSi) and the evolution from PHSD (PHSDe), giving rise to the
EPOSi+PHSDe model. In this way, comparing EPOSi+PHSDe and pure EPOS, we
compare two models with the identical initial condition but different evolution. How-
ever, when comparing EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD, we compare two models with
different initial conditions but the same evolution. So we can clearly separate "initial"
and "evolution" effects.

The following is the outline of this manuscript: in chapter 1, I will briefly describe
how we obtain the QGP theoretically from QCD in the Standard Model and how we can
produce it in the laboratory using HICs. Then, concerning the experiments, the main sig-
natures of the QGP will be presented. Finally, because we will be using event generators,
I will go over the various event generators using the Monte Carlo technique. The theory
inside EPOS and PHSD models is summarized in the second and third chapters, respec-
tively. The new approach, EPOSi+PHSDe, will be covered in more detail in the fourth
chapter. The findings of these three alternative approaches, EPOS, EPOSi+PHSDe, and
PHSD, for various observables of Au-Au collisions at RHIC energy, such as bulk matter
observables, anisotropic flow, and electromagnetic probes, are presented and compared
in the last two chapters. Finally, we have one more small chapter to wrap up our results
and outlook for this manuscript.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL ASPECTS

As the title of this thesis reveals, we would like to investigate dynamical properties
of Heavy Ion Collisions (HICs) and its consequences such as the Quark Gluon Plasma
(QGP). In the following, I will provide some background of this research field. I will
first review the Standard Model (SM)’s basic particles and forces. Then I will describe
how the QGP can be obtained in the SM. In the third section, I will briefly explain how
a QGP may be created in the laboratory via colliding heavy nuclei, and I consider the
various stages of such collisions. In the following, I will introduce some theoretical tools to
investigate the QGP, referred to as "soft", "hard", and "electromagnetic probes". Finally,
I will discuss various Monte Carlo (MC) event generators that are commonly employed
by experimentalists in analyses, and by many theorists in order to make predictions for
collider experiments.

1.1 Standard Model in Particle Physics

One of the successes of modern physics is the SM of particle physics [1]. All of the par-
ticles in SM have now been observed, thanks to the discovery of the Higgs boson at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in 2012 [2]. Particle physics is crucial to our understand-
ing of natural laws. It is concerned with the Universe’s fundamental constituents, the
elementary particles, and associated interactions or forces. The SM of particle physics in-
corporates our current understanding, providing a picture that the interactions between
particles are themselves explained by particle exchange. The SM successfully describes all
current experimental data, and this is considered as one of modern physics’ achievements.

1.1.1 The fundamental particles and forces

The basic components of matter, fundamental particles, make up everything around us.
Quarks and leptons are the two primary kinds of these particles. Each group is made
up of six particles that are linked together in pairs, or "generations", as seen in table
1.1. The first generation has the lightest and most stable particles, whereas the second
and third generations include the heavier and less stable particles. All stable matter in
the universe comprises first-generation particles; heavier particles decay quickly to more
stable ones. The six quarks are coupled in three generations: the "up quark" and "down
quark" are the first, followed by the "charm quark" and "strange quark", and finally the
"top quark" and "bottom (or beauty) quark".

5



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL ASPECTS

Quarks are also available in three different "colors", which only combine to make
colorless things. The six leptons – the "electron" and "electron neutrino", the "muon"
and "muon neutrino", and the "tau" and "tau neutrino" – are similarly grouped in three
generations. The electron, muon, and tau all have an electric charge and a considerable
mass, but neutrinos are electrically neutral and have a negligible mass.

Table 1.1: List of leptons and quarks in Standard Model [1].

Leptons Quarks
Particle Q mass(GeV/c2) Particle Q mass(GeV/c2)

First electron (e−) -1 0.0005 down (d) -1/3 0.003
generation neutrino (νe) 0 < 10−9 up (u) +2/3 0.005

Second muon (µ−) -1 0.106 strange (s) -1/3 0.1
generation neutrino (νµ) 0 < 10−9 charm (c) +2/3 1.3

Third tau (τ−) -1 1.78 bottom (b) -1/3 4.5
generation neutrino (ντ) 0 < 10−9 top (t) +2/3 174

The Dirac equation of relativistic quantum mechanics describes the dynamics of each
of the twelve fundamental fermions. One of the most fundamental consequences of the
Dirac equation is that each of the twelve fermions has an antiparticle state with the same
mass but the opposite charge. Antiparticles are indicated by a bar over the associated
particle symbol or their charge. The anti-electron (known as a positron) is represented
by e+, and the anti-up-quark is represented by ū.

In addition to the fermions presented in table 1.1, bosons are one of the other fun-
damental kinds of subatomic particles whose spin quantum number has an integer value
(0,1,2,...). In particle physics, the elementary bosons play a unique role. They may ei-
ther behave as force carriers, causing forces between other particles, or they can cause
mass phenomena. There are five elementary bosons in the SM of particle physics: one
scalar boson (spin=0) which named H0 Higgs boson. It gives rise to the phenomenon of
mass via the Higgs mechanism. I will explain more about this mechanism in the next
subsection. Additionally, there are four vector bosons (spin=1) that act as force carriers,
and they categorize as gauge bosons, as shown in table 1.2.

Each of the three relevant forces in particle physics is represented by Quantum Field
Theory (QFT) corresponding to the exchange of a gauge boson, a spin-1 force-carrying
particle. The Quantum ElectroDynamics (QED)’s gauge boson is the spin-1 photon. The
force-carrying particle in the strong interaction is called gluon, which like the photon,
has no mass. The charged W+ and W− bosons, which are about eighty times heavier
than the proton, mediate the weak charged-current interaction. The electrically neutral
Z boson mediates a weak neutral-current interaction closely related to the charged cur-
rent. Gravity is assumed to be carried by a tensor boson (spin=2) termed the graviton
(G), but all attempts to include gravity into the SM so far have failed. Bose-Einstein
statistics explain the behavior of many bosons at high densities as quantum particles.

Table 1.2: The four known forces of nature [1].
Force Strength Gauge Boson Spin Mass(GeV/c2)
Strong 1 gluon (g) 1 0
Electromagnetism 10−3 photon (γ) 1 0
Weak 10−8 W boson (W±) 1 80.4
Weak 10−8 Z boson (Z) 1 91.2
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1.1. STANDARD MODEL IN PARTICLE PHYSICS

The forces work in a variety of ranges and have different strengths. The weakest is
gravity, although it has an infinite range. The electromagnetic force can be felt from
an infinite distance like gravity, but it is stronger. The weak and strong forces are only
effective over a very small distance and dominate at the subatomic particle level. The
weak force, despite its name, is much stronger than gravity, although it is the weakest
of the three. As its name indicates, the strong force is the most powerful of the four
fundamental interactions.

Table 1.3 summarizes how the properties of the twelve fundamental fermions are clas-
sified based on the types of interactions they face. The weak force impacts all twelve
fundamental particles, creating weak interactions. The other nine particles, except for
electrically neutral neutrinos, are electrically charged and participate in the electromag-
netic interaction of QED. Only quarks have the color charge, which is Quantum Chro-
moDynamics (QCD) version of electric charge. As a result, only the quarks are affected
by the strong force. Because of a phenomenon known as color confinement, quarks are
never found in isolation; they can be found only within hadrons, which include baryons
(such as protons and neutrons) and mesons, or in QGP. In the following, I will explain
these states of matter in more detail. The properties of quarks are very different from
leptons because quarks sense the strong force.

Table 1.3: The forces experienced by leptons and quarks.
strong electromagnetic weak

Quarks down-type d s b X X X
up-type u c t X X X

Leptons charged e− µ− τ− X X
neutrons νe νµ ντ X

1.1.2 The Higgs boson

The Higgs boson, the last ingredient of the SM, was discovered in 2012 by the A Toroidal
LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) [3] and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [4] experiments. All
other the SM particles differ from the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson mass is mH ≈
125 GeV. The Higgs boson is a spin-0 scalar particle, unlike the fundamental fermions
and gauge bosons, both spin-half and spin-1 particles. The Higgs boson is the only fun-
damental scalar found so far, as predicted by the SM. The observation of a Higgs-like
particle at LHC was a crucial confirmation of the SM’s theoretical concepts.

In the SM, the Higgs boson plays a key role: it supplies the process by which all other
particles gain mass. The universe would be significantly different if it did not exist; all
particles would be massless and propagate at the speed of light. In QFT, all elementary
particles are possibly excited states (or quanta) of some field. This includes the Higgs
boson, which is the Higgs field’s quanta, the photon, which is the electromagnetic field’s
quanta, the electron, which is the electron field’s quanta, etc. At all points in time and
space, all fields exist. Fields can couple with other fields, and the fields are assumed to
be interacting in this respect.

The Higgs field is coupled to some fields. The Higgs field is broken into two compo-
nents after a process known as spontaneous symmetry breaking. The Higgs bosons are
the quanta of the first component, which is still a dynamic field. The second part is a
constant, called the vacuum expectation value, and the equations describing the Higgs
field’s coupling to other fields become equations describing other fields coupling to them-
selves, which is understood as providing mass to a field in QFT. As a result, the Higgs
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field’s vacuum expectation value is proportional to the mass of each field. The particles
that are quanta of fields that couple to the Higgs field acquire mass due to spontaneous
symmetry breaking, which is the nature of the Higgs mechanism [5,6]. Except for photon,
gluon, and probably the three generations of neutrinos, it contains all known particles or
fields.

1.1.3 Open questions in particle physics

The achievement of particle physics’ SM in describing a wide range of accurate experi-
mental data is a remarkable realization. The SM, however, is just a model, and there are
many unanswered questions. The SM is not the final theory of particle physics. On the
other hand, there are many possibilities for the nature of physics Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM), including supersymmetry, large-scale extra dimensions, and possibly even
string theory. Only a brief overview of a few of the current issues with the SM is provided
here. They are based on all active areas of the current experimental study.

• What is the dark matter?

• Does supersymmetry exist?

• Can the forces be unified?

• What is the nature of the Higgs boson?

• Flavour and the origin of CP violation.

• Are neutrinos Majorana particles?

1.1.4 Units in particle physics

The S.I. units system [kg,m, s] provides a natural basis for measuring macroscopic ob-
jects’ mass, length, and time. However, when particles have very small amounts, such as
the mass of an electron, it is not a natural choice for describing their properties. The mass
of an electron is 9.1 × 10−31 kg in S.I. units. We use other units based on the S.I. units to
avoid large exponents. Natural units are a set of units used in particle physics. It is based
on the fundamental constants of quantum mechanics and special relativity. [kg,m, s] are
replaced by [~, c, GeV] in natural units, where ~ = 1.055 × 10−34 Js is the quantum
mechanics unit of action, c = 2.998 × 108 ms−1 is the speed of light in vacuum, and 1
GeV = 109 eV = 1.602 10−10 J is the rest mass energy of proton. Table 1.4 represents the
relationship between S.I. and natural units. In the natural units, one can simplify the
quantities by choosing ~ = c = 1. For instance, the Einstein energy-momentum relation

E2 = p2c2 +m2c4, (1.1.1)

becomes
E2 = p2 +m2. (1.1.2)

The variables ~ and c have not simply disappeared; they are still found in quantity di-
mensions. To convert the quantity from natural units to S.I. units, depending on the
variables, the appropriate dimensions are obtained by multiplying by ~c = 0.197 GeV fm
or c, where one femtometre (fm) is 10−15 m.
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Table 1.4: Relationship between S.I. and natural units.
Quantity [kg, m, s] [~, c, GeV] ~ = c = 1

Energy kg m2 s−2 GeV GeV
Momentum kg m s−1 GeV/c GeV
Mass kg GeV/c2 GeV
Time s (GeV/~)−1 GeV−1

Length m (GeV/~c)−1 GeV−1

Area m2 (GeV/~c)−2 GeV−2

The quantities in this thesis are represented using the S.I. units system.

1.2 From QCD to QGP

The theory of the strong interaction between quarks and gluons, which forms compound
hadrons like the proton, neutron, and pion, is known as QCD. This is an essential part of
the SM in particle physics. QCD is a non-abelian gauge theory with the symmetry group
SU(3), which is a kind of QFT. Gluons are the force transporters of this theory, exactly as
photons are in QED for the electromagnetic force. In QCD, αs is a fundamental coupling
that determines the strength of the quarks and gluons interactions. The underlying
dynamics of hadron physics – from color confinement to asymptotic freedom at short
distances – are represented by αs(Q2) dependence on momentum transfer Q, as seen in
Fig. 1.1. Based on different αs values, QCD has three remarkable features:

Figure 1.1: Summary of measurements of αs as a function of the momentum transfer
Q. The respective degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction of αs
is indicated in brackets (NLO: next-to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to leading
order; res. NNLO: NNLO matched with resummed next-to-leading logs; N3LO: next-to-
NNLO) [7].

• Color confinement. Two or more quarks close to each other rapidly exchange
gluons, creating a very strong "color force field" binding the quarks together. There are
three color charges, and three corresponding anti-color (complementary color) charges.
Quarks constantly change their color charge as they exchange gluons with other quarks.
Each quark has one of the three color charges, and each antiquark has one of the three
complementary color charges. Gluons carry color/anti-color pairs (they do not neces-
sarily have to be the same color; i.e. red/anti-blue gluons are legal). While there are
9 possible combinations of color/anti-color pairs, due to symmetry considerations one
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of these combinations is eliminated. A gluon can effectively carry one of eight possi-
ble color/anti-color combinations. Color-charged particles cannot be found individually
because they must maintain a color-force field with other quarks. For this reason, the
color-charge quarks are confined in groups (hadrons) with other quarks at low energies,
with αs ∼ O1. These composites are color neutral. The mesons (one quark, one anti-
quark) and baryons (three quarks) are the two main types of hadrons.

Colorless particles made fully of gluons are also consistent with confinement, although
they are difficult to recognize in the experiment. Without creating new hadrons, quarks
and gluons can not be separated from their parent hadrons [8]. The energy grows until
a quark–antiquark pair is spontaneously generated. Then the original hadron convert
into a pair of hadrons instead of separating a color charge. Color confinement is well
confirmed by lattice Quantum ChromoDynamics (lQCD) calculations and decades of ex-
periments, while still being unproven theoretically [9]. The gluon field produces a narrow
flux tube (or string) between two color charges. Because of the nature of the gluon field,
the strong force between the particles remains unchanged despite their separation.

• Chiral symmetry breaking. Spontaneous symmetry breaking is a symmetry
breaking process that occurs when a physical system in a symmetric state becomes asym-
metric [10]. It can explain systems in which the equations of motion or the Lagrangian
obey symmetries but the lowest-energy vacuum solutions do not. The chiral symmetry
breaking is the spontaneous breaking of an essential global symmetry of quarks. The
spontaneos symmetry breaking resulting in hadrons with masses considerably greater
than the masses of the quarks and very light pseudoscalar mesons. The mass formation
of nucleons from more fundamental light quarks, which accounts for around 99% of their
combined mass as a baryon, is where chiral symmetry breaking is most visible. There-
fore, it makes up the majority of the mass of all visible objects. For instance, the valence
quarks, two up quarks with mu = 2.3 MeV and one down quark with md = 4.8 MeV,
only contribute roughly 9.4 MeV (= 1%) to the mass of the proton, which has a mass
of mp = 938 MeV. Quantum chromodynamics binding energy, which results from QCD
chiral symmetry breaking, is the main source of the proton’s mass. For describing the
phenomena, Yoichiro Nambu was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2008 [11]. All
of his general predictions have been validated by lattice simulations.

• Asymptotic freedom. As the energy scale increases and the corresponding length
scale drops, it is a property of some gauge theories that causes particle interactions to
become asymptotically weaker. At high energies, quarks interact weakly and αs becomes
sufficiently small, see Fig. 1.1. This condition is known asymptotic freedom which quarks
and gluons can be free. David Gross, H. David Politzer [12], and Frank Wilczek [13] were
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2004 [14] for discovering the asymptotic freedom
in the theory of the nuclear matter. This result was (and still is) very significant for both
its physical meaning and calculational applicability. From a calculational standpoint, it
says that at high energies we can perform perturbative QCD calculations, while at low
energies QCD calculations will be very difficult. Physically, it means that at low energies
one cannot find deconfined quarks, but must always find pairs or trios of quarks coupled
together by gluons. However, at high energies, one can essentially neglect these gluonic
interactions and consider quarks “free” [15].

Free quarks are never detected at normal length and energy scales, therefore this
prediction of free quarks is basically a prediction of an entire different type of matter.
Free color charges exist for these free quarks, just as they do for the particles in a nor-
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Figure 1.2: Phase diagram of nuclear matter.

mal plasma. As a result, as much as charged particles screen the Coulomb interaction
in normal plasma, free color charges screen the strong interaction. As a result of the
comparison with ordinary plasma, the new state of matter is known the QGP [16, 17].
These perturbative calculations were expected to explain the quark gluon plasma, at least
qualitatively, beginning from the critical temperature [18]. Before matter was formed, a
plasma of quarks and gluons covered the entire Universe.

In 1974, the idea of predicting the formation of the QGP was proposed [19]. The ex-
periment proposal to create artificial QGP using Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
was presented at BNL in 1983 [20]. Additionally, experiments at Conseil Européen pour
la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) to produce quark matter began in 1986/7, with the first
claims reported in 1991 [21]. It took several years for the concept to gain traction among
particle and nuclear scientists. The formation of a new state of matter in Pb-Pb collisions
was officially announced at CERN in 1999 [22,23] in view of the convincing experimental
results provided by the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) WA97 experiment, LHC.

Quark matter takes various forms in the SPS, RHIC, and LHC experiments, depend-
ing on the temperature T (MeV) and baryon chemical potential µB, as seen in Fig. 1.2.
At high temperature T >> µB, where it is more than the critical one, T > Tc ≈ 175MeV ,
the hadrons are deconfined into free quarks and gluons. This condition happen based on
the asymptotic freedom and called the QGP. It is defined as a phase of highly interacting
matter with no spontaneous symmetry breaking that filled the Universe for the first mi-
croseconds after the big bang. At low temperatures and densities, the quarks and gluons
are confined into hadrons, and the matter is known as hadronic gas. At low temperature
and high baryon density T << µB, the matter is as a gas of neutron star, where we find
a rich variety of spontaneous symmetry breaking phases [24].

1.3 Heavy-ion collisions

HICs at RHIC, and LHC can probably produce the QGP. It is an expansive medium of
deconfined nuclear matter in which the degrees of freedom are quarks and gluons [25,26].
Brookhaven National Lab (BNL)’s RHIC, where heavy ions are collided up to a center-
of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon collision of 3 to 200 GeV for gold (Au), uranium
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Figure 1.3: Exposition of QGP space-time evolution.

(Ur), and copper (Cu) ions collisions, have been performed since 2000. The Alternat-
ing Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at BNL can also collide Au-Au at 11.5 GeV center of
mass energy colliding [27,28]. Some HICs, collisions with the center of mass energies less
than 20 GeV/c, do not form QGP, and the system’s evolution is different. Only primary
scattering and particle production are possible in this situation. The various stages of
HICs will be shown in the following paragraphs. HICs were successfully performed at
CERN using LHC between Lead-Lead (Pb-Pb) at

√
sNN=2.76 TeV in RUN I [29] and√

sNN=5.02 TeV in RUN II [30].

Due to the sensitivity of various probes to the various stages of the collision, the
produced system passes through different phases in HICs. Fig. 1.3 depicts these steps in
space and time, which can be summarized as follows [31]:

• Pre-equilibrium (0 < τ < 1 fm/c): The produced particles in the collision region
achieve thermal equilibrium after colliding two nuclei. In theoretical relativistic hydro-
dynamical models, this is supposed to be extremely fast, although a precise mechanism
for this is yet unknown. Hard parton scattering occurs quickly after primary collisions,
τ < 0.1 fm/c, resulting in high pT probes such direct photons, heavy quarks, and jets.
Hard particles with either a big mass or a large transverse momenta pT >> 1 GeV/c are
produced in this stage before the majority of the elementary particles, which are created
from the fraction of the beam energy lost in the collision, have time to rescatter.

• QGP or hydrodynamic phase (1 < τ < 10 fm/c): Quickly after pre-equilibrium,
a fireball (collection of particles with a lower energy and transverse momentum) is formed,
with thermal and chemical equilibrium developing, depending on the initial conditions.
A high concentration of high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions concentrated in a small
volume that can generate billions of degrees produces the QGP-like phase. We will need
to use magnets to accelerate particles to extremely high speeds before colliding them,
which will produce a large amount of heat. This is why, unlike high-energy lepton-lepton
or single hadron-nucleus interactions, we can use HICs to recreate matter as in the early
universe. Equation of State (EoS) can be used to describe the thermodynamic properties
of this fluid, such as pressure, volume, and temperature. The transition from a hadronic
matter to a QGP state potentially occurs when the temperature of the system reaches up
to about 155 MeV predicted by lQCD [32]. After reaching local thermal equilibrium, the
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system expands due to the huge pressure gradient compared to the surrounding vacuum.
In this stage, the produced partons can rescatter both elastically and inelastically. Only
inelastic collisions affect the relative abundances of gluons, light, and strange quarks, but
both types of collisions lead to equal sharing of the injected energy.

• Hadronization (10 < τ < 20 fm/c): Thermal pressure in a thermalized system
causes the collision fireball to expand collectively or hydrodynamically. Then, the fire-
ball cools and loses its energy density from before to after a mixed phase. Therefore, the
system hadronizes and partons confined into hadrons. The entropy density reduces dra-
matically over a short temperature range during the phase transition. Since the volume
of the fireball increases slightly, the fireball spends some times around critical temper-
ature. Furthermore, while the matter hadronizes, its sound speed cs =

√
∂p/∂e is low,

resulting in inefficient acceleration and no rise in the collective flow during this time [33].

• Freeze-out (τ > 20 fm/c): Following the hadronization process, the system con-
tinues to expand and cool like a hot hadron gas. Produced particles interact with one
another via inelastic and elastic collisions. The inelastic collisions cease first for the
smaller cross-section during the additional expansion procedure, this condition is called
"chemical Freeze-out". Then, the system maintains a combined expansion via hadron-
hadron elastic collisions until the particles have sufficient energy. When the particles no
more have adequate energy to rescatter, all elastic collisions will be stopped, and the
particles fly to the detector to be observed. This is referred to as "kinetic freeze-out".

Relativistic hydrodynamics has been used successfully in high-energy HICs. Hydro-
dynamics may be used to link the conservation laws with the EoS, viscosity, and heat
conductivity of the fluid. Relativistic hydrodynamics shows the space-time evolution of
the hot or dense volume produced in the central rapidity area of relativistic AA collision.
The Bjorken approach [34] and Energy conserving quantum mechanical approach, based
on Partons, parton ladders, strings, Off-shell remnants, and Saturation of parton ladders
(EPOS) model [35] are among the successful hydrodynamical models which employ to
explain the space-time evolution of high-energy HICs. In the next chapter, I will explain
the EPOS model, which I used in my Ph.D. thesis.

1.3.1 Geometric relation between centrality and the impact parameter
in relativistic heavy-ion collisions

Experimental data from relativistic heavy-ion collisions (SPS, RHIC) are typically cate-
gorized by introducing centrality, c, defined as the percentile of events with the largest
number of produced particles (as registered in detectors), or the largest number of par-
ticipants. Results of measurements, such as multiplicities, pT spectra, the elliptic flow
coefficient v2, etc., are then presented for various centralities. From the experimental
viewpoint the centrality is a good, unambiguous criterion allowing to divide the data [36].

On the other hand, theoreticians need to assign an impact parameter, b, to a given
centrality. The impact parameter is more basic since it determines the initial geometry
of the collision and appears across the formalism. Theoretical calculations in heavy-ion
physics input b to obtain predictions. After the calculation, the question arises as to
which centrality data the model results should be compared.

Depending on the overlap of nuclei, entirely or partially, the strongly-coupled QGP
created will be completely different. The geometric degree of overlap can be quantified
with the impact parameter b, shown in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Two heavy ions before the collision with impact parameter b (l.h.s). The
spectator nucleons remain unaffected while particle production takes place in the partic-
ipants’ zone (r.h.s) [37].

The geometric picture, in Fig. 1.4, is a very intuitive way of picturing HICs. At
small b, one has a big overlap zone, which will lead to a large-volume plasma, whereas
large b corresponds to a small overlap, creating a small and short-lived plasma. The
nucleons that interact in the overlapping region are known as "participants", and the
rest are "spectators". It is essential to remember that the impact parameter is not a
quantity extracted from HICs data. It can be preferable to think of it as a model param-
eter, not a measurable quantity. The impact parameter is the vector (bx, by) = (b, 0) in a
transverse plane, and the overlapping of two spheres gives an elongation along the y-axis.

A highly simplified picture, the "hard sphere approach", allows to understand some
purely geometric aspect of HICs (although real particle production is much more com-
plex). In this approach, two nuclei "interact", whenever their transverse distance is closer
than bmax. This corresponds to σinel = πb2max. Therefore, a "centrality measure c(b)" is
given by:

dσ

db
≈

{
2πb, b ≤ bmax
0, b > bmax,

(1.3.1)

for b < bmax,

c(b) =
πb2

σinel
. (1.3.2)

If we assume that the maximum impact parameter in a Au-Au collision is 13.5 fm, one
can define the centrality classes for different amounts of impact parameters less than 13.5
fm. For instance, based on Eq. 1.3.2, we get c(2)= 2.2 % for b=2fm, which is the most
central collisions.

The centrality of a collision cannot be determined clearly from the data collected
by a detector. One can estimate the centrality based on how many particles come out
and how strongly they are scattered. The charged particle multiplicity may be taken
as a measure of the centrality: with decreasing impact parameter, we expect increasing
multiplicity. Therefore rather than defining percentiles (like 0-5%) based on dσ/db, one
defines them based on dN/dNch, as shown in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: The measured charged-particle multiplicity distribution in the Solenoidal
Tracker At RHIC (STAR) experiment in |η|< 0.5 for Au-Au collisions at 62.4 GeV and
200 GeV [38]. The shaded regions indicate the centrality bins used in the analysis. The
200 GeV data are scaled by a factor 5 for clarity.

I will introduce some of the diagnostic tools that have been used to investigate the
QGP in the next section.

1.4 Signatures of QGP in experiment

One of the most difficult aspects of HICs investigations is identifying and diagnosing the
QGP features. Because the QGP cannot be observed in actual time, theoretical models
must predict which aspects of the final state of the interactions will be useful in deter-
mining the QGP formation. They must predict which properties will differ depending
on whether the QGP is created or not in colliding systems. These features must then be
experimentally validated before being used as the QGP signatures.

The signatures can be divided into three types: hard, soft, and electromagnetic probes
depending on the collision phase. The interaction of high momentum partons in the
early stages of a collision, the pre-equilibrium, produces hard probes like production of
heavy flavour quarks, quarkonia, and jets. Soft probes are related to later-produced
collision signals such as hadron spectra, and anisotropy. The strangeness enhancement
can be part of soft or hard probes, depending on its transverse momentum. In the early
stages of collisions, electromagnetic probes, such as direct photons and dileptons, are
produced, either by first hard collisions or by high temperature. The electromagnetic
probes carry information deep inside the QGP since they have less interaction with the
QGP or hadronic particles [39]. In the following, some of these probes will be discussed,
although not in more details.

1.4.1 Jet-quenching

When a parton of one hadron collides with a parton of another hadron from the opposite
direction in a relativistic heavy ion collision, various partons with very high transverse
momenta are produced. Then, they move in all possible directions from the collision
positions and subsequently fragment into thin cones of hadrons named jets. They are
produced as pairs back to back. In principle, these highly energetic secondary quarks,
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antiquarks, and gluons are known as jet partons. When one of the jet parton pairs in-
teracts with the medium particles, they lose energy and momenta before hadronizing.

The interaction between hard partons and the colored medium leads to "jet quench-
ing" [40]. It is important in understanding the thermodynamical or transport properties
of the QGP in energetic collisions. The precise procedures for the interaction of energetic
partons with the hot and dense nuclear medium, as well as the expression of medium
modification of jets in the final state observables, are the key topics of jet quenching
in HICs. The formation and the interaction of jets with dense nuclear matter can be
investigated via the perturbative Quantum ChromoDynamics (pQCD) on a large scale.

The nuclear modification factor, RAA, is employed to estimate the number of particles
suppressed by the jet quenching process. The value of RAA is determined by [39,41]

RAA(pt) =

dNAA
dpt

Ncoll × dNpp
dpt

, (1.4.1)

where dNAA
dpt

and dNpp
dpt

are the transverse momentum distribution for AA and pp colli-
sions, respectively. The Ncoll is the average number of nucleon-nucleon interactions in
AA collisions. If we assume that no jet quenching has occurred, the ratio for all jet
momenta must equal unity RAA ≈ 1. If the ratio is less than unity RAA < 1, however, it
can be used as a specific measure of jet suppression in the medium.

For various types of collisions, the jet quenching probe has been studied in both RHIC
and LHC. Figs. 1.6 and 1.7 indicate the nuclear modification factor RAA as a function
of transverse momentum pT for charged hadrons and other identified particles. Fig. 1.6
shows Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Interaction eXperiment (PHENIX) measurement
for most central Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN= 200 GeV, and Fig. 1.7 reveals CMS and

A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) measurements for most central Pb+Pb and
p-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. In comparison to pp collisions, the yields of high

pT charged hadrons are strongly suppressed in AA collisions.

In Fig. 1.6, for high pT photons, the nuclear modification factor RAA is consistent
with unity. Photons do not have a color charge, therefore they only interact with matter
electromagnetically. Due to the fact that photons’ mean free paths are significantly larger
than the medium size, they will fly to the detectors without additional rescattering. This
demonstrates that the strong suppression seen for high pT hadron production is related
to the final state effect. For instance, the interaction of partonic jets with the colored
medium usually causes jets to lose a portion of their energy. As illustrated in Fig. 1.7,
for all ranges of transverse momentum, we have more suppression or less RAA in the
case of Pb-Pb than the p-Pb collision. We can claim we have a dense soup of quarks
and gluons when we have a large suppression with RAA < 1 or jet quenching. There are
further effects that have an impact on the proton-nucleus collisions’ RAA, such as the
Cronin effect. Based on this effect, the high pT hadrons are not suppressed, like p-Pb
collisions in Fig. 1.7, but they have a reasonably large production rate. James Cronin
presented this effect [42], which demonstrates how bound nuclei help to produce high pT
particles.

1.4.2 Heavy flavours and quarkonia suppression

Heavy quarks are effective probes of the medium. Charm and beauty quarks (heavy
quarks) are typically produced in hard-scattering processes between partons of colliding
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Figure 1.6: Nuclear modification factor of several mesons in the central (0–20%) Au-Au
collisions [43] in the PHENIX experiment.

Figure 1.7: A comparison of the nuclear modification factors for central (0− 5%) Pb-Pb
and p-Pb collisions measured by ALICE and CMS [44].

nucleons because of their large masses. The pQCD calculations down to zero transverse
momentum can be used to describe their production. Heavy quarks are created in the
early stages of the nucleus–nucleus collision, before the QGP is formed. Then, they go
through the entire system’s evolution while traveling across the medium and interacting
with the QGP constituents.

Recent ALICE results on heavy flavour hadron production in pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb
collisions at various energies are discussed in [45]. The heavy flavour hadrons might
be open or closed. Charged heavy hadrons are known as open, such as D mesons
(D+(d̄c), D−(dc̄), D+

s (s̄c), D−s (sc̄)). The neutral heavy hadrons are referred to closed
or quarkonia, like J/ψ (cc̄), and Υ(bb̄).

cc̄ pairs are the "hardest" particles that can be produced at SPS energy (
√
sNN < 450

GeV [46]) and are easily identifiable by their unique decay pattern. These charmed quarks
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and antiquarks form either a bound charmonium state (J/ψ, ψ′ , or χ, "hidden charm"
production) or they find light quark partners to hadronize into “open charm” states (D
and D̄ mesons or charmed baryons).

Figure 1.8: RAA of prompt D+
s and non-strange D mesons (average of D0, D+ and D∗+)

in the 0-10% centralityclass, compared to TAMU model predictions [47].

The RAA of open heavy flavour measured with ALICE for D0, D+, D∗+, and D+
s

in Pb-Pb collisions shows a substantial decrease of yields at large transverse momenta
(pT > 5 GeV/c) in the most central collisions compared to a pp reference, see Fig. 1.8.
Charm quark in-medium energy loss is considered to be the cause of this suppression.

When the cc̄ pair is created in HICs, the two heavy quarks must travel through a
dense medium of soft particles, which interferes with their aim to hadronize and modifies
their branching ratios into open and hidden charm states, similar to what happens with
the jets. If the soft medium thermalizes into a QGP, the colored quarks and gluons in the
plasma screen the color interaction between the c and c̄, preventing their usual binding
into one of the charmonium states. "J/ψ suppression" should occur as a result of this [48].

Fig. 1.9 illustrates the nuclear modification factor RAA of J/ψ as a function of the
number of participants Npart in central Au-Au collisions. Open circles represent data in
the midrapidity (|y| < 0.35) and full circles indicate data in the forward and backward
rapidities (1.2 < |y| < 2.2). As Npart is raised, the suppression becomes stronger. This
behavior is compatible with theoretical predictions that J/ψ should melt in the QGP
since the initial temperature and size of the QGP are increased for larger Npart.

1.4.3 Anisotropic flow

The strong anisotropic collective flow in the plane transverse to the beam is one of the
consequences of the hydrodynamical behavior and interesting observable to study the
QGP formation in HICs. The collective properties concern soft bulk matter consisting of
more than 99 percent of particles produced in collisions. Due to the intrinsic collision ge-
ometry and fluctuations of the initial states, the produced QGP matter in a AA collision
is anisotropic in the transverse plane [50–53]. The beam direction (z) and the impact
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Figure 1.9: Nuclear modification factor RAA of J/ψ as a function of the number of
participant nucleons Npart in the central (0–10%) Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200

GeV [49].

parameter direction (x) define the reaction plane. The transverse plane is defined by the
impact parameter direction and the third orthogonal direction (y), see Fig 1.10.

Figure 1.10: Almond shaped interaction volume after a non-central collision of two nuclei.
The spatial anisotropy with respect to the x-z plane (reaction plane) translates into a
momentum anisotropy of the produced particles [54].

The anisotropies in the initial geometry of the collisions are transformed via pressure
gradients to the anisotropies in the final state momentum distribution. The particle mo-
mentum distribution anisotropy can be calculated as follows using the Fourier expansion
of the spectrum [54],

E
d3N

d3p
=

1

2π

d2N

ptdptdy

[
1 + 2

∞∑
n=1

vn cos [n(φ−ΨRP )]
]
, (1.4.2)

where E is the energy of the particle, p the momentum, pt the transverse momentum,
φ the azimuthal angle, y the rapidity, and ψRP the reaction plane angle. Because of
the reflection symmetry with respect to the reaction plane, the sine terms in such an
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expansion vanish. Eq. 5.2.1 is an idealized formula. In reality, one uses the event
plane angle (ψEP ) instead of the reaction plane angle (ψRP ) because the ψRP cannot be
observed. I will explain more about the event plane method in chapter 5. The Fourier
coefficients concerning the event plane, which are dependent on pt and y, are given by

vn(pt, y) =< cos [n(φ− ψEP )] >, (1.4.3)

in the (pt, y) bin under research, the angular brackets denote an average over the parti-
cles, sum over all events. The directed and elliptic flows are the first two coefficients of
the Fourier expansion. The v1 =< cosφ > corresponds to the strength of the directed
flow and v2 =< cos 2φ > quantifies the strength of the elliptic flow. Elliptic flow is a
measure of how the flow is not uniform in all directions when viewed along the beam-line
(z direction). The magnitude of v2 is sensitive to the initial conditions, fluctuation and
geometry, and the EoS of the hot and dense fireball.

The higher order flow harmonics, such as v3, v4, v5, etc., are sensitive parameters
for studying initial state fluctuations and to obtain η/s ratio, where η is shear viscosity
over entropy density s of the fluid produced in a collision. The original asymmetry in
the configuration space (non-central collisions) and rescatterings are the two causes of
anisotropic flow [55].

Figure 1.11: Measured directed flow as a function of space-time rapidity η of Au-Au
collisions at

√
sNN= 19.6, 62.4, 130, and 200 GeV averaged over centrality (0 – 40%)

from the PHOBOS experiment [56].

The directed flow is mostly formed at an early stage of the collisions and hence is
sensitive to early pressure gradients in the developing nuclear matter [57]. Stronger
pressure develops when the EoS gets harder. As a result, the directed flow investigates
the stiffness of the nuclear EoS at the early stages of nuclear collisions, which is crucial
for heavy-ion research and astrophysics [58]. The initial conditions of the medium are
very important for directed flow. The v1 is supposed to be produced by the spectator
matter deflecting at high pseudorapidity. Because the deflection anisotropy is small at
mid-rapidity, v1 goes to zero very quickly as can be seen in Fig. 1.11. The deflection
perpendicular to the beam appears to be smaller as the beam energy increases.

In the case of elliptic flow, the eccentricity defines the initial "ellipticity" of the over-
lap zone, assuming the reaction plane is the xz-plane. The spatial anisotropy decreases
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as the system expands. This is the cause for elliptic flow’s great sensitivity to system
evolution at very early times, 2–5 fm/c, on the scale of the system’s size [57].

Figure 1.12: Elliptic flow as a function of pseudorapidity η for charged hadrons in
minimum-bias Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=130 GeV(open triangles) and 200 GeV (closed

triangles). One sigma statistical errors are shown as the error bars. Systematic errors
(90% C.L.) are shown as gray boxes only for the 200 GeV data [59].

The minimum-bias result using the hit-based approach for Au+Au collisions at 200
GeV and 130 GeV data are shown in Fig. 1.12. The results show a steady decrease in v2

as |η| increases, comparable to what is seen at lower energies such as
√
sNN=130 GeV.

Within the systematic errors, there is no noticeable difference in shape or magnitude. In
the mid-rapidity region, the elliptic flow is particularly remarkable.

Figure 1.13: (Color online) The final-flow coefficients vn as a function of impact parameter
b [60] in Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV.

The impact parameter (or centrality) dependence of the final state flow coefficients
can be studied as shown in Fig. 1.13. For all impact parameters, the splitting of vn is
clearly visible: lower vn are bigger than higher vn, at least for the first few vn (for n
≥ 5, vn are so small that their splitting is difficult to resolve). To distinguish between
various curves for the most central collisions, sufficient statistics are required. Even if
the splitting may be smaller, one would predict the same ranking. As a result, it should
reflect the fact that the lowest vn has the highest centrality dependence.
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1.4.4 Strangeness enhancement

One of the initial signatures proposed for the possible observation of a QGP is strangeness
enhancement [61]. The strangeness production would be as soft or hard hadronic probes
depending on the transverse momentum. Nucleons containing up (u) and down (d)
quarks collide in pp or HICs. However, hadrons made up of u, d, and other heavy quark
flavors can be seen in the final state. Strange (s) quarks are the lightest among the rest
of the quarks with the strangeness quantum number.

In all scenarios (statistical hadronization and string decay), strange hadrons are sup-
pressed compared to those composed of u and d quarks, but this "strangeness suppres-
sion" is stronger in string decay compared to statistical production. The suppression is
even more pronounced in the case of multi-strange baryons. They are very much sup-
pressed in string decay compared to statistical decay.

In EPOS model [62], there are both: the core represents statistical hadronization,
and the corona part string decay. I will explain more about core and corona in the next
chapter. In Fig. 1.14, the omega (Ω) and kaon (K) to pion ratio versus multiplicity
per η interval < dn/dη(0) > at central pseudorapidity (η=0) have been shown for both
statistical hadronization, and string decay contributions. Look at the caption of Fig.
1.14 to see different contributions made in this simulation.

One can see that the corona curves are way below the core ones in both K and Ω
productions. The core-corona method provides a mixture of core and corona contribu-
tions, the corona weight increases with multiplicity. So comparing pp (small dn/dη(0))
and central Pb-Pb, we compare "string decay" with "statistical decay", showing a huge
(not-huge) increase concerning Ω (K) over π production. So what is usually referred to as
"strangeness enhancement" is essentially the fact that particles, especially multi-strange
particles like Ω, are much more frequent in statistical particle production compared to
string decay. The full curve (including core, corona, and hadronic cascade contributions)
for Ω is slightly reduced at high multiplicity than co+co due to hadronic final state in-
teractions (baryon-baryon annihilation).

Strangeness enhancement has been experimentally observed in experiments at the
CERN SPS [69], RHIC [70], and LHC [67] energies in HICs. In chapter 5, we will show
some results for various types of strange/multi-strange particles.

1.4.5 Photons

One of the electromagnetic probes produced in pp, pA, and AA collisions is the inclusive
photon yield. Direct photons and indirect photons are two types of inclusive photons. In
the following, I will classify these two types of photons.

Indirect photons

Indirect photons are also known as decay photons. The decay photons make up the
majority of the inclusive photon spectrum. They are created by the photonic decay of
hadrons (mesons and baryons) which are produced during the reaction. Since these de-
cays occur at later times and outside of the active reaction zone (maybe in a mixed state
or hadronization), they provide only relatively little information about the initial high-
energy state. As a result, researchers have tried to remove the decay photons from the
inclusive yield (preferably using experimental methods) and investigate the remaining
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Figure 1.14: (Color online) Strange particles (Kaon K (l.h.s), and Omega Ω (r.h.s))
yields to pion ratio versus multiplicity < dn/dη(0) >, for different contributions from
the EPOS 3 simulations [62], and different systems (pp, p-Pb, and Pb-Pb). The green
dashed-dotted, blue dotted, yellow dashed, red full, and blue triangles are related to
particles from the core only (core), particles from corona only (corona), particles from
core and corona (co-co), all particles with hadronic cascade (full), and particles from
pure string decay, respectively. The thin, intermediate, and thick lines refer to pp, p-Pb,
and Pb-Pb collisions. The results compared to the ALICE data with open circles (pp),
open squares (p-Pb), and open stars (Pb-Pb) from [63–68].

photons as direct photons.

Different definitions of decay photons are used by the various collaborations depending
on the particular experimental set-up. The decays of π0- and η-mesons are removed from
the inclusive photons by all groups. Some groups, however, also include decays of the less
common and short-lived particles η′ , ω, φ, a1 and the ∆-resonance in their calculations
such as Parton Hadron String Dynamics (PHSD) group [71]. Because of photon emission
during multiple absorption and formation in the initial interaction phase, experimental
approaches for determining the a1 and ∆ are problematic. The photon production from
the following hadronic decays is predicted using PHSD:

π0 → γ + γ, η → γ + γ, η
′ → ρ+ γ, ω → π0 + γ, φ→ η + γ, a1 → π + γ, ∆→ γ +N,

where the parent hadrons can be generated in baryon–baryon (BB), meson–baryon (mB),
or meson–meson (mm) collisions, or they can come via hadronization. The decay proba-
bilities are derived using the appropriate branching ratios from the Particle Data Group’s
latest collection [72].

Direct photons

The direct photons are derived by removing the decay-photon contributions from the in-
clusive (total) spectra observed experimentally, as I explained in the previous paragraph.
The direct photons include the prompt and thermal photons.

The photons with large transverse momentum pT , also known as prompt or pQCD
photons, are produced in the early stages via hard nucleon-nucleon collisions, and they
come from jet fragmentation. The pQCD models their contributions effectively. Con-
tributions from the produced jet-γ—conversion in the QGP may also be present in AA
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collisions at high pT , and photons from the scattering of hard partons by thermalized
partons, qhard + q(g)QGP → γ + q(g).

There is a significant remaining photon yield for pT<3 GeV/c after the prompt pho-
tons are subtracted from the direct photon spectra, which are defined as thermal photons.
These kind of photons can be emitted by different partonic and hadronic sources as:

1. Photons that are radiated by quarks in the interaction with antiquarks and glu-
ons, q + q̄ → g + γ, and q/q̄ + g → q/q̄ + γ. Additionally, photon production in the
bremsstrahlung reactions,q + q/g → q + q/g + γ, is possible [73].

2. All colliding hadronic charges (meson, baryons) can also radiate photons by the
bremsstrahlung processes, m+m→ m+m+ γ, and m+B → m+B + γ [74].

3. Binary meson + meson and meson + baryon collisions can produce photons.
The following 2→ 2 scattering mechanisms can predict direct photon production within
PHSD:

π + π → ρ+ γ, π + ρ→ π + γ, V +N → γ +N,

where V is the vector mesons such as ρ, φ, ω, and N = n, p [75].

On the left side of Fig. 1.15, the results for the inclusive photon spectrum as a sum
of all the considered partonic and hadronic sources for photons produced in minimal bias
Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV as a function of the transverse momentum pT at

midrapidity |y| < 0.35 are shown. The simulations have been done in PHSD framework.
From the results, it is clear that indirect photons are produced in larger abundance than
other types of photons.

Figure 1.15: Photon production as a function of transverse momentum pT spectrum
from PHSD for minimal bias Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN= 200 GeV at midrapidity |y|

< 0.35 [74]. Left: (color online) the channel decomposition of the inclusive photon pT
spectrum. Right: (color online) direct photons (sum of all photon production channels
except the π- and η-mesons decays) from PHSD approach (red solid line) in comparison
to the PHENIX experiments [76]. The channel description is given in the legend.

These indirect photons, are subtracted experimentally to access the direct photons
spectrum because they are less sensitive to the formation of the hot and dense medium
and its properties. As illustrated on the right side of the Fig. 1.15, the sum over
direct photon production is near to the real data from PHENIX experiment. If the
partonic and hadronic sources are added together (red solid line), the observed transverse
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momentum spectrum dN/dpT can be reproduced. The photons emitted by the strongly
QGP represent for slightly less than half of the total number of photons detected. The
radiation of hadrons and their interactions also make a significant contribution, especially
at low transverse momentum. Meson decays and meson-meson bremsstrahlung are the
most common hadronic sources.

1.4.6 Dilepton production

Dilepton production is another electromagnetic probe. Dileptons (e+e−, µ+µ− pairs or
virtual photons γ∗) can be produced from all stages of the heavy-ion reactions as well as
real photons. The virtual photons do not transfer energy from one place to another, while
real photons do [77]. One of the advantages of dileptons versus photons is that they have
an extra "degree of freedom": the invariant mass which allows various sources to be iden-
tified. The dilepton is characterized by dilepton invariant mass squaredM2 = (p++p−)2,
where p+ and p− are the four-momenta of the two leptons. Also, the dilepton transverse
momentum is defined as pt = (p+

t + p−t ), where p+
t and p−t are the transverse momenta

of the two leptons. In pp, pA, and AA collisions, the following production sources of
dileptons occur [71].

Hadronic sources: It can happen for different ranges of hadrons invariant masses.
Hadronic sources are: i) At low invariant masses (M < 1 GeV/c2), the Dalitz decays of
mesons and baryons (π0, η,∆, ...) and the direct decay of vector mesons (ρ, ω, φ) as well
as the hadronic bremsstrahlung [78].
ii) At intermediate masses (1 GeV/c2 < M < 3 GeV/c2), leptons from correlated D+D−

pairs [79], and radiation from multi-meson reactions (π+π, π+ρ, π+ω, ρ+ρ, π+a1, ...)
[80].
iii) At high invariant masses (M > 3 GeV/c2), the direct decay of vector mesons (J/ψ, ψ′)
[81] and initial ’hard’ Drell-Yan annihilation to dileptons (q + q̄ → l+l−, where l = e, η)
[81].

Partonic sources: Partonic interactions in HICs produces thermal QGP dilep-
tons, which provide the majority of the intermediate masses. Thermal qq̄ annihilation
(q+ q̄ → l+ + l−, q+ q̄ → g+ l+ + l−) and Compton scattering (q(q̄)+g → q(q̄)+ l+ + l−)
are the most important mechanisms [82].

These dileptons must then pass through the collision region on their way to particle
detectors. They have large mean free paths and interact electromagnetically. As a result,
the produced lepton pairs do not collide with each other before reaching the detectors,
keeping the information about the inside of the fireball.

Fig. 1.16 indicates the invariant mass spectrum of dielectrons in minimum bias
Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV in PHSD compare to the STAR data. From this

figure it can be figured out that dielecrons from hadronic channels such as π0 and η,
dominate the low-mass range, whereas partonic interactions and heavy flavor decays
dominate the intermediate-mass range as we have already explained in the previous
paragraphs. PHSD results for the sum over all decay channels are quite close to the real
data except for the invariant mass at 3 GeV which might be due to neglecting some decay
channels like J/ψ and ψ′ .
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Figure 1.16: The invariant mass spectra of dielectrons from PHSD [83] in comparison
to the STAR data in Au-Au collisions from

√
sNN = 200 GeV [84]. The total yield is

displayed in terms of the blue lines while the different contributions are specified in the
legends. Note that the contribution from J/ψ and ψ

′ decays are not included in the
PHSD calculations.

1.5 Monte Carlo event generators

MC event generators are frequently used by experimentalists in analyses and many theo-
rists in making predictions for collider experiments and developing ways to propose to the
experiments [85]. MCs are critical tools in high-energy physics. They are also commonly
employed as "black boxes" whose output is referred to as data. The most of recent Higgs
discovery plots in CMS and ATLAS experiments, as an example of the importance of
MC, depend essentially on MC predictions to set limits on Higgses in particular param-
eter space regions as well as to detect them [2, 86]. This should be enough to persuade
us that event generators are needed for both discovery and precision physics.

One event in the event generator is identical to one pp or AA collision. The objective
of a full event generator package is to reproduce the same amount of particles with the
same characteristics as those created in an experiment. The structure of a pp collision
formed by event generators at the LHC can be represented in a few key steps. As shown
in Fig. 1.17 in most event generators, the color coding corresponds to the collision pro-
cesses are separated into five stages for a pp as

1. Hard process: this is performed by starting the simulation at the collision’s
center and estimating the probability distribution of a specific "hard scatter", which is
the event’s largest momentum transfer process, using perturbation theory. Simulating
the hard process is simple because of the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs), which
describe how partons go into the process, and lowest order perturbation theory, which
gives a probabilistic distribution of outgoing partons.

2. Parton shower: what happens to the incoming and outgoing partons involved
in the hard collision is a more interesting stage of event production. The parton shower
phase of event generators explains this. Colored particles, quarks, and gluons are the
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Figure 1.17: Diagram showing the structure of a proton-proton collision, where the
different colours indicate the different stages involved in event generation [85]. Green,
blue, deep pink and brown colors are related to parton shower, hadronization, underlying
event, and particle decays, respectively.

partons engaged in the hard process. It is well known from QED that scattered electric
charges emit photons, a phenomenon known as Bremsstrahlung. In the same way that
scattered color charges emit gluons, partons emit gluons when they enter and leave a col-
lision. The main difference from QED is that gluons are colored due to the non-Abelian
structure of SU(3), and therefore an emitted gluon can affect additional radiation. The
phase space starts up with soft gluons as a result of the extended shower. The par-
ton shower may be described as a step-by-step process expressed in terms of momentum
transfer scale evolution. The evolution of the parton shower begins with the hard process
and continues down to lower and lower momentum scales till perturbation theory breaks.

3. Hadronization: everything we have learned so far has been predicated on pQCD,
yet partons are not the final state particles that emerge after a collision since they cannot
freely propagate. Hadrons are the physical final state particles, but we do not know how
to compute them, therefore we need a model to describe how colored partons are confined
into colorless hadrons, a process known as hadronization.

4. Underlying event: in the lab frame, a collision between two protons occurs when
two pancakes (very fast protons) are totally overlapping one other in space time. The
underlying event, which is made up of the production of the jet (hard partons) connected
to its event, is produced as a result of this.

5. Unstable particles decays: The last element of event generation is that many
of these hadrons have heavy resonances that decay after a short amount of time.

Pythia/Angantyr, Herwig, ISAJET, HIJING, AMPT, and EPOS are some of the
famous hadronic event generators employed in current experiments, running from hard
collisions to stable hadrons [87].

Pythia/Angantyr [88, 89] is a software for generating high-energy physics collision
events, that is, collisions involving electrons, protons, photons, and heavy nuclei at high
energies. It includes theory and models for hard and soft interactions, parton distri-
butions, initial- and final-state parton showers, multiparton interactions, fragmentation,
and decay, among many other physics topics. Inside Pythia, the Lund String Model is
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utilized as an initial condition for PHSD [90]. In the third chapter, I will go through this
approach in more detail.

Herwig [91] is a general-purpose event generator for simulating high-energy lepton-
lepton, lepton-hadron, and hh collisions, with a focus on precise QCD radiative simula-
tion.

ISAJET [92] is a MC simulation program for pp, p p̄, and e+e− interactions at high
energies. ISAJET is based on pQCD and parton and beam jet fragmentation phenomeno-
logical models.

HIJING [93] is a MC event generator for parton and particle production in high-
energy hadronic and nuclear collisions. Based on QCD-inspired models for multiple jet
production, it is designed in particular to study jet and mini-jet production and associated
particle production in high energy pp, pA, and AA collisions. This model incorporates
multiple mini-jet productions, soft excitation, nuclear shadowing of parton distribution
functions, and jet interactions in the dense hadronic matter.

AMPT [94] is a MC transport model for HICs at relativistic energies. It provides a
kinetic description of all stages of HICs. Additionally, it includes both types of inter-
action, i.e., partonic and hadronic levels, and the transition between two phases of matter.

Last but not least, there is also EPOS event generator [95]. This is one of the most
effective event generators for many collision types, including lepton-lepton, lepton-proton,
pp, pA, and AA collisions. It was written using the Parton-Based-Gribov-Regge Theory
(PBGRT) as a basis. In the following chapter, I will explain everything about this event
generator in more detail.

1.6 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter, I began writing some basic backgrounds that I would need to know in
order to fulfill my Ph.D thesis.

The goal of this project is to integrate two advanced models, EPOS and PHSD, to
investigate the QGP dynamics in heavy ion collisions. Despite the fact that these two
models use distinct approaches to accomplish their goals, they both work on the same
principles. The roles in the SM are followed by both of them. To do this, I opened this
chapter by introducing fundamental particles such as quarks and leptons, and forces in
the SM like strong, electromagnetic, and weak. Because all of spectra in this work are
specified in natural units, I have presented them.

Then, in the second section, I talked about how the QGP is formed theoretically from
QCD in the SM. The QGP can be produced in the lab by colliding heavy nuclei at ultra-
relativistic energies, such as those performed at LHC and RHIC. After two heavy nuclei
collided, there are several steps to consider, including pre-equilibrim, QGP, hadroniza-
tion, and freeze-out. The Bjorken scenario was one of the first hydrodynamical models
to take into account the stages discussed in the third section.

Following that, I went through some particular methods for studying the QGP char-
acteristics including soft, hard, and electromagnetic probes. Since the QGP cannot be
seen in real time, theoretical models must anticipate which characteristics of the inter-
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actions’ final state will be relevant in identifying QGP formation. Before being used as
the QGP signatures, these properties must be proven.

I finished this chapter by summing up the MC event generators in hadron interac-
tions. MC event generators are used by theorists and experiments to make predictions
and plan for future experiments, and they are an essential part of nearly all experimental
analyses. The hadronic event generators were discussed briefly.

In the following chapter, I will go through the philosophy behind EPOS event gener-
ator and how one event is generated within it.
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CHAPTER 2

EPOS

EPOS stands for a particularly successful event generator to produce particles by sim-
ulating high energy collisions, based on the MC technique. It is a universal model for
all varieties of collisions. First, I will go through the history of EPOS and explain the
theory behind it, then I will go over the step-by-step procedure of how the particles are
produced in this event generator.

2.1 A brief history of EPOS

The earliest predecessor of EPOS was VENUS [96] which stood as one of the primary
event generators based on simple multiple interactions to represent the soft pp processes
in 1990. VENUS also predicts more central baryons in AA collisions. It has been revealed
throughout the time of SPS at CERN and AGS at BNL. In VENUS model not only color
exchange between quarks is considered as basic reaction mechanism, but also color ex-
change between antiquarks. This model realizes a nuclear collision in three independent
steps: i) From geometrical considerations, it is determined which nucleons from projec-
tile and target nucleus collide with each other. ii) An individual collision leads to color
exchange between quarks and also between antiquarks, these color rearrangements being
the origin of color string formation. iii) After all strings have been formed due to color
exchange, they are fragmented into observable hadrons by using an iterative fragmen-
tation cascade. The fragmentation is assumed to be the same as in lepton scattering [97].

Klaus Werner, the inventor of VENUS, decided to develop VENUS into the "NEXUS"
model in 2000 to have a comprehensive classification of both soft and hard processes of
the hadronic collisions [98]. The new model provides more reliable extrapolation towards
high energy since it has a more solid theoretical basis than it is used in VENUS. During
these times, the NEXUS split into QGSJET [99] which has been successfully employed
including triple pomeron contributions and more, to all orders in the field of high energy
cosmic rays, and EPOS based on PBGRT [100]. It implies a consistent treatment of
hard and soft processes, and allows the computation of both elastic and inelastic cross-
sections, respecting energy sharing during the multiple pomeron exchanges. The main
privilege of such a proposal is that EPOS can reliably simulate all types of hadronic
collisions such as pp, pA, or even AA, and one can also model collective phenomena. Ad-
ditionally, it can still treat the cosmic rays simulations by realizing fixed-target collisions.

In 2010, the event generator developed to EPOS 2 [101, 102], including a perfect-
fluid hydrodynamic evolution of matter, based on a core-corona separation procedure,
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Figure 2.1: Pedigree of EPOS by year.

and finally using a hadronic cascade the Ultrarelativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics
(UrQMD) model [103].

EPOS LHC version [104] was written by tuning the model over minimum bias pp,
p-Pb, and Pb-Pb collisions provided by LHC experiments in 2012, at the end of the first
RUN. EPOS LHC is based on EPOS 1 (without hydrodynamic evolution). In particular,
it discusses the effect of the collective hadronization in pp scattering.

The subsequent important upgrade, which led to EPOS 3 [95], was the inclusion of
heavy quarks [105], parton saturation, and viscous hydrodynamics [106]. EPOS HQ [107]
has been developed in order to quantify the off-equilibrium dynamics of heavy flavor at
lower transverse momentum pT in 2017.

The newest version, EPOS 4, implements a new saturation method, and will be
published in the near future. In current investigation, EPOSi+PHSDe, we endeavor to
employ EPOS 4 as an initial condition (EPOSi) to do the evolution of AA collision based
on the PHSD (PHSDe) model. In Fig. 2.1 , the pedigree of EPOS by year has been
illustrated.

2.2 The theoretical foundation of EPOS

In this section, I want to represent the theories within EPOS that make up the main
theory as PBGRT. The PBGRT merges the Parton Model (PM) and the Gribov-Regge
Theory (GRT), as its title implies. In the subsections that follow, we will take a short
look at these two models. We will see why combining both of these approaches into a
particular approach is necessary.
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2.2.1 Parton Model

With the installation of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) accelerator in
1962, the possibility of colliding two protons with a center of energy more than 10 GeV
arose. These collisions tell that the proton is not an elementary particle. To explain the
pp collisions, Feynman presented the PM in 1969 [108]. Feynman proposed that the pro-
ton was made up of point-like components called partons before quarks and gluons were
widely recognized [109]. By using elementary parton interactions, Feynman decomposed
the cross-section of a pp collision. At the same time, Bjorken derived the PDFs using
the PM to describe e−p collisions. First, I will explain e−p collisions, and then I will go
over pp collisions in the PM.

Electron-proton collision

The main interaction in deep inelastic e−p scattering in the quark–parton model, as
shown in Fig. 2.2, is elastic scattering from a spin-half quark within the proton [1].

Figure 2.2: e−p scattering in the center-of-mass frame and the corresponding lowest-order
Feynman diagram.

In the situation ofE >> mp, when the proton has a very high energy, the quark–parton
model for deep inelastic scattering is applicable. It uses the infinite momentum frame,
which causes the proton’s mass and any component of the struck quark’s momentum
that is transverse to the direction of the motion of the proton to be ignored. As a result,
the struck quark’s four-momentum may be written

pq = ζp2 = (ζE2, 0, 0, ζE2), (2.2.1)

where ζ is the proton’s fractional momentum carried by the quark. After the interaction
with the virtual photon, the quark’s four-momentum is just ζp2 + q. Because the final-
state quark’s four-momentum squared is equal to the square of its mass,

(ζp2)2 = ζ2p2
2 + 2ζp2.q + q2 = m2

q . (2.2.2)

Since ζp2 is the only four-momentum of the quark before the collision, therefore ζ2p2
2 =

m2
q . Thus, Eq. 2.2.2 shows that q2 + 2ζp2.q = 0 and the momentum fraction ζ can be

represented as

ζ =
−q2

2p2.q
=

Q2

2p2.q
≡ x. (2.2.3)

The Bjorken variable is x in this context. The underlying electron-quark scattering
system has kinematic parameters that are connected to the e−p collision such as x, Eq.
2.2.3, and y, Eq. 2.2.4, ignoring the electron and proton mass terms.

y =
p2.q

p2.p1
. (2.2.4)
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The differential cross-section for e−q → e−q can be written

dσ

dQ2
=

4πα2Q2
q

Q4

[
(1− y) +

y2

2

]
, (2.2.5)

where y can be expressed as a function of x

y =
Q2

(s−m2
p)x

. (2.2.6)

Through the interchange of gluons, the quarks inside the proton will interact with one
another. Within the proton, the dynamics of this interacting system will result in a
distribution of quark momenta. PDFs are used to describe these distributions. For
example, the up-quark PDFs for the proton up(x) is formulated by:

up(x)δx, (2.2.7)

indicates the number of up-quarks inside the proton with momentum fraction between x
and x+ δx. The down-quarks are in a similar predicament. The PDFs are based on the
proton’s detailed dynamics, which they must get by experiment.

The e−p deep inelastic scattering cross-section can be identified by the definition
of the PDFs and the expression for the differential cross-section for underlying electron-
quark elastic scattering process given in Eq. 2.2.5. The cross-section for elastic scattering
from a particular flavour of quark i with charge Qi and momentum fraction in the range
x→ x+ δx, is

d2σ

dQ2
=

4πα2

Q4

[
(1− y2) +

y2

2

]
×Q2

i q
p
i (x)δx, (2.2.8)

where qpi (x) is the PDFs for that flavour of quark. Then the double-differential cross-
section is obtained by dividing by δx and summing over all quark flavours

d2σep

dxdQ2
=

4πα2

Q4

[
(1− y) +

y2

2

]
ΣiQ

2
i q
p
i (x). (2.2.9)

This is the PM prediction for the e−p deep inelastic scattering cross-section.

The general expression for the deep inelastic scattering cross-section in terms of struc-
ture function F (x,Q2) can be determined by

d2σ

dxdQ2
≈ 4πα2

Q4

[
(1− y)

F2(x,Q2)

x
+ y2F1(x,Q2)

]
. (2.2.10)

Comparing Eqs. 2.2.9 and 2.2.10, one can write the relation between structure functions
as:

F ep2 (x,Q2) = 2xF ep1 (x,Q2) = xΣiQ
2
i q
p
i (x). (2.2.11)

The PM predicts the Callan–Gross relation, F2(x) = 2xF1(x). This is due to the under-
lying process being elastic scattering from spin-half Dirac particles; the quark magnetic
moment is directly related to its charge and therefore the contributions from the electro-
magnetic (F2) and the pure magnetic (F1) structure functions are fixed with respect to
one another.
For e−p deep inelastic scattering, the structure function F ep2 (x) for light quarks is related
to the PDFs by

F ep2 (x) = xΣiQ
2
i q
p
i (x) ≈ x

(4

9
up(x) +

1

9
dp(x) +

4

9
ūp(x) +

1

9
d̄p(x)

)
, (2.2.12)
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where up(x), dp(x), ūp(x) and d̄p(x) are the up-, down-, anti-up and anti-down parton
distribution functions for the proton, respectively. A similar expression can be written
down for the structure functions for e−n scattering. Integrating these expressions for the
structure functions over the entire x range gives∫ 1

0
F ep2 (x)dx =

4

9
fu +

1

9
fd, (2.2.13)

where fu and fd are given by

fu =

∫ 1

0
[xup(x) + xūp(x)]dx, fd =

∫ 1

0
[xdp(x) + xd̄p(x)]dx. (2.2.14)

The quantity fu is the fraction of the momentum of the proton carried by the up- and
anti-up quarks. Similarly fd is the fraction carried by the down- and anti-down quarks.
The momentum fractions fu and fd can be obtained directly from the experimental mea-
surements of the proton and neutron structure functions. For instance, the experimental
measurement of F ep2 (x,Q2) as a function of x for deep inelastic scattering events with 2
(GeV2/c2) < Q2 < 30 (GeV2/c2) as observed at SLAC gives [110]∫

F ep2 (x)dx ≈ 0.18. (2.2.15)

Using the quark–parton model predictions of Eq. 2.2.14 , these experimental results can
be interpreted as measurements of the fractions of the proton momentum carried by the
up- and anti-up- and down- and anti-down-quarks such as:

fu ≈ 0.36, fd ≈ 0.18. (2.2.16)

Given that the proton consists of two up-quarks and one down-quark. However, the total
fraction of the momentum of the proton carried by quarks and antiquarks is just over 50
percent; the remainder is carried by the gluons that are the force carrying particles of the
strong interaction. Because the gluons are electrically neutral, they do not contribute to
the QED process of e−p deep inelastic scattering.

Proton-proton collision

The generalization of the e−p collisions by a pure hadronic collision (here pp) is used to
describe all non-elementary interaction. This generalization describes all non-elementary
interactions into elementary interactions between partons. We saw in the previous part
that the measurements of the structure functions enable us to determine the PDFs, which
are essential for the calculation of cross-sections at the pp colliders. Therefore, one can
compute the cross-section of the pp collision based on the PM as:

σ(pp→ q3q4) ≈
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
F1(x1, Q

2)F2(x2, Q
2)σ(q1q2 → q3q4)dx1dx2. (2.2.17)

The cross-section σ(q1q2 → q3q4) can be calculated by the rules of QFT and Feynman
diagram. The PM is only relevant to hard processes; we also want to have a model that
applies to soft processes. To do so, the GRT is introduced in the next subsection.
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2.2.2 Gribov-Regge Theory

In the GRT, one can read the Regge Theory (RT). Regge theory is involved with non-
relativistic potential scattering and its association in a significant theory such as QCD
would consequently be an important action towards a comprehensive understanding of
strong interaction. This theory investigates the scattering matrix properties by Regge in
1959 [96, 111]. Before entering into the technical part of RT it is worth describing the
S-matrix and its attributes.

In quantum theory the S-matrix represents a transition between two states, |f > and
|k >. |k > is the initial state of free particles at t → −∞ and |f > is the final state of
free particles at t→ +∞. The matrix elements of the S-matrix is given by

Sfk =< f |S|k > . (2.2.18)

One can illustrate the S-matrix as an interaction formalism

Sfk = δfk + i(2π)4δ4(Pi − Pk)Tfk. (2.2.19)

If the state does not change |k >= |f >, it signifies there is no interaction, then we
have δfk = 1. The imaginary part of Eq. 2.2.19 denotes the interaction of two different
states corresponding to T-matrix with scattering amplitude Tfk where the Dirac func-
tion exposes the conservation of energy and momentum. The S-matrix has some accurate
features such as:
1. Lorentz-invariant
2. Unitary
3. Analytic in momentum variables.
The properties of the S-matrix is studied by the RT. This theory is actually non-
perturbative and investigates the amplitude’s behavior of elastic collisions. The partial-
wave amplitude T for the elastic collision a+b→ c+d using the Mandelstam’s variables,
s and t, can be written,

T(t, s) = Σ∞j=0(2j + 1)T(j, s)Pj(z). (2.2.20)

In Eq. 2.2.20, Pj(z) is the j-th Legendre Polynomial with z = cos θ where θ is the
scattering angle. Applying the infinite energy (s → ∞), one can rewrite the amplitude
as T(s, t) ≈ sα(t) with regge poles α. Therefore, the elastic cross-section with this
amplitude is given

dσ

dt
=

1

s2
|T(s, t)|2 ≈ s2α(t)−2. (2.2.21)

The linear trajectories observes a remarkable agreement with the data as

α(t) = α(0) + α
′
t. (2.2.22)

This is in complete agreement with the fact that if one plots the spin α of resonances
versus their mass squared s, one can obtain group of particles on linear Regge trajectories,

α(s) = α(0) + α
′
s, (2.2.23)

with α(0) ≤ 0.5. The Regge pole amplitude is represented by a Reggeon exchange
between two hadrons. The Reggeon is a hypothetical particle which nature still has to
be explained in the context of field theory. As a result of the optical theorem, the total
cross-section is defined as

σtot ≈
1

s
ImT(s, 0), (2.2.24)
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which leads to
σtot ≈ sα(0)−1. (2.2.25)

The slow growing of σtot with s necessitates a prominent role of a special Reggeon with
α(0) = 1. We use the normal Reggeon just for α(0) < 1 and we call a Reggeon with
α(0) ≥ 1 as "pomeron". The Reggeons have the quantum numbers of the hadrons
whereas at high energies the exchange of quantum numbers has to vanish, so the pomerons
have the quantum numbers of the vaccum. A pomeron is an elementary interaction be-
tween two hadrons or two partons. Vladimir Gribov introduced it in the 1960s [112,113]
as a way to explain the slow growth of cross-sections in hadronic collisions at high energy.

We have already shown that RT is a great low-energy theory for studying the elastic
scattering cross-sections. It is not valid at high energy, however, because the cross-
sections increase dramatically and explode in case of just one pomeron exchange. We
need to employ multiple pomeron exchanges to achieve reasonable cross-sections at a
high energy scale, see Fig. 2.3. The GRT is presented using this idea. A significant
criterion for developing a theory of multiple pomeron exchanges is to prevent violating
unitarity. The elastic amplitude and inelastic processes are only accessible via unitarity.
As a first application of the GRT, we consider the elastic scattering starting with its

Figure 2.3: Multiple pomeron exchange representation in the GRT.

amplitude in Eq. 2.2.20. Therefore, one can rewrite the amplitude as [96]

T(s, t) = 2is

∫
d2b exp (i~k~b)γ(s, b), (2.2.26)

with
γ(s, b) := −iT (s, b)/8π, (2.2.27)

introducing the impact parameter b and ~k = ~p⊥. We employ Eq. 2.2.26 to compute the
cross-sections. The total cross-section is calculated by σtot = Im T(s, 0)/s,

σtot = 2

∫
d2b Re(γ(s, b)). (2.2.28)

The elastic cross-section denotes

dσel
dt

=
1

16πs2
|T(s, t)|2, (2.2.29)

then
σel =

∫
d2b |γ(s, b)|2. (2.2.30)

If we define an eikonal w(s, b), and assume real w,

γ(s, b) = 1− exp [−w(s, b)], (2.2.31)

we obtain
σtot =

∫
d2b 2{1− exp [−w(s, b)]}, (2.2.32)
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σel =

∫
d2b {1− exp [−w(s, b)]}2, (2.2.33)

σin =

∫
d2b {1− exp [−2w(s, b)]}. (2.2.34)

The production of particle comes from the inelastic collision with cross-section in Eq.
2.2.34.

Multiple pomeron exchange cures unitarity, which would be broken for single pomeron
exchange, as has been shown by comparing w(s, b) and γ(s, b) = 1 − exp[−w(s, b)] as a
function of impact parameter in the eikonal approximation.

To compute cross-sections for a single pomeron exchange, γ must be replaced by w
in the calculations. When b is decreased, the w(s, b) function grows much beyond 1 at
high energies. This function rises linearly with s for maximal overlapping at b = 0, re-
sulting in an increase in total cross-section. This is a violation of the Froissart bound,
and therefore unitarity. However, in the case of multiple pomeron exchange, we should
take into account the γ = 1 − e−w rather than w. For low overlapping, large b, the w
function is small and we have the same situation for γ. In case of more central collision,
small b, however, the w function grows beyond 1 and γ is always smaller than 1 and the
cross-sections do not increase linearly with s. Therefore, the behavior of γ is good, and
its dependence on b is comparable to a Fermi function. As including, everything is how
it should be and in the scenario of multiple pomeron exchanges, we have unitarity [96].

Despite the fact that GRT preserves unitarity at high energies, the approach has two
drawbacks. The first one is energy conservation. During the particle production treat-
ment, the initial energy must be shared among the multiple pomerons, but during the
cross-section computation, each pomeron takes the whole initial energy. The second flaw
is that the initial pomeron is treated differently in the particle production process than
other pomerons for no obvious reason.

We need to integrate these two models, the PM and GRT, to have a complete defi-
nition of both hard and soft processes and address the energy sharing dilemma. This is
called the PBGRT. I will briefly describe this approach in the following subsection.

2.2.3 Parton Based Gribov Regge Theory

As I have already explained, the PBGRT contains the merging of two separate ap-
proaches, PM and GRT. The aim of this model is to cover both soft and hard processes
properly. The main concept to form this theory is to do a realistic treatment of all pro-
cesses during a collision using the multiple scattering. One has to explicitly care about
the fact that the total energy should be distributed among the individual elementary
interactions. All kinds of collisions are allowed, as pp, pA, or AA. This approach con-
stitutes a strategy to determine the cross-sections and the particle production taking
accurately care of the energy conservation. The PBGRT has been developed by Klaus
Werner and his colleagues in 2000 with the main reference [100].

This theory has changed our vision regarding the schematic representation of the pp
scattering as compare to the GRT. The pomeron or parton ladder was defined as ele-
mentary interaction between hadrons in GRT, black lines in Fig. 2.3, while it is defined
as elementry interaction between partons using the PM in PBGRT, green lines in Fig.
2.4. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5, each parton ladder is considered to be a sum of a soft, a
semi-hard and a hard contributions, being based on RT and pQCD (including Dokshitzer
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the proton-proton scattering with multiple
pomeron exchange (red lines) between partons (green lines) in the PBGRT.

Gribov Lipatov Altarelli Parisi (DGLAP) equations).

Figure 2.5: Representation of the elastic parton ladder

The semi-hard pomeron includes sea-sea, sea-valence, valence-sea and valence-valence
contributions in order to have a complete description of the interaction between projectile
and target. In the hard contribution, for the "Born" process, one can use the space-like
and time-like cascade according to DGLAP equations to complete the color flow diagrams
and produce the correct string segments. The pomerons are broken by quark-antiquark
or quark-antidiquarks or antiquark-diquark that lead to hadron formation.

We have two kinds of parton ladders, cut and uncut. A consistent quantum me-
chanical formulation of the multiple scattering requires not only the consideration of the
cut parton ladders to produce particles but also the uncut ladders, expressing elastic
scattering. The uncut ladders do not subscribe to particle production, but they are
crucial since they affect extensively the calculations of partial cross-sections. The calcu-
lation of cross-sections are explained with more details in these references, [100] and [114].

In this model, the energy is conserved in particle production and computing cross-
sections. Eventually, we should deal with the complex proposal of how these partons
will be transformed into observable hadrons. Based on the idea that the parton ladders
amount to essentially longitudinal color fields, which may be represented by strings, we
employ the relativistic string model. Technically, the method consists of two steps: given
the partons, strings are formed then these strings “fragment” into hadrons.

In the following the particle production with the cut ladder in a nucleus-nucleus colli-
sion is considered. One assumes that projectile parton always interacts with exactly one
parton on the other side (target), elastically or inelastically which realized via uncut or
cut ladders. They create the ladders as shown in Fig. 2.6.

We expect that we have "normal" hadronization in the case of a cut ladder, however,
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Figure 2.6: The two elements of the multiple scattering theory: cut ladders (dashed red
lines), represent the inelastic interactions, and uncut ladders (red lines) show the elastic
interactions in nucleus-nucleus collision.

Figure 2.7: Left: hadron production from a cut ladder (normal hadronization) and two
cut ladders interaction (collective hadronization). Right: the complete picture, includ-
ing remnants. The remnants are an important source of particle production at RHIC
energies. [115].

one can have interaction between partons from separate cut ladders. Therefore, the
hadronization of the two ladders is certainly not independent and we expect that we
have some kind of "collective" hadronization of two interacting ladders as can be seen
on the l.h.s of Fig. 2.7.

As illustrated in the right hand side of Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.6, the complete repre-
sentation of elementary interaction between partons contains three objects: two off-shell
remnants (outer contributions) and the parton ladder between two active partons (inner
contributions) on both sides, projectile and target. The remnants produce particles at
large rapidities and the parton ladders produce particles at central rapidities.

In summary, we discussed how the PBGRT was created to tackle the issue of energy
conservation. It is also used to provide a comprehensive definition of both soft and hard
processes. As an event generator, one should understand how an event is generated
in EPOS. I will go through everything inside this event generator in the next section,
although not in much detail.
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2.3 How does the EPOS event generator work?

In this section, I will describe an event generated in EPOS for pp, pA and AA collisions.
Initial conditions, core-corona separation, viscous hydrodynamic expansion, statistical
hadronization, and final state hadronic cascade are the five steps for generating each
event.

2.3.1 Initial conditions (EPOSi)

The PBGRT, which is the theoretical basis of EPOS, is used to describe the initial con-
ditions. As we have already explained in subsection 2.2.3, the number of pomerons per
possible nucleon-nucleon pair is used to define the multiple scattering configuration. A
sequence of partons are associated with each cut pomeron in a given configuration. The
chain of partons corresponding to a given pomeron is referred to as parton ladder. These
ladders are identified with flux tubes. Actually, the initial conditions are based on the
flux tubes not partons [116].

For each cut pomeron and based on the semi-hard and hard contributions, one can
construct the color flow diagram. We have four arrangements for these contributions
that each of them has several possibilities to make a color connection between partons
from projectile and target sides, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. When the initial partons on
both sides are valence quarks, we have a hard contribution, and when at least one side
has a sea quark, we have a semi-hard contribution (being emitted from a soft pomeron).
For example, if one or two of the initial pomerons ends are sea quark, we may determine
whether the first emitted parton is a gluon or a quark to define the interaction from the
projectile or target side, as shown in Fig. 2.8. We have various types of interactions
between partons from both sides, as shown in table 2.1.

Figure 2.8: Different posibilities to build the color connection diagram via the semi-hard
and hard contribution.

Table 2.1: Different posibilities for parton interaction in a pomeron.

Contribution types Interaction between partons after soft emission
iqq=0 (sea-sea) jqq=0, gluon-gluon

jqq=1, quark-gluon
jqq=2, gluon-quark
jqq=3, quark-quark

iqq=1 (val-sea) jqq=0, quark-gluon
jqq=1, quark-quark

iqq=2 (sea-val) jqq=0, gluon-quark
jqq=1, quark-quark

iqq=3 (val-val) jqq=0, quark-quark
no gluon involved
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Figure 2.9: Color flow diagram for two pomerons exchange without initial- and final-state
cascade and gluon-gluon scattering.

If the first parton is a quark, the flavor must be specified, while the anti-flavor is kept
as a string end. As we see in Fig. 2.9, we have an example of two cut pomerons with
the sea-sea parton contribution without initial- and final-state cascade. We have two
elementary interactions of the type gg → gg. The projectile and target remnants stay
always color neutral. The color flow is considered by red, green and blue lines between
partons. The color flow initiates from a quark with intermediate gluon (or gluons) until
an antiquark is found. Therefore, in the example, we have q1 − g1 − q̄2 and q2 − g2 − q̄1

for the first pomeron and q3 − g3 − q̄4 and q4 − g4 − q̄3 for the second one. These four
sequences of partons are called as kinky strings. The kinky string’s physical represen-
tation is basically a one-dimensional "color flux tube" in longitudinal direction with a
very small transverse dimension. I have included an example of how the color connection
works to produce the kinky strings in EPOS code in Appendix B.3.

The relativistic string dynamics is derived from general principles as covariance and
gauge invariance [117, 118]. The high energy scatterings provide the hard processes and
high transverse momentum partons (jets), but these processes are rare and important
tools. However, even when having high transverse momentum partons, the transverse
momentum is much smaller than the longitudinal momenta. The strings will break by
generating quark-antiquark pairs to produce string segments. The final hadrons are used
as the initial state for the evolution of matter in EPOS framework (EPOSe) according
to the following steps: the core-corona separation, hydrodynamic expansion, statistical
hadronization, and final state rescattering.

2.3.2 Core-Corona separation (EPOSe)

As we have already seen in subsection 2.3.1, the string segments are produced via the
initial conditions. In conventional EPOS, the density of these produced segments was
considered. The density of the string segments in pp and pA collisions and in the high
multiplicity events is so high that the string segments cannot decay separately [119].
The area where the density of the string segments is more than the critical density ρ0

(ρ0 segments per unit area in given transverse slices) is called "core", which forms the
plasma. On the other hand, when the string density is lower than the critical density ρ0,
the area is named "corona". It is an old method of separating core and corona parts in
EPOS.

The new method in EPOS to separate core and corona parts is defined based on the
energy loss of string segments on the hyperbola. So as to know which kind of string
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segments escape from the dense area, one can compute the energy loss for each one at a
given time τ ,

∆E = Esegment − Eloss. (2.3.1)

One can rewrite Eq. 2.3.1 based on the string’s transverse momentum and local string
density ρ as,

Pnewt = Pt − fEloss
∫
γ
ρdL, (2.3.2)

where γ is a trajectory of the segment and fEloss is a nonzero constant [116]. If the Pnewt

is positive, the string segment can escape from the core part, and it is categorized as a
corona particle. If the Pnewt is negative, however, the string segment loses all its energy
and is unable to leave, thus it will remain in the core part.

Figure 2.10: The ratios of core, corona, and core+corona to core+corona as a function
of transverse momentum spectra for identified particles in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN =

200 GeV in mid-rapidity region |η| < 1. For each particle, the transverse momentum
spectra for most central (0-5%), mid-central (20-40%), mid-peripheral (60-80%), and
most peripheral (> 80%) collisions are plotted. The green, red, and blue curves represent
the core, corona, and core+corona productions, respectively.

The ratios of core, and corona parts to the core+corona as a function of transverse
momentum spectra for different types of hadrons such as pion π, kaon K, proton p, and
Lambda Λ have been shown in Fig. 2.10 for Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV in

mid-rapidity area. The core contribution dominates for central collisions. We see that
the core part contributes stronger than corona part for different types of particles in the
first column. As seen in the figures concerning the most central collisions, the corona
part is not negligible. In more peripheral collisions, on the other hand, the low density
contribution is significant and dominates. Additionally, core–corona model is able to
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describe rapidity densities of charged hadrons in many types of collisions.

In EPOS, the energy density and the flow velocity components of the string segments
in the core part are computed in the comoving frame [102]. To do so, we compute the
energy momentum tensor and the flavor flow vector at some position x at τ = τ0 as [120]

Tµν(x) = Σi
δpµi δp

ν
i

δp0
i

g(x− xi), (2.3.3)

Nµ
q (x) = Σi

δpµi
δp0
i

qig(x− xi). (2.3.4)

The net flavor content and the four momenta of the string segments are represented by
q ∈ u, d, s, and δp, respectively. The function g is a Gaussian smoothing kernel. The
Lorentz transformation into the comoving frame of Eq. 2.3.3 with the first column can
provide an equation for energy density ε and the flow velocity components vi

ε = T 00 − Σ3
k=1T

0kvk, (2.3.5)

vi =
1

ε
(T i0 − T ikvk). (2.3.6)

The flavor density is then computed as

fq = Nqu, (2.3.7)

where u is the flow four-velocity. This procedure is carried out at the proper time τ0,
which will be used as the starting time for the following stage, the hydrodynamic expan-
sion. We assume that thermalization happens very quickly between some τflux, where the
system is described by flux tubes, and τ0. We suppose there is no transverse expansion
between τflux and τ0 that the energy per unit of space-time rapidity does not change.We
expect that at least the variables T 00 and T 0i to remain close to the flux tube values,
thus the energy density at starting time τ0 will be computed using the flux tube findings.

Knowing ε and vk at τ0, the core will then evolve according to hydrodynamics,
whereas the corona segments are identified as hadrons. I will discuss this briefly in
the following.

2.3.3 Hydrodynamic expansion (EPOSe)

Only the core part is concerned in this stage. The system expands hydrodynamically
starting from τ0, using relativistic viscous hydrodynamic equations with η/s = 0.08
[101,102,116]. Solving the equations provides the evolution of the space-time dependence
of the macroscopic quantities energy density ε(x), collective flow velocity v̄(x), and the
net flavor densities nk(x).

2.3.4 Statistical hadronization (EPOSe)

The system will expand with time, leading to a reduction in temperature and energy
density. The matter hadronizes into hadrons whenever the system’s energy density drops
below 0.57 GeV/fm3. At this moment, the hydrodynamical evolution will cease, and we
will use statistical hadronization, which should be understood as the early hadronization
of the quark-gluon plasma state into a hadronic system, rather than the decay of an
equilibrium resonance gas. The microcanonical method describes the hadronization of
matter from the core part [121]. The corona particles have hadronized before these steps,
using the string phenomenological model described in [122].
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2.3.5 Final state rescattering (EPOSe)

After hadronization, the system continues to interact via hadronic scatterings, forming
flow, but considerably less than an ideal thermal resonance gas evolution, which does
not occur in reality. The particles at their hadronization positions are supplied into
the UrQMD hadronic cascade model [123, 124], which performs hadronic interactions
until the system’s energy is low enough that no further interactions occur. If no hadronic
interactions occur, the particles’ final freeze-out position will be the last interaction point
in the cascade process.

2.4 Summary and conclusion

I started this chapter with a description of the concepts that constituted the EPOS event
generator: what are the elements that make up this method? What precisely is it? Who
were its ancestors?

Klaus Werner developed EPOS in 2002 to describe all types of collisions using the
PBGRT. Following that, it was further developed for various purposes. Thus, different
versions of EPOS were born, such as EPOS 2, EPOS LHC, EPOS 3, and EPOS HQ.
The EPOS group is still working to improve the model. EPOSi+PHSDe and EPOS 4
are two new EPOS versions that will be released in the near future.

Then, I explained the PM and GRT, although not in much detail. They make up the
PBGRT. The PM was created by Feynman to replace protons with partons as elementary
particles. One can determine the cross-sections for hard processes by integrating QFT
and the PDFs in the PM. We use the GRT to calculate the cross-sections of soft processes.
It is an effective field theory that describes hadronic interaction using many pomeron ex-
changes at the same time. The GRT cures the unitarity problem in the high energy region
of the RT. For particle production, the energy exchanged between pomerons in the case
of multiple scattering seems to be well preserved. The energy conservation, however, is
not taken into account for the cross-section calculations. Consequently, the PBGRT was
created to conserve energy in both particle production and cross-section computation.

Finally, I finished this chapter with an explanation of how to use EPOS event gener-
ator to create an event. This event generator has five steps for generating an event:
i) Initial conditions (EPOSi): producing strings using the PBGRT based on elementary
interactions between partons via parton ladders with saturation scale.
ii) Core-corona strategy (EPOSe): the dense region of the strings is considered the core,
while the low density part is termed the corona.
iii) Hydrodynamic expansion (EPOSe): employing the equation of relativistic viscous
hydrodynamics, consider and evolve just the core part.
iv) Statistical haronization (EPOSe): applying the Cooper-Frye procedure to investigate
the core and corona hadronizations.
v) Final state hadronic cascade (EPOSe): investigation of hadron-hadron scattering at
high enough hadron density using the UrQMD model.

PHSD model, which I employed in the second part of my doctoral thesis, will be
addressed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

PARTON-HADRON-STRING DYNAMICS TRANSPORT
APPROACH

In this chapter, I will discuss PHSD, a different approach for studying relativistic HICs.
From the SPS to RHIC energies, it is used to investigate AA, pA, and πA reactions.

The PHSD is a microscopic covariant dynamical approach that relies on the Kadanoff-
Baym equations that are used to assess strongly interacting systems out-of equilibrium.
This approach properly describes the whole evolution of relativistic HICs. First of all,
the primary hard scatterings using Pythia, as well as the string configuration based on
the Lund-String model, are taken into account in PHSD. The transition from the dy-
namical confinement phase to the quark-gluon plasma, hadronization, and interactions
in the expanding hadronic phase are incorporated.

In the first section, I briefly review non-equilibrium QFT principles that are used in
this model. Then I will present how we use them in PHSD to study HICs in the following
section.

3.1 Non-equilibrium QFT

QFT is a theoretical framework in particle physics that combines classical field theory,
special relativity, and quantum mechanics [125]. QFT is a crucial tool for describing
quantum mechanics since it allows for transitions between states with different particle
compositions. It describes an arbitrary number of particles in quantum mechanics. As
a result, it has to be used in relativistic quantum theory since relativistic kinematics
allows for particle formation and annihilation while preserving energy and mass conser-
vation. The many-body systems are the foundation of the relativistic quantum theory.
The non-equilibrium field theory technique can be used in practical approaches of the
field theory, such as the renormalization group, to study the non-equilibrium states and
transport phenomena [126]. The initial equilibrated state with some time-dependent ex-
ternal perturbation is generally referred to as non-equilibrium dynamics.

I will describe several remarkable tools for studying the quantum fields in non-
equilibrium in the following subsections. I start by defining the Dyson series and the
Keldysh formalism in order to obtain the Kadanoff-Baym equations.
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3.1.1 Dyson series on the Keldysh contour

In this subsection, I will explain the time-evolution operators in two alternative repre-
sentations, Schrödinger and Heisenberg. The time dependence of the system is defined
by the quantum state in the Schrödinger representation, but the space-time dependence
is carried by field operators in the Heisenberg representation. The interaction picture
is an intermediate representation between the two latter pictures that we employ in the
Dyson series. The time-evolution of the many-body wave function can be described using
the Schrödinger equation [127] |Ψ(t) > ( |Ψ(t) > is defined as the probability amplitude
whose absolute square gives the probability that the particle is located at the given
position):

i∂t|Ψ(t) >= ˆH(t)|Ψ(t) > . (3.1.1)

The time evolution operator is responsible for the evolution of a closed quantum
system. One unitary time evolution operator S [128] can solve Eq. 3.1.1. The wave
function can be defined as |Ψ(t) >= Ŝ(t, t0)|Ψ(t0) >. By replacing the new wave function
into equation 3.1.1 we have:

i∂tŜ(t, t0) = ˆH(t)Ŝ(t− t0), (3.1.2)

and the S-matrix evolution is

Ŝ(t, t0) = T

[
exp(−i

∫ t

t0
dt′Ĥ(t′))

]
=

∞∑
n=0

T [−i
∫ t
t0 dt

′Ĥ(t′)]n

n!
, (3.1.3)

where T is the causal time-ordering operator. The expectation value of a Hermitian
operator Ô(t) can be computed using the properties of the S-matrix and Eq. 3.1.1 as
follows:

< Ψ(t)|Ô|Ψ(t) >=< Ψ(t0)|ÔH(t)|Ψ(t0) >, (3.1.4)

which relates the Schrödinger (left-hand side) and Heisenberg (right-hand side) repre-
sentations. As a result, the latter one’s defines:

ÔH(t) = Ŝ†(t, t0)ÔŜ(t, t0), (3.1.5)

that obeys the Heisenberg equation of motion,

i∂tÔH(t) = [ÔH(t), Ĥ(t)]. (3.1.6)

The Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.1.6 is defined as Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0(t) + V̂ (t), which includes a
noninteracting Ĥ0(t) and interaction V̂ (t) parts. The associated Hermitation operator
Ô to the noninteracting Hamiltotian Ĥ0(t) is given by:

ÔI(t) = Ŝ†0(t, t0)ÔŜ0(t, t0), (3.1.7)

where Ŝ0(t, t0) is also defined the same as Eq. 3.1.3 but only contains the noninteracting
part of the Hamiltotian Ĥ0(t), and Ŝ†0(t, t0) expresses as the conjugate transpose of Ŝ as:

Ŝ†(t, t0) = T a
[
exp(−i

∫ t0

t
dt′Ĥ(t′))

]
. (3.1.8)

The anticausal time-ordering operator is denoted by T a. In the interaction picture, for
the Hermitation operator Ô, Eq. 3.1.5 can be rewritten as:

ÔH(t) = Û †(t, t0)ÔI(t)Û(t, t0), (3.1.9)
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Figure 3.1: The closed time contour in the Keldysh formalism [130]. The time t1 lies on
the chronological (+) branch and the time t2 lies on the antichronological (-) branch.

with the full Heisenberg picture operator Û(t, t0) which obeys the evolution equation:

i∂tÛ(t, t0) = V̂I(t)Û(t, t0). (3.1.10)

Eq. 3.1.10 is identical to Eq. 3.1.2, which may be solved using the same method as in
Eq. 3.1.3,

Û(t, t0) = T

[
exp(−i

∫ t

t0

dt′V̂I(t
′))

]
=
∞∑
n=0

T [−i
∫ t
t0
dt′V̂I(t

′)]n

n!
. (3.1.11)

Eqs. 3.1.3 and 3.1.11 are denoted as Dyson series [129]. The time-ordering operator TC
can be defined based on the Keldysh contour, see Fig 3.1, and where ŜC and ÛC are the
time-evolution operators defined on the contour as:

ŜC = TC

[
exp(−i

∫
C
dt′Ĥ(t′))

]
, (3.1.12)

and
ÛC = TC

[
exp(−i

∫
C
dt′V̂ (t′))

]
. (3.1.13)

3.1.2 Green’s functions

The quantum dynamics is described in terms of correlation functions or Green’s functions
of the quantum fields which is commonly determined as the vacuum expectation value of
the time-ordered product [131]. The two points Green’s function on the Keldysh contour
in scalar field theory with scalar field operator φ̂I in the Heisenberg picture is provided
by:

iG(x, y) =< ÛC(φ̂I(x)
ˆ
φ†I(y)) >, (3.1.14)

where x and y are the space-time coordinates. By decomposing the Keldysh contour,
one can define four different Green’s functions, G>, G<, Ga and Gc as follows [132,133]:

iGc = iG++(x, y) =< T̂ c(φ̂I(x)
ˆ
φ†I(y)) >, (3.1.15)

iGa = iG−−(x, y) =< T̂ a(φ̂I(x)
ˆ
φ†I(y)) >, (3.1.16)

iG< = iG+−(x, y) =< (φ̂†I(y)φ̂I(x)) >, (3.1.17)

iG> = iG−+(x, y) =< (φ̂I(x)φ̂†I(y)) >, (3.1.18)

where T c and T a symbolize the causal and anticausal time-ordering operators, respec-
tively. ± indicate the time argument of x and y in the upper (chronologic) or lower
(antichronologic) branch of the Keldysh contour, respectively, based on the Closed Time
Path (CTP) in Fig. 3.1. The lesser and greater Green’s functions, G< and G>, are
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referred to the Wightman functions, and they include kinetic aspects of the many-body
system such as particle density. The 2× 2 matrix can also be used to write Eqs. 3.1.15-
3.1.18 as:

G(x, y) =

(
Gc(x, y) G<(x, y)
G>(x, y) Ga(x, y)

)
. (3.1.19)

We may also define the two other representations of the Green’s functions, the retarded
(GR) and advanced (GA), which are also formulated as a functions of Eq.3.1.15-3.1.18:

GR(x, y) = θ(x0 − y0)(G>(x, y)−G<(x, y)) = θ(x0 − y0)A(x, y), (3.1.20)

GA(x, y) = −θ(y0 − x0)(G>(x, y)−G<(x, y)) = −θ(x0 − y0)A(x, y), (3.1.21)

where the time coordinates are represented by x0 and y0. The spectral function, which
is used in momentum space to determine some spectral features of states, is denoted by
A(x, y).

3.1.3 Kadanoff-Baym equations

The quantum kinetics can be studied using the Kadanoff–Baym equations as a founda-
tion. The Kadanoff-Baym equations are derived by starting with the Dyson Schwinger
equation [132]. This is a thorough definition of the Green function G, which is related to
the fully interacting system and the free Green function G0 with the proper self-energy
Σ:

G(x, y) = G0(x, y) +G0(x, x′)� Σ(x′, y′)�G(y′, y). (3.1.22)

Here � denotes an intermediate integration over the space-time on the CTP contour in
Eq. 3.1.22. Eq. 3.1.22 can be written in matrix notation [71] in the form(

Gc(x, y) G<(x, y)
G>(x, y) Ga(x, y)

)
=

(
Gc0(x, y) G<0 (x, y)
G>0 (x, y) Ga0(x, y)

)
+

(
Gc0(x, x′) G<0 (x, x′)
G>0 (x, x′) Ga0(x, x′)

)
�
(

Σc(x′, y′) −Σ<(x′, y′)
−Σ>(x′, y′) Σa(x′, y′)

)
�
(
Gc(y′, y) G<(y′, y)
G>(y′, y) Ga(y′, y)

)
.

(3.1.23)
We now use the free propagator of the Klein-Gordon equation G−1

0x = −(∂xµ∂
µ
x + m2)

[134, 135] with the particle’s bare mass m. To derive the Kadanoff-Baym equations, we
multiply the Klein-Gordon equation to Eq. 3.1.23 from the left, which results in

− (∂xµ∂
µ
x +m2)G≷(x, y) = ΣR(x, x′)�G≷(x′, y) + Σ≷(x, x′)�GA(x′, y). (3.1.24)

The lesser Σ<, greater Σ>, causal Σc, and anticausal Σa self energies can be defined in the
same way as the Green functions in Eqs. 3.1.15-3.1.18. The Kadanoff-Baym equations
for the retarded and advanced green functions should also be derived as:

− (∂xµ∂
µ
x +m2)GR/A(x, y) = δ(x− y) + ΣR/A(x, x′)�GR/A(x′, y), (3.1.25)

where the delta function δ(x− y) is derived from the Klein-Gordon equation applied to
the free Green function G0:

G−1
0x

(
Gc0(x, y) G<0 (x, y)
G>0 (x, y) Ga0(x, y)

)
= δ(x− y)

(
δ(x0 − y0) 0

0 −δ(x0 − y0)

)
, (3.1.26)

G−1
0xG

R/A
0 (x, y) = δ(x− y). (3.1.27)
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The key quantities such as energy, momentum, and causality are completely conserved
by the self-energies. It is possible to obtain self-energy in a derivable approximation
from [136] as:

Σ = 2i
∂Φ

∂G
, (3.1.28)

where Φ is the sum of all closed two-particle irreducible (2PI) diagrams with full prop-
agators G. The 2PI indicates that removing a propagator line will not result in two
unconnected Feynman diagrams.

3.1.4 Spectral function and transport equation

We apply the Wigner-transformation [137] to obtain phase space variables and con-
tinue deriving the equations of motion of the Kadanoff-Baym equations. The Wigner-
transformation for a function f(x, y) over the realtive (r = x − y) and central (R =
(x+ y)/2) coordinates is simply a Fourier-transformation,

f̄(R, p) =

∫ +∞

−∞
d4rf(R+ r/2, R− r/2)eip

µrµ , (3.1.29)

where p = (p0,p) is the energy-momentum 4-vector. To apply the Wigner transform to
the convolutions in Eq. 3.1.24 and 3.1.25 on the right hand side, the following integral
can be used:

H(x, y) = F (x, y′)�G(y′, y), (3.1.30)

and provides

H̄(p, x) = ei/2(∂µp .∂
x′
µ −∂

µ
x∂

p′
µ )[F̄ (p, x)Ḡ(p′, x′)]|x′=x,p′=p. (3.1.31)

To deal with the exponential function, we restrict to the first order momentum and
coordinate space derivatives is frequently used in transportation theory. This is also
known as first-order gradient expansion:

H̄(p, x) = F̄ (p, x)Ḡ(p, x) +
i

2
{F̄ (p, x), Ḡ(p, x)}, (3.1.32)

using the Poisson bracket’s relativistic generalization:

{F̄ (p, x), Ḡ(p, x)} = ∂pµF̄ (p, x).∂µx Ḡ(p, x)− ∂µx F̄ (p, x).∂pµḠ(p, x). (3.1.33)

The use of a gradient expansion is justified if the considered medium experiences only
slowly-varying perturbations in space and time. To obtain the spectral function, we must
first express Eq. 3.1.25 in terms of the relative and central coordinates, and then apply
the Wigner transform to Eq. 3.1.25 for the retarded and advanced Green functions. The
retarded and advanced Green functions, as well as the self-energies, can be decomposed
as follows:

ḠR/A = ReḠR ± i ImḠR, (3.1.34)

Σ̄R/A = ReΣ̄R ± i ImΣ̄R, (3.1.35)

where the real components of the retarded and advanced Green’s functions and self
energies are the same in Wigner space. The imaginary parts give the spectral function
Ā and width Γ̄,

Ā = ∓2ImḠR/A, Γ̄ = ∓2ImΣ̄R/A (3.1.36)

They can also be represented in terms of the lesser and greater Green functions as
follows:

Ā = iḠ> − iḠ<, Γ̄ = iΣ̄> − iΣ̄<. (3.1.37)
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The spectral function has a Breit-Wigner shape with the self-energy dependence that
can be calculated in first-order gradient expansion as:

Ā =
Γ̄

[p2
0 − p2 −m2 −ReΣ̄R]2 + Γ̄2/4

=
Γ̄

M̄2 + Γ̄2/4
, (3.1.38)

where the mass-function M̄ in the Wigner-space has been introduced. The transport
equations are derived in the same way as the spectral function. To do so, we apply the
Wigner transform on the Wightman Green functions in the Kadanoff-Baym equation
(Eq. 3.1.24). As well as this, one introduces the out-of equilibrium distribution functions
for the Green functions and self-energies as follows:

iḠ<(p, x) = N̄(p, x)Ā(p, x), iḠ>(p, x) = [1 + N̄(p, x)]Ā(p, x), (3.1.39)

iΣ̄<(p, x) = N̄Σ(p, x)Σ̄(p, x), iΣ̄>(p, x) = [1 + N̄Σ(p, x)]Γ̄(p, x). (3.1.40)

We finally obtain the generalized transport equation within the Botermans-Malfliet [133,
138,139] form

1

2
ĀΓ̄
[
{M̄, iḠ<} − 1

Γ̄
{Γ̄, M̄ .iḠ<}

]
= iΣ̄<iḠ> − iΣ̄>iḠ<. (3.1.41)

For the quantum equilibration process, Eq. 3.1.41 retains the properties of the full
Kadanoff-Baym equations and permits for a transport theoretical treatment. As a result,
it is employed in the PHSD equations of motion.
We use the test-particle ansatz to approximate the Green function iG< as a sum of point-
like particles in order to solve the generalized transport equation Eq. 3.1.41 in first-order
gradient expansion

iḠ<(x, p) ∼ ΣN
i=1δ

(3)(x− xi(t))δ(3)(p− pi(t))δ(p0 − εi(t)), (3.1.42)

where xi(t) represents the position of the test particle i at time t and (εi(t),pi(t)) rep-
resents its 4-momentum for the off-mass-shell particles. By inserting Eq. 3.1.42 in Eq.
3.1.41 in the limit of N →∞, one obtains the equations of motion for the test-particles in
the PHSD transport approach, which describe the dynamics of the system [130,133,140]:

dxi
dt

=
1

1− C(i)

1

2εi

[
2pi +∇piReΣ̄R

(i) +
ε2i − p2

i −M2
0 −ReΣ̄R

(i)

Γ̄(i)

∇piΓ̄(i)

]
, (3.1.43)

dpi
dt

=
1

1− C(i)

1

2εi

[
∇xiReΣ̄R

(i) +
ε2i − p2

i −M2
0 −ReΣ̄R

(i)

Γ̄(i)

∇xiΓ̄(i)

]
, (3.1.44)

dεi
dt

=
1

1− C(i)

1

2εi

[∂ReΣ̄R
(i)

∂t
+
ε2i − p2

i −M2
0 −ReΣ̄R

(i)

Γ̄(i)

∂Γ̄(i)

∂t

]
, (3.1.45)

with

C(i) =
1

2εi

[∂ReΣ̄R
(i)

∂εi
+
ε2i − p2

i −M2
0 −ReΣ̄R

(i)

Γ̄(i)

∂Γ̄(i)

∂εi

]
. (3.1.46)

This factor converts the system time t to the particle’s eigentime i, t̃i = t/(1−C(i)). As
a result, PHSD is used to model HICs with strongly interacting degrees of freedom, with
finite-width dynamical spectral functions. It can describe the equilibration of systems
far out-of equilibrium because it is based on the Kadanoff-Baym equations.
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3.2 Heavy-ion collisions in PHSD

The goal of this section is to show how the PHSD approach is used to investigate var-
ious stages of HICs. First of all, it employs the initial hard scatterings and the string
formation based on the LUND string model. The second stage is related to the dynam-
ical deconfinement phase transition to the strongly-interacting QGP. The theoretical
transport description of quarks and gluons is based on the Daynamical Quasiparticle
Model (DQPM) for partons, which is built to reproduce lQCD for QGP thermodynam-
ics. The spectral function has a Breit Wigner shape with the self-energy dependence.
The hadronization and subsequent interactions in the expanding hadronic phase are then
studied.

The test-particle ansatz (specified in Eq. 3.1.42) is used in PHSD to characterize
the dynamics of the system at a given time. Physical observations such as the particle
density is estimated by treating N ensembles in parallel, each with an equal number of
test-particles. We only have test-particle collisions inside the same ensemble. The evo-
lution of the QGP phase, hadronization, and hadronic interaction will all be done in the
space-time grid in PHSD. A collection of cells of volume Vcell = ∆x∆y∆z makes up the
grid. ∆x = ∆y = 1fm, which is equal to the hadron size, and ∆z = 1/γcm[fm]. γcm is
the Lorentz gamma factor for the transformation into the center-of-mass of the colliding
nuclei. The magnitude of the Lorentz factor γ is determined as 1/

√
1− β2 where β is

the velocity of the given cell. The γcm for the Au-Au collision at 200A ≈ GeV is 106.61.
Hence, the volume of each cell is Vcell = 9.38× 10−3 fm3. Furthermore, the dt timestep
is directly linked to γcm, which is defined as dt ≈ 0.5/γcm [fm/c]. This is initially quite
tiny, but when the system expands, the gamma factor reduces, leading the space-time
grid to start increasing.

The list of mesons and baryons employed in PHSD have been presented in [125].
Every particle is considered as if it were off-shell, using Lorenzian spectral functions of
certain widths and pole masses. The energies of the testparticles are determined based
on the particle species’ spectral function. We may convert the energy p0 and momentum
p of test particle i to a on-mass-shell using m2

i = p2
i0−p2

i . In order to have the accurate
spectral functions a large number of ensembles N is needed.

3.2.1 Initialization (PHSDi)

In HICs, two cluster of nucleons fly towards each other with a certain energy and impact
parameter. The coordinate and momentum distributions of nuclei in various approaches -
such as PHSD - can be initialized by Wood-Saxon distribution [141] and the semiclassical
Thomas-Fermi model [142], respectively. The initial nucleon distribution in coordinate
and momentum space is relevant for the description of the heavy-ion measurements since
it influences all following dynamics. The nuclear density profile ρ(r) is defined by the
Wood-Saxon distribution as a function of the nucleus radius r. I will explain it in more
detail in the next chapter.

The nuclei in PHSD are assumed to be in the semiclassical groundstate. The nucleons
are given a momentum of 0 < |p| < pF in the Tomas-Fermi approximation, with pF
denoting the Fermi momentum based on the nucleus’ local density:

pF (r) =
3

√
3

2
π2ρ(r). (3.2.1)

Subsequently, the nuclei are boosted in z-direction towards each other depending on the
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energy of interest.

3.2.2 String production in primary scatterings (PHSDi)

Pythia [143] is used by PHSD to perform primary hard scattering between nucleons.
The Lund string model [122] is the principal fragmentation option in Pythia, and is a
phenomenological hadronization model. One of the essential characteristics of QCD is
confinement. It is considered to be the result of an approximately linear term in the
QCD potential that the Lund string model is motivated by this term, which is given by:

VQCD(r) ≈ −4

3

αs
r

+ κr, (3.2.2)

between a quark and an antiquark in an overall colour singlet state. This approach
consists of building a string between two partons, similar to a color field. In Eq. 3.2.2, r
signifies the distance between quark and an antiquark, αs is the strong coupling constant,
and κ denotes the string tension (≈1 GeV/fm) or energy per distance. At long distances,
the linear component dominates, and only this term is utilized in the Lund string model
to represent the breakup of the qq̄ string system into several string segments. The string
is colorless and does not have any mass. To preserve flavor conservation, various color
singlets are produced, such as qaq̄b and qbq̄a, with a and b being the quark flavors. The
general representation of the String Model fragmentation is shown in Fig. 3.2, where the
string (qq̄) can split into several (three, four, etc.) string segments.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of fragmentations in the String Model.

The secondary strings formed in the Lund model are called the pre-hadrons in PHSD.
The fragmentation function defines the probability of producing pre-hadrons with a trans-
verse mass mt and an energy fraction x in the Lund string model as follows:

f(x,mt) ≈
1

x
(1− x)a exp (

−bm2
t

x
), (3.2.3)

with the a = 0.23 and b = 0.34 GeV−2 parameters from the HSD [144]. According to
this formula, the light particles with a low transverse mass are dominantly produced
more for low energy fraction x. Massive particles, on the other hand, are more likely to
be generated with a larger energy fraction x, as indicated on the left hand side of Fig. 3.3.

The pre-hadrons are produced with the string tension κ, and the massless quark and
antiquark with the transverse momentum q0 and q̄0, respectively, as shown on the right
hand side of Fig. 3.3. Let’s assume that the qq̄ pair collides at t = 0 with no distance
r = 0. Generally, by separating the qq̄ by a distance r, the string potential is raised
by a factor of 2κr. The enclosed sector is proportional to the pre-hadrons’ transverse
energy/mass, given as m2

i /κ
2, where mi is the mass of the pre-hadron i. The probability

in Eq. 3.2.3 is relevant for each breakup point of the string on the right hand side of
Fig. 3.3. The Schwinger formula, based on the tunneling amplitude [145], determines
the possibility of massive quark formation:

J = exp (−πm
2
t

2κ
). (3.2.4)
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Figure 3.3: (Left) The Lund fragmentation function has been plotted as a function of the
energy fraction x for various amounts of transverse masses 0.1GeV/c2 ≤ mt ≤ 2GeV/c2.
(Right) Space-time evolution of pre-hadron production in the Lund string model.

Only the respective probability of generating an uu, dd, ss or any of the various diquark-
antidiquark pairs are necessary for the string decay. Excluding Chiral Symmetry Restora-
tion, the relative factors employed in PHSD are as follows [144]:

u : d : s : diquark =

{
1 : 1 : 0.3 : 0.07 at SPS energies
1 : 1 : 0.4 : 0.07 at AGS energies

(3.2.5)

The production probability of a ss̄ pair compared to a light quark pair can be calculated
using Eq. 3.2.4:

P (ss̄)

P (uū)
=
P (ss̄)

P (dd̄)
= γs = exp (−π

m2
s −m2

u,d

2κ
), (3.2.6)

where the light quark masses mu and md are equivalent. The leading and secondary
pre-hadrons are the two types of pre-hadrons that exist in PHSD. The highest momenta
in the center-of-mass of the strings define the leading mesons and baryons. They may
interact instantly with other particles with reduced cross-sections. The reduced cross-
sections are used to describe the interactions of the leading quarks/antiquarks in line
with the constituent quark model as:

σ(q −B) = 1/3σ(B −B), (3.2.7)

σ(qq −B) = 2/3σ(B −B), (3.2.8)

σ(qq − q) = 2/9σ(B −B), (3.2.9)

where σ(B − B) is the baryon-baryon cross-section at given
√
s. The leading particles

are the same as the high pt particles in the EPOS that can be created at the beginning
of a collision. After the initial collision, the secondary pre-hadrons appear after τf =
0.5− 0.8 fm/c formation time on a hyperbola, as seen in Fig 3.4. In order to distribute
the energy to the secondary pre-hadrons, one employs the Lund fragmentation function,
Eq. 3.2.3.

3.2.3 Quark-gluon plasma (PHSDe)

In the PHSD framework, the DQPM is employed to specify the properties of the quarks q,
antiquarks q̄ and gluons g in the QGP phase [90,146,147] following the ideas of Peshier’s
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the string formation and decay from the initial
baryon. The string, which contains quarks and diquarks, is linked to the color electric
field, which produces hadrons after the formation time τf .

work [148,149]. It starts with the entropy density in the quasiparticle limit,

sdqp =− dg
∫

d4p

(2π)4

∂nB(p0/T )

∂T
(Im ln(−∆−1) + ImΠRe∆)

− dq
∫

d4p

(2π)4

∂nF ((p0 − µq)/T )

∂T
(Im ln(−S−1

q ) + ImΣqReSq)

− dq̄
∫

d4p

(2π)4

∂nF ((p0 + µq)/T )

∂T
(Im ln(−S−1

q̄ ) + ImΣq̄ReSq̄),

(3.2.10)

where the degeneracy factor for quarks q and antiquarks q̄ (for three flavors Nf and
three colors Nc) is dq = dq̄ = 2NcNf = 18, whereas the gluon degeneracy factor is dg =
2(N2

c − 1) = 16. In Eq. 3.2.10, the Bose and Fermi distribution functions, respectively,
are

nB(p0/T ) =
1

ep0/T − 1
, (3.2.11)

nF ((p0 − µq)/T ) =
1

e(p0−µq)/T + 1
. (3.2.12)

The quasiparticle propagators of gluons, quarks and antiquarks are taken as

∆−1 = pµpµ −Π, S−1
q = pµpµ − Σq, Sq̄ = pµpµ − Σq̄, (3.2.13)

where the quasiparticle self-energies Π and Σ from the ansatz are given by

Π = M2
g − 2iγgp0, Σq = M2

q − 2iγqp0. (3.2.14)

In Eq. 3.2.14, the masses, Mg/q, and the spectral widths, γg/q, of gluons and quarks can
be obtained from the Lorentzian spectral functions A:

A(p) =
2γp0

(pµpµ −M2)2 + 4γ2p2
0

. (3.2.15)

Comparing Eq. 3.2.15 with Eq. 3.1.38, we identify:

Γ̄ = 2γp0, M2 = m2 +ReΣ̄R. (3.2.16)

The quasiparticle squared masses depend on the temperature T and quark chemical
potential µq, while the spectral widths are assumed to depend only on the temperature
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T . They can be estimated using the hard thermal loop calculations in the asymptotic
high-momentum regime as [71]:

M2
g (T, µB) =

g2(T, µB)

6

(
(Nc +

1

2
Nf )T 2 +

Nc

2
Σg

µ2
q

π2

)
, (3.2.17)

M2
q/q̄(T, µB) =

N2
c − 1

8Nc
g2(T, µB)

(
T 2 +

µ2
q/q̄

π2

)
, (3.2.18)

γg(T, µB) =
1

3
Nc
g2(T, µB)T

8π
ln(

2c

g2(T, µB)
+ 1), (3.2.19)

γq/q̄(T, µB) =
1

3

N2
c − 1

2Nc

g2(T, µB)T

8π
ln(

2c

g2(T, µB)
+ 1), (3.2.20)

with the magnetic cut-off factor c = 14.4. The QGP’s dynamical masses (Eq. 3.2.18) are
large in comparison to the bare masses of light (u, d) quarks. The strange quark has a
larger bare mass, which modifies the dynamical massMs(T ) to some extent. This clearly
suppresses the channel g → s + s̄ compared to the channels g → u + ū or d + d̄ in the
QGP and influences the strangeness ratio. The width of the strange quark is assumed to
be the same as for the light (u, d) quarks in the DQPM [150].

The dynamical masses (M(q/q̄),Mg) and widths (γq/q̄, γg) in DQPM as a function
of temperature T and quark chemical potential µB have been displayed in the l.h.s of
Fig 3.5. For µq = 0 the ratio γq/γg = 4/9 is the same for the ratio of squared masses
M2
q /M

2
g = 4/9. As a result, across the whole temperature range, the ratio of the width

to the pole mass for quarks (antiquarks) is less than for gluons. The hard two-body
scattering processes produce the spectral widths, such as: gg ↔ gg, gg ↔ g, g ↔ qq̄,
gp ↔ gp, gg ↔ ggg, ggg ↔ gggg, and pp ↔ pp where p is an abbreviation for quarks q
and antiquarks q̄. In the last two equations, the running coupling squared has the form:

g2(T/Tc, µB) = g2
( T ∗

Tc(µB)
, µB = 0

)
, (3.2.21)

where T ∗ =
√
T 2 + µ2

q/π
2 is the effective temperature, Tc(µB) stands for the µB-

dependent critical temperature with µB = 3µq, and Tc(µB) = Tc

√
1− αµ2

B. Tc is the
critical temperature at vanishing chemical potential (≈158 MeV) and α = 0.974 GeV−2.
We use Eq. 3.2.21 to obtain the coupling constant at finite baryon chemical potential
µB, αs = g2(T, µB)/(4π), which is comparable with lQCD results [151].

Following thermodynamics we can use the following formula to compute various ther-
modynamical quantities. As we deal with a grand-canonical ensemble, the Maxwell re-
lations provide

s =
∂P

∂T
, nB =

∂P

∂µB
, (3.2.22)

such that an integration of the entropy density s over T and the baryon density nB over
µB give the pressure. Additionally, one can define the energy density ε

ε = Ts(T, µB)− P (T, µB) + µBnB(T, µB) (3.2.23)

and interaction measure I

I(T, µB) := ε(T, µB)− 3P (T, µB) = Ts(T, µB)− 4P (T, µB) + µBnB(T, µB). (3.2.24)
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The interaction measure vanishes for massless and noninteracting degrees of freedom at
µB=0. One can compare the thermodynamical properties of the DQPM to the lQCD
results from the BMW group [152] at µB=0 (a) and µB=400 MeV (b) in the r.h.s of
Fig. 3.5. For the dimensionless entropy density, energy density, pressure, and interaction
measure, there is a good agreement between the DQPM and the lQCD calculations.

Figure 3.5: Left: (color lines) the effective quark (a) and gluon (b) massesM and widths γ
as a function of the temperature T for different µB. The vertical dashed lines correspond
to the DQPM µB-dependent critical temperature Tc(µB) [150]. Right: (color lines) the
scaled pressure P (T )/T 4 (pink line), entropy density s(T )/T 3 (red line), scaled energy
density ε(T )/T 4 (blue line), and interaction measure I(T )/T 4 (orange line), from the
DQPM [150] in comparison to the lQCD results from Ref. [152] (full dots) for µB= 0 (a)
and µB= 400 MeV (b).

Due to the large quasiparticle masses and the disappearance of the width γ for T < Tc
(see also l.h.s of Fig. 3.5), the DQPM entropy density reduces to zero, resulting in a van-
ishing parton density. As a result, the DQPM specifies the quasiparticle properties only
above Tc.

Additionally, the DQPM allows to define a selfconsistent scalar mean-field Us(x),
whose gradient generates a scalar force on quarks and antiquarks. The derivative below
is used to calculate the scalar mean-field Us(x) that acts on quarks and antiquarks,

Us(ρs) =
dVp(ρs)

dρs
, (3.2.25)

with the potential energy density Vp defined by

Vp(T, µq) = T 00
g−(T, µq) + T 00

q−(T, µq) + T 00
q̄−(T, µq), (3.2.26)

and

T 00
i− (T ) = di

∫
d4p

(2π)4
2p2

0Ai(p0)θ(p0)ni(p0, T )θ(−P 2), (3.2.27)
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Figure 3.6: The DQPM scalar mean field Us for quarks and antiquarks as a function of
the scalar density ρs. The figure is taken from Ref. [147]

.

which is the space-like part of the energy-momentum tensor for parton i. In Eq. 3.2.27,
Ai, di and ni denote the spectral function, degeneracy and respective occupation distri-
bution, respectively. The scalar mean field Us as a function of the scalar density ρs is
demonstrated in Fig. 3.6. One can see that Us does not change considerably for scalar
density less than 10fm−3, however, it does grow for ρs > 10fm−3. In the PHSD trans-
port approach, the scalar mean field is used to calculate the force on a quasiparticle j,
which is proportional to Mj/EjdUs/dρs∇ρs(x), where the scalar density ρs is calculated
numerically on a space-time grid.

The partons interact with each other inside the QGP via cross-sections computed in
the DQPM. In PHSD, the following elastic interactions,

q + q → q + q, q + q̄ → q + q̄, q̄ + q̄ → q̄ + q̄, (3.2.28)

g + g → g + g, g + q → g + q, g + q̄ → g + q̄, (3.2.29)

and inelastic interaction,
q + q̄ ↔ g, (3.2.30)

are studied. Since u and d have lighter masses than s, the decay of gluons into qq̄, where
q is u or d, is more probable than ss̄.

The QGP phase in PHSD appears very quickly after the first collisions at high energy,
although this appearance is softer at lower energies due to the nuclei’s longer passing time.
Furthermore, the QGP energy density and space-time volume are higher for high-energy
collisions than for lower-energy collisions [125].

3.2.4 Hadronization and hadronic scattering (PHSDe)

As the system expands and cools, the energy density and temperature of the system
decrease, and the system transforms from partonic to hadronic degrees of freedom, a
process known as hadronization. In this process the colored off-shell partons fuse into
color neutral off-shell hadrons. This transition is described by local covariant transition
rates [153]; for instance for two off-shell quarks q + q̄ fusion to a meson m or fusion of
three off-shell quarks (q1 + q2 + q3 ↔ B) to color neutral baryonic (B or B̄) resonances.
The produced hadrons with higher masses (> 1.5 GeV/c2 for baryons and > 1.3 GeV/c2
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for mesons) are treated as "strings" that decay to the known (low mass) hadrons accord-
ing to the JETSET algorithm [154].

Hadrons interact with each other ellastically or inelastically after hadronization in
the final stage of the collision. The interaction happens when the impact parameter of
the collision between two hadrons is less than the maximum impact parameter which is
defined by the geometrical cross-section as,

b ≤ bmax =

√
σ

π
. (3.2.31)

The cross-sections σ are measured either by experiment or calculated in effective theories
when experimental data are not available. In PHSD, the interactions of two particles
(2↔ 2), formation of resonances and their decay (1↔ 2), and the annihilation of baron
and antibaryon into three mesons (BB̄ ↔ 3m) have been included [155].

3.3 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter, we briefly described the PHSD model and how it applies to HICs.

We started by discussing some key concepts of non-equilibrium quantum field the-
ory. The expectation value of any time-dependent operator may be determined using
the evolution operators specified on the Keldysh contour in this theory. We can compute
the expectation value of 2-point Green’s functions on the Keldysh contour, which can be
decomposed into four separate Green’s functions (G>, G<, Ga, Gc), as well as retarded
and advanced propagators GR and GA.

In scalar field theory (φ̂ = φ̂†), we have investigated the evolution equations for vari-
ous Green’s functions, known as Kadanoff-Baym equations. To investigate the properties
of the medium, a Wigner transform is applied to the retarded and advanced Green’s func-
tions, providing spectral functions. The DQPM employs the spectral function to account
for properties such as mass and spectral width of the particles in the medium.

We used the Wigner transform of the Wightman Green’s functions in the Kadanoff-
Baym equation to derive the dynamics of the medium, i.e., off-shell transport equations.
To solve these equations in consistent first-order gradient expansion, we used the ex-
tended test-particle Ansatz, which leads to the equation of motions for test-particles. In
each timestep, the derived equations of motions determines the particles’ dynamics in
the medium, including coordinates, momentum, and energy.

The application of PHSD to HICs was discussed in the second section. For the initial
collisions of PHSD (PHSDi), the Pythia and the Lund string models are used. The cre-
ated hadrons are then inserted into the QGP when fulfilling an energy density condition
(starting the PHSDe). The DQPM and the equation of motions are used to study the
QGP. The temperature and energy density of the system are reduced after expansion,
and the shift from the partonic to the hadronic phase is performed via covariant tran-
sition rates. Then we have hadron-hadron interactions in the final hadronic state until
freeze-out.

The study objective, as noted previously, is to merge EPOSi and PHSDe. These two
models are discussed in this and the preceding chapters. We will describe how to merge
these two models in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

THE COMBINATION OF EPOS AND PHSD

This chapter aims to figure out how the early stages of heavy-ion scattering influence
its evolution. We develop a new method called EPOSi+PHSDe, in which the standard
EPOS 4 initial conditions (EPOSi) are employed as the starting point for PHSD-based
parton and hadron evolution (PHSDe). In the first section, I will discuss how EPOS 4
handles the initial conditions to produce particles and how they are inserted into PHSD as
input in the second section. The space-time evolution of particles in the EPOSi+PHSDe
is then studied using the PHSD theory at the end of this chapter.

4.1 Initial condition in EPOSi+PHSDe

A fully quantitative description of the experimental data requires, among other ingredi-
ents, realistic initial conditions. These initial conditions currently remain a significant
source of uncertainty in predicting final state observables. I will discuss in detail how it
is handled in EPOS.

4.1.1 Wood-Saxon distribution

In relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions, the geometry of the initial overlap region affects
the final momentum space distributions of produced particles [156]. A crucial part of
specifying the initial conditions is accurately modeling the incoming nuclei’s geometry.
For many years in simulations for HICs, nuclei were approximated as smooth density
distributions. The only anisotropies considered in the initial state were the intrinsic
almond shape caused by the overlap of two spherical nuclei. As the accumulation of RHIC
data gradually demonstrated that final state anisotropies were sensitive to the initial
geometry and its fluctuations, it became necessary to take into account the lumpiness of
the colliding nuclei. This requires an event-by-event treatment via MC, where nucleons
are distributed in nuclei according to Wood-Saxon distribution [157] which is a collective
model of nuclear density as a function of radius. It is also known as the Fermi-shape:

ρ(r) =
ρ0

1 + exp r−R
a

, (4.1.1)

where r is the distance of a nucleon from the center of nuclei, for gold (copper) nuclei,
R = 6.38 (4.20641) fm and a = 0.535 (0.5977) fm are the radius and diffuseness (surface
thickness) of nuclei, respectively. ρ0 is the density at the center of the nucleus where
ρ0(Au)=0.1695 fm−3, and ρ0(Cu)=0.1686 fm−3. The diagrams of the probability densities
of the gold (Au) and copper (Cu) nuclei have been illustrated in Fig. 4.1:
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Figure 4.1: Nuclear density as a function of nuclear radius. Solid curves show nuclear
density distribution for gold (Au) and copper (Cu) nuclei. The positions of nucleons are
sampled according to the Woods-Saxon distribution with default parameter sets. The
diffusenesses (a) are shown, delimited by vertical dotted lines [157].

The probability of nucleons’ existence decreases as one moves away from the center
of nuclei, and it is very small on the surface of nuclei, as shown in Fig. 4.1 for both
Au and Cu nuclei. We use the Wood-Saxon distribution to generate nucleon positions
for both projectile and target in EPOS 4. In EPOS 4, one also has the possibility (for
test purposes) to use hard spheres without diffuseness. In this method, it is impossible
to have a nucleon outside the surface. We can recognize the difference between both
of these definitions in Fig. 4.2 for semi-peripheral collisions of Au-Au at 200 GeV.
In our simulations for both EPOS 4 and EPOSi+PHSDe, we employ the Wood-Saxon
distribution.

Figure 4.2: Coordinate determination of projectile and target nucleons by Wood-Saxon
distribution (l.h.s), and hard sphere without surface thickness (r.h.s) for semi-peripheral
Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV.

4.1.2 How are particles identified in EPOS?

In EPOS, PBGRT allows determining pairs of interaction nucleons and the correspond-
ing pomerons, the latter ones being identified by parton ladders and eventually kinky
strings. The coordinates of string origins (pomerons) in the overlapping region are then
determined by taking an average of the coordinates of shifted participants by impact
parameter:

x(string origin) =
xproj + bx

2 + xtarg − bx
2

2
=
xproj + xtarg

2
, (4.1.2)
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y(string origin) =
yproj +

by
2 + ytarg − by

2

2
=
yproj + ytarg

2
. (4.1.3)

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.3, one has string origins both inside and outside the over-
lapping zone (almond shape). In EPOS 4, we generate the nucleons for each subevent
randomly; nevertheless, one should produce the initial subevent in EPOSi+PHSDe and
then keep the nucleons’ coordinates for other subevents in each run. It leads to a reduc-
tion in the fluctuations caused by particles outside the overlapping area. For example,
we need to employ 20 parallel subevents; for the first subevent, Num=1, we generate
random nucleon coordinates, which we subsequently use for the others Num=2,...,20.

Figure 4.3: The projectile and target participants and their corresponding string origins
(pomerons).

The elementary interaction between participants from the projectile and target sides
results in several pomerons in the overlapping area, as seen in Fig. 4.4. Each pomeron
is composed of several chains of partons (COP). These chains of partons are mapped
to relativistic kinky strings, based on the idea that the pomerons amount to essentially
longitudinal color fields. These strings are finally "decayed" into string segments.

Technically, the method consists of three steps: first, the pomerons produce several
chains of partons (COP), then they are converted to strings (S) based on the color flow
diagram (CFD), and finally, the strings are split into several string segments, as discussed
in subsection 2.3.1 of chapter 2. In Fig. 4.5, we show the corresponding space-time pic-
ture of string segments production (with the blue and red points on the hyperbola) from
string origins based on the color flow diagram (CFD). At the same time, we have rem-
nants that are split into several string segments and come directly from the projectile or
target. I have just shown the projectile remnants in Fig. 4.4; however, we should have
the target remnants as well. The string segments may be very close to each other, this
is why in EPOS a core-corona procedure is employed.
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Figure 4.4: The sketch of initialization in EPOS based on the multiple pomerons ex-
change. Pomerons are formed from the interaction of neutrons (n) from projectile and
target sides. The pomerons convert into several chains of partons (COP), and then the
COP is split into string segments based on the color flow diagram. The first and second
numbers in parentheses represent the particle’s status (istptl) and type (ityptl) (I will
discuss these variables later).
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Figure 4.5: The production of string segments at given τ on the hyperbola from the string
origins (pomerons) in the overlapping area based on the color flow diagram (CFD).

To recall the properties of core particles, one can come back to subsection 2.3.2 of
chapter 2. These string segments are those who lost all their energy and could not es-
cape the dense area, so they stay in the dense area and form the core component. On
the other hand, the corona part is made up of string segments which escaped the dense
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region. They might originate from pomerons or remnants, like the core particles.

Fig. 4.6 shows an example of the different types of particles in a semi-peripheral
Au-Au collision at 200 GeV. We show the projectile and target participants (l.h.s) and
the core particles (r.h.s). We see a strong correlation between the participant positions
and the core areas (the participant positions correspond to the pomeron positions, and
the corresponding string segments will be close to their "parent" pomerons).

Figure 4.6: Production of particles on the hyperbola in EPOS. Participants from projec-
tile and target sides (l.h.s). Core (dense region) and corona particles (r.h.s).

In EPOS, the core segments define the initial condition for a hydrodynamical evolu-
tion. Also, in our case (EPOSi+PHSDe), we use this core-corona picture, as discussed
in more detail later.

In the EPOS code, one uses a "particle list" which contains the complete history of
the particle production in an event. We use the notation "particle" in a general sense for
all kinds of "objects" like pomerons, partons, string segments etc. Various variables are
used to characterize the particles, as shown in table 4.1. Important for our discussion is
in particular the "status" (istptl): string segments belong to the core ("core particles")
get istptl=7, those contributing to the corona ("corona particles") get istptl=0. The
variable "ityptl" is defined where the string segments (core and corona) are coming from
(pomerons or remnants). Each particle’s parent is defined by "ior" and "jor".

Table 4.1: Classify various types of particles in EPOS

type of particles istptl ityptl ior jor
participants 1 0 -1 0
spectators 0 0 0 0

soft pomerons 20-29 20-39 father mother
hard pomerons 30-39 20-39 father mother

partons in pomerons 21 20-39 father 0
remnants 40-59 40-59 father 0

core particles 7 20-39, 40-59 father 0
particles after Hydro – 60 father 0

corona particles 0 20-39, 40-59 father 0

In Fig. 4.4, the first and second digits in parentheses denote the particle’s status
(istptl) and type (ityptl). The status of string segments in this figure might be either
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7 (core) or 0 (corona). They may come from the soft/hard pomerons or the remnants.
Pomerons having lower (higher) energy are known as soft (hard) pomerons.

4.1.3 From core-corona separation to pre-hadrons

As we have already discussed, EPOS employs a core-corona separation procedure, based
on the energy loss of string segments. The string segments are shown in three dimensions
(transverse plane vs. space-time rapidity ηs) in Fig. 4.7, employing ηs instead of z axis.
The upper panel depicts the string segments at a given τ ; technically, the dense region
is referred to as the core part, while the scattered string segments area is referred to as
the corona part.

In EPOSi+PHSDe, we use as well this core-corona picture. Having identified the
core, we have to transform it into an initial condition of PHSD, which requires "pre-
hadrons". Naively one may directly use all the string segments as pre-hadrons. But this
turned out not to work at all. So we decided to consider connected areas of the core
as a kind of "rope", which generally defines objects obtained from fusing strings. It is
essentially what we do with the core construction. All the other string segments (those
not contributing to the ropes) are referred to as corona particles. We sketch the "rope
production" in the middle panel of Fig. 4.7. Ropes are still considered longitudinal
color fields similar to ordinary strings but with larger string tension, resulting in higher
transverse momenta of its decay products.

We then break the rope segments into several pieces, called "clusters", for technical
reasons. Technically, we employ a cluster algorithm, based on a cell-centered grid in three
dimensions, which enables us to define slices in the longitudinal variable, and identify
connected transverse areas and the corresponding transverse density distribution. These
connected sections in transverse space amount to rope slices, as illustrated in the lower
panel of Fig. 4.7.

So as to prepare the evolution for PHSD, we require to decay clusters into quasipar-
ticles in their center of mass. In EPOSi+PHSDe language, we call these quasiparticles
"core pre-hadrons". We use the term "pre-hadrons" because we want to distinguish
between hadrons from hadronization before and after the plasma at the end of evolu-
tion. The pre-hadronization procedure happens quickly after the nuclei pass through
each other at some early initial time.
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string segments

string segments

Figure 4.7: From string segments to cluster formation on the hyperbola at given τ in
EPOSi+PHSDe. String segments on the hyperbola with identifying the overlapping
string segments region (upper panel), separating rope segments and corona parts (middle
panel), and cutting rope segments into several clusters (lower panel).

The pre-hadronization will be realized slice by slice. Different slices correspond to
different locations (z) in space which we replaced by ηs being defined as

ηs =
1

2
log(

t+ z

t− z
), (4.1.4)

and there is a strong correlation between η and rapidity y of the rope segment,

y =
1

2
log(

E + pz
E − pz

). (4.1.5)

Therefore, the core pre-hadrons are produced from the decay of a rope slice at given
η, which shows up at y close to η. In addition to these "core pre-hadrons", we have
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the corona particles, referred to as "corona pre-hadrons". I will explain more about
corona pre-hadrons in the following.

All clusters are sitting in different places of rapiditity, as seen in Fig. 4.8. In EPOS,
the statistical method to decay of cluster or an effective object with massM at rest is used
by microcanonical decay [158] where mass M is the total available cluster’s energy E.
Let {h1, ..., hn} be an ensemble of n hadrons hi with four-momenta pi. The probability
distribution for the corresponding n-body decay is given by

dP = CvolCdegCidentCflavdΦNRPS , (4.1.6)

where

Cvol =
V n

(2π~)3n
, Cdeg =

n∏
i=1

gk(i), (4.1.7)

and

Cident =
∏
k∈S

1

nα!
, Cflav =

∏
A

δQA,ΣqAi , (4.1.8)

and the non-relativistic phase space (NRPS) element,

dΦNRPS = δ(M − ΣEi)δ(Σ~pi)
n∏
i=1

d3pi, (4.1.9)

where Ei =
√
m2
i + p2

i and ~pi are the energy and 3-momentum of particle i. In Eqs.
4.1.7, and 4.1.8, Cdeg stands degeneracies of particle i, Cident being the occurrence of
identical particles in K with the number of particles in species α, nα, and the term
δQA,ΣqAi remains conservation laws (baryons A=B, electric charge A=C and strangeness
A=S). The core pre-hadrons are randomly produced from clusters based on the Markov
chains method using MC approaches according to the microcanonical probability distri-
bution in Eq. 4.1.6 in the rest frame.

Figure 4.8: Distribution of clusters in the rapidity space. The clusters decay into core
pre-hadrons based on the microcanonical decay.

After decaying the clusters, most of the core pre-hadrons are produced in the low
momentum range, p < 2 GeV/c, as seen on the l.h.s of Fig. 4.9. Additionally, one can
see they are more produced in the mid-rapidity region.
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Figure 4.9: Momentum (l.h.s) and rapidity (r.h.s) distributions of core pre-hadrons from
the microcanonical decay of clusters.

Since the microcanonical decays are done in the center of mass of each cluster, one
finally needs to perform a Lorentz boost with the corresponding cluster rapidities. As a
result, the rapidity distribution of our core pre-hadrons will be a sum of "bell-shaped"
curves, see Fig. 4.10, which amounts to a relatively flat distribution.

Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of final rapidity distribution of pre-hadrons.

4.2 Inserting pre-hadrons from EPOS to PHSD

The pre-hadrons as discussed in the previous section, are produced on a hyperbola in
space-time. For technical reasons, one needs pre-hadrons at a given time, since the PHSD
code used the cartesian coordinates (x,y,z,t) and not Milne coordinates as EPOS (see Ap-
pendix A.2), see Figs. 4.11 and 4.12.

In principle, we "just" need to extrapolate the pre-hadrons from the hyperbola back
to the constant timeline, see Fig. 4.11. Since the positions and momenta are known,
we know the trajectories, ~R(t) = ~R(0) + ~V × (t − t0), and we compute the position
at the initial time in PHSD (t = tiniPHSD). This is actually what is done for "corona
pre-hadrons". We call this procedure "normal extrapolation", which can be seen by red
and blue arrows in Fig. 4.13. As shown in table 4.2, spectators, high pT , and particles
formed before the start time of PHSD are all identified as the corona pre-hadrons. The
spectators’ corona pre-hadrons are mainly formed in most forward and backward rapidi-
ties. The rest of the corona pre-hadrons are produced in both mid-rapidity and forward
and backward rapidities. Both models contain the same corona pre-hadrons.

Concerning the "core pre-hadrons", the situation is more complicated, since the "pre-
hadrons" did not exist prior to the hyperbola line, but what does exist are their "parents".
Therefore, we need to do the "technical extrapolation" involves the insertion of "core
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S.O.
S.O.

Figure 4.11: Formation of the pre-hadrons on the hyperbola in EPOS at given τ .

Figure 4.12: The same as Fig. 4.11 for the central Au-Au collision at 200 GeV.

pre-hadrons" into the PHSD start time. The cluster decay particles (core pre-hadrons)
should be placed at the positions of string segments having produced the clusters. These
segments are referred to as "parents" with respect to the clusters, whereas the decay
products (core pre-hadrons) are referred to as "children".
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S.O.
S.O.

Figure 4.13: Extrapolation back in time procedure of core and corona pre-hadrons to the
start time of PHSD.

Table 4.2: All types of pre-hadrons with their characteristics in EPOS and PHSD.

Au-Au@200GeV

EPOS
core pre-hadrons

type istptl ityptl ic imelt rapidity status

strings 7 20<ity<39 1 1 -5<y<5 formed

remnants 29 40<ity<59 1 1 -5<y<5 formed

EPOS/PHSD
corona pre-hadrons

type istptl ityptl ic imelt rapidity status

strings/

remnants

41 40<ity<59 0 0 -5<y<5 formed

spectators 0 0 0 0 -5.4<y<-

5 or

5<y<5.4

leading/

formed

We have actually two kinds of "core pre-hadrons": All the string segments contribut-
ing to cluster formation are "EPOS core pre-hadrons", see table 4.2 (this table is purely
technical in coding, with "ityptl" standing for the particle type, "istptl" for the particle
status, "ic" for core (=1) or corona (=0) particles, "imelt" denoting whether (=1) or
not (=0) the particle melted into a QGP, and "leading" for particles that collide with
other particles with the lowest cross-section). The "EPOS core pre-hadrons" are mainly
produced in mid-rapidity. However, what we use as the initial condition for PHSD are
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the "children" from a cluster decay, extrapolated back to the positions of these string
segments. They are referred to as "PHSD core pre-hadrons".

Some more details about the technical extrapolation: For a given cluster, we sum over
all parents (string segments) and compute for each one the intersection of its trajectory
with the constant time t = t0 (PHSD start time), see the violet arrows in Fig 4.13, as

~R′(t0) = ~R′(tp) + ~Vp × (t0 − tp), (4.2.1)

where ~R′(tp) is the known position of the parent at some time tp. Here, ~Vp is the parent’s
velocity. Then we define these positions to be the positions (at t = t0) of the children (the
PHSD core pre-hadrons). However, this leads to a large violation of "Bjorken scaling",
i.e., the expected approximate identity y = ηs. Therefore, we use the above formula only
for the transverse components, and for the longitudinal component z, we compute the
position as z(t0) = V × t0, with V = tanh(Yc), and Yc being the cluster rapidity. In this
way, we recover y ≈ ys. But this is not a very important point; using this prescription
or using the above formula for all three components does not change much.

Fig. 4.14 shows a schematic picture of the final positions of core and corona pre-
hadrons following extrapolation processes to the PHSD start time.

S.O.
S.O.

Figure 4.14: The schematic depiction of the final places of core and corona pre-hadrons
after extrapolation at the start time of the PHSD evolution.

In Fig. 4.15, we plot the coordinates of core and corona pre-hadrons (EPOS and
PHSD pre-hadrons) in the transverse plane. In addition to core and corona, we also
distinguish particles coming from projectile and target remnants or strings (referring to
"normal" strings from pomerons; there are also strings from remnant excitations). We
also (for completeness) show spectator nucleon positions.
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Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of pre-hadrons in transverse plane in EPOS (l.h.s)
and PHSD (r.h.s). The simulation was done for semi-peripheral Au-Au collision at 200
GeV.

As I previously mentioned and seen in Fig. 4.15, the corona pre-hadrons in both
models are precisely equivalent. Still, the core pre-hadrons in both models are different.
The children do not perfectly map to the parent positions; rather, they are in general
more frequent than the available parent positions, and therefore slightly spread in the
transverse direction to avoid several particles at the same position. Nevertheless, we
observe the same bumpy structure in both cases.

After inserting the pre-hadrons into the PHSD arrays, we must address the melting of
the pre-hadrons into the partonic phase. The evolution of partonic and hadronic phases
in PHSD is studied using a space-time grid, where a collection of cells make up the grid
at each time step, as discussed in section 3.2 of chapter 3. We estimate the mean energy
density of particles per cell based on "parents" and "corona pre-hadrons". If the mean
energy density exceeds the critical energy density (0.5 GeV/fm3), the corresponding core
pre-hadrons are melted into the partonic phase (pre-hadrons with imelt=1 and ic=1 in
table 4.2). Technically, this is called the "melting procedure". The corona pre-hadrons
do not melt into the partonic phase, but they contribute to determining the energy den-
sity.

One can check the representation of pre-hadrons in the transverse plane with the
melting condition. In general, using melting condition, we have approximately the same
number of core pre-hadrons in EPOS 4 and PHSD. The corona pre-hadrons are exactly
the same in both models, as shown in Fig. 4.16 since the melting condition does not
affect these particles. However, as shown in Fig. 4.15, the number of core pre-hadrons
in PHSD is more when the melting condition is absent than when it is present.

The rest of the evolution of matter is carried out using PHSD non-equilibrium dy-
namics once all pre-hadrons have been inserted into PHSD arrays.

I will compare the energy density evolution of matter in three different simulations,
EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and PHSD, at the beginning of the next chapter. In the
following section, I will explain the space-time evolution of particles in EPOSi+PHSDe
from when we insert pre-hadrons from EPOS 4 to the start time of PHSD.
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Figure 4.16: Schematic representation of pre-hadrons in transverse plane in EPOS (l.h.s)
and PHSD (r.h.s). The simulation was done for semi-peripheral Au-Au collision at 200
GeV with melting condition.

4.3 Space-time evolution of particles in EPOSi+PHSDe

The equations of motion for the test-particles, Eqs. 3.1.43-3.1.45 in chapter 3, are used
to study the evolution of particles in the space-time grid of PHSD. We used the par-
allel events in each run since the parallel ensemble approach is employed in PHSD to
ensure that there are enough particles per cell. Collisions can only occur inside the same
ensemble; however, macroscopic properties such as energy density and cross-section are
averaged throughout the parallel ensemble. To melt particles in the QGP phase, we must
supply the melting condition, which necessitates having enough particles per cell.

PHSD employs a space-time grid that expands over time to describe HICs. Since the
particle densities during the start of the PHSD evolution are high, a considerable number
of interactions are predicted. Therefore, the time-step must be short enough to consider
their interactions reasonably. The system expands later, and the size of the cells steadily
rises due to the Lorentz gamma factor. In the axis parallel to the beam direction, the
PHSD grids are expanded (generally referred to as z-axis) over time.

Fig. 4.17 reveals the space-time evolution of particles in EPOSi+PHSDe for the Au-
Au collision at 200 GeV with impact parameter of 7 fm. The time-step in which all the
pre-hadrons were injected into the PHSD array is shown on the upper left of Fig. 4.17,
and we compute the energy density per cell in this time step. Following the melting
condition, the core-prehadrons deconfined into partons at time 0.064 fm/c. The partonic
phase begins at this time, and we have a lot of partons in the overlapping region, as
indicated by the red points. From the beginning to the end, the partonic phase evolves
slowly and begins to hadronize (based on the hadronization process described in section
3.2.4 of chapter 3). They are more likely to be fused into mesons than baryons because
mesons are cheaper to produce. In parallel, the number of mesons (baryons) rises with
time due to hadronization, and they spread till the end, resulting in blue (green) points.
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Figure 4.17: The space-time evolution of baryons, mesons, and partons in
EPOSi+PHSDe for semi-peripheral Au-Au collision at 200 GeV.
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Figure 4.18: Eccentricity as a function of time for baryons (green curve), mesons (blue
curve), and partons (red curve) with the same collision as Fig. 4.17.

It is also important to note that the corona pre-hadrons outside or inside the over-
lapping area do not move more in the transverse plane during the evolution and do not
melt into the partonic phase. The majority of corona pre-hadrons are spectators. The
"bulk" or "fireball" produced in HICs includes particles composed of light quarks with a
small transverse momentum. High momentum particles are rare and mainly arise in the
pre-equilibrium stage immediately after a collision. These particles can pass through the
fireball due to their high momentum.

The eccentricity as a function of time corresponding to Fig. 4.17 can be seen in Fig.
4.18. The eccentricity ε for each kind of particle (meson, baryon, and parton) at each
time step is defined as

ε =
< y2 − x2 >

< y2 + x2 >
, (4.3.1)

where x and y are the transverse coordinates. Mesons are predominantly produced along
the y axis at the beginning, time=0.055 fm/c, and have the most considerable eccen-
tricity. Afterward, they scatter along the x and y axes, and the eccentricities decline.
However, baryons are mainly produced along the x-axis and outside the overlapping zone;
they have negative eccentricity at first. Last but not least, partons can be seen, which
are produced in time = 0.064 fm/c under melting conditions. Partons, like mesons, are
mostly produced in the overlapping region since we only melt the core pre-hadrons from
participants, which most of the core pre-hadrons are mesons. According to the hadroniza-
tion process in PHSD, they will disappear over time, and their eccentricity will decrease.

We use the EPOS analysis tools to analyze the final particles after the PHSD evo-
lution. For both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD simulations, we do this work. The
results of three different simulations, EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD, will be
compared in the next chapter.
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4.4 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter, I presented the main topic of my Ph.D. thesis in theory, which involved
merging two separate approaches, EPOSi and PHSDe, to study the dynamical descrip-
tion of HICs and QGP.

To do this, we used primary scattering based on the basic theory, PBGRT, within
EPOSi to generate particles as input for PHSDe space-time evolution in the first section.
We employed the wood-Saxon distribution to determine the coordinates of nucleons in
the projectile and target. Pomerons were created from the elementary interaction be-
tween participants on both sides. Pomerons eventually "split" into different types of
string segments. Connected regions of high densities of string segments defined ropes.
In a cell-centered grid, each rope segment was separated into several slices, which they
called clusters. To prepare the evolution in PHSDe, we decayed the clusters into core
pre-hadrons. Microcanonical decay was employed as a statistical approach for decaying
these clusters in EPOS.

In the second section, the extrapolation procedures for inserting EPOS pre-hadrons
into PHSD arrays were introduced. The main issue in our project is the fact that EPOS
uses light-cone dynamics in Milne coordinates, whereas PHSD employs real-time dy-
namics in Minkovski space-time. These procedures allow us to map pre-hadrons on the
hyperbola in space-time back to their origin segments, which formed before starting the
PHSD evolution. The EPOS2PHSD interface was used to transition between two so-
phisticated codes. After the injection of pre-hadrons, the space-time evolution of matter
began in the non-equilibrium PHSD framework.

In the third section, the space-time evolution of particles in EPOSi+PHSDe colli-
sions at 200 GeV was studied for semi-peripheral Au-Au collisions. We inserted all of
the EPOS pre-hadrons into PHSD at the beginning. For the PHSD evolution, the pre-
hadrons (mesons and baryons) are the starting point. With respect to the melting condi-
tion, those pre-hadrons with a high enough energy density immediately transformed into
partons, and the number of partons increased significantly. The partonic phase evolves
slowly over time, but there is increased production of hadrons initially at the borders and
then over all partons, particularly mesons (based on the hadronization in PHSD). All of
the final particles in EPOSi+PHSDe/PHSD are stored in one table with their properties
at the end of the evolution, and then they are sent to EPOS for analysis.

The results of three different simulations, EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD,
will be presented and compared in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPARING RESULTS IN THREE DIFFERENT APPROACHES

In the previous chapter, I introduced EPOSi+PHSDe, a new model that combines the
initial conditions from EPOS 4 (EPOSi) with the space-time evolution of partonic and
hadronic phases in PHSD (PHSDe). In this chapter, I will present results compared to
experimental data and also to simulations using EPOS 4 and PHSD.

The new approach’s results try to understand the role of initial condition and the
role of the space-time evolution in HICs. EPOS 4 and PHSD models have fundamen-
tally different initial conditions and matter evolutions, but we can see similar results
in some observables at the end. Therefore, it is useful to employ EPOSi+PHSDe, in
which the differences could be related to the initial conditions or evolutions. Comparing
EPOSi+PHSDe and EPOS 4 (PHSD), we will see the differences between these two mod-
els with the same "initial conditions" ("evolutions") but different "evolutions" ("initial
conditions").

Before showing the results, it would be helpful to clarify how we estimate the central-
ity bins in our analysis to compare the results to the experimental data. We performed
all the analyses in the three models based on the analysis in EPOS 4. In experiments,
the centrality bins are measured using the multiplicity distributions, as explained in the
first chapter; however, in EPOS 4, the impact parameter distribution is employed. We
show the distribution of events as a function of the impact parameter to identify the
centrality bins in Fig. 5.1 from most central (0-5%) to most peripheral (80-X %) from
EPOS 4 point of view.

We cannot compare our multiplicity distributions to those of the experimentalists
since their distributions are usually presented as "raw data," without the necessary mod-
ifications (mainly efficiency issues). Therefore , unlike in our simulation, it does not
correspond to the "true" multiplicity distributions. The centrality definition is stable
for the same system with different energies when the impact parameter is used. The
relationships between centrality classes and impact parameters for Au-Au collision have
been defined in Appendix B.2 in EPOS framework.

The results cover "bulk matter observables" such as transverse mass/transverse mo-
mentum spectra, rapidity/pseudorapidity densities, and anisotropic flow in these three
simulations. The number of events used to plot particle yields is around four million in
each simulation. To start, we will compare the evolution of matter in the three models
in the following section.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of events as a function of impact parameter to determine the
centrality bins from most central (0-5%) to most peripheral (80-X%) Au-Au collisions in
EPOS 4 analysis.

5.1 Energy density evolutions

At the end of the first stage, once the two nuclei have penetrated each other, we can
compute macroscopic parameters like energy density to describe how matter evolves. In
this section, we compare the energy density evolutions in various simulations, including
EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD.

To compute the energy density, we use the energy-momentum tensor Tµν from kinetic
theory, which is given by [120]:

Tµν(~q) =

∫
d3p

E
pµpνf(~q, ~p), (5.1.1)

where ~q is a position vector, ~p indicates a momentum vector, and f denotes the phase
space density for a given time. The energy density is given as T 00 in the comoving frame.

In both EPOSi+PHSDe and PHSD, we use the conventional approximation way to
compute the energy density in the comoving frame as [159]:

ε =

∑
iEi

Vcell
, (5.1.2)

where the sum of all particles in each cell is provided by
∑

i, and the volume of the
cell is defined by Vcell = ∆x∆y∆z. ∆x = ∆y =1 fm which is equal to the hadron size
and ∆z = 1/γcom fm. γcom is the Lorentz gamma factor for the transformation into
the center-of-mass of the colliding nuclei. Therefore, the energy density of the cells is
determined by

ε′ =
E′

V ′
=

E/γ

V × γ
=

ε

γ2
. (5.1.3)

The energy density evolutions for semi-peripheral Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV in
three models have been presented in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. The left, middle, and right panels
are related to the EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD energy density profiles. One
can see that the evolutions behave in fundamentally different ways, EPOS 4 on one side
and both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD on the other side.
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Initially (time < 3 fm/c), the energy density distributions in both EPOS 4 and
EPOSi+PHSDe are more or less the same in both shapes and magnitudes. This is due
to the fact that both of these simulations have employed identical initial conditions. The
evolution of energy density in pure PHSD begins later on (at time=1.518 fm/c). At the
beginning of pure PHSD evolution, we have more energy density than two other simula-
tions with different shapes.

Later on (time > 3 fm/c), however, EPOS 4 has a strong transverse expansion and
evolves in an asymmetric fashion, which leads to having more transverse flows. This
scenario presents the substantial asymmetric transverse expansion towards the direc-
tion perpendicular to the initial distribution’s primary axis. On the other hand, both
EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD show substantially different behavior in both shape and
magnitude compared to EPOS 4. For times more than five fm/c, the energy density
magnitudes in pure PHSD are approximately two times greater than EPOSi+PHSDe.

Both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD show hardly any expansion, particularly in the
transverse plane, indicating the systems do not grow near the transverse flow in EPOS
4, which will have a drastic effect on observables like transverse momentum and elliptic
flow. In the following, we will see the differences between these observables in different
models.
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the energy density in the transverse plane (at z=0) for Au-
Au collisions at 200 GeV with an impact parameter of 7 fm, for three models, considering
events with the same initial matter distribution (at 1.7fm/c). We show from left to right
EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD models, and from top to bottom the times
(in fm/c) 0.5, 1.7, 2.5, 3.7, 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Same as Fig. 5.2, continuing the time evolution of the energy density for
(from top to bottom, in fm/c) 9.4, 11.0, 12.2, 14.2, 16.3.
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5.2 Bulk matter observables

QCD predicts the creation of a new type of matter, QGP, under extreme conditions,
i.e., high energy density, which might be produced in relativistic HICs, as I discussed in
the first chapter. Certain bulk properties may indicate QGP production. Strangeness
and baryon production rates, and collective transverse radial flow are among such bulk
properties. Particle spectra can be used to investigate these phenomena. The following
subsections will present the transverse mass spectra, rapidity and pseudorapidity densi-
ties, transverse momentum spectra, and anisotropic flow results in the three models.

5.2.1 Transverse mass spectra

In this part, we present the transverse mass (mT =
√
p2
T +m2) spectra for charged pion

(π±), charged kaon (K±), proton (p), and antiproton (p̄) in Au-Au collision at
√
sNN =

200 GeV for different simulations. The Au-Au events are devided into 9 centrality classes
based on measured charged particle multiplicity within pseudorapidity |η| < 0.5. The
geometrical cross-section is divided into these classes, ranging from central to peripheral
collisions (0-80%), as seen in Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.

The experimental data shown here were taken from the STAR experiment [160] using
the same triggers as our simulations. The STAR time projection chamber (TPC) [161]
detects charged particles. For Au-Au collisions, Zero degree calorimeters provide a min-
imum bias trigger.

Now, as shown in Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, I try to compare particle yields from the
different models to the experimental data. EPOS 4 (left panel) can reproduce well the ex-
perimental results for all centrality classes in the case of the pions (π±). EPOSi+PHSDe
(middle panel) is quite similar compared to EPOS 4. However, in pure PHSD (right
panel), pion yields are lower compared to EPOSi+PHSDe and compared to the data.

As seen in Fig. 5.5, EPOS 4 can quite well reproduce kaons (K±) in all centrality
classes compared to the experimental data. For transverse mass lower than 0.4 GeV/c2,
the invariant yields of K± in EPOSi+PHSDe are higher than EPOS 4, pure PHSD, and
experimental data in all centrality classes. In pure PHSD, we have different behavior: in
central collisions (0-20%), we have more K+ production; in mid-central/semi-peripheral
collisions (20-50%), we have almost the same K+ production, but in most peripheral
collisions (> 50 %), we have fewer K+ compare to the real data and EPOS 4 results. In
all centrality bins, K− is less produced in pure PHSD than in EPOS 4.

As shown in Fig. 5.6, EPOS 4 can reproduce p and p̄ comparable to the data for all
centrality classes. EPOSi+PHSDe and PHSD, on the other hand, produce p, and p̄ at a
larger rate as compared to EPOS 4 and the data for central and mid-central collisions.
However, they produce much less p and p̄ than EPOS 4 and the data for peripheral col-
lisions. One can see that EPOSi+PHSDe improved the results compared to pure PHSD
for peripheral collisions.

We checked the low transverse mass (or low transverse momentum) here. Concerning
the comparison between the models, we observed some differences for π± and K±, but
nothing fundamental; however, there are significant differences between EPOS 4 and the
two other models for p and p̄, which we will discuss later in more detail.
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Figure 5.4: Invariant yield as a function of transverse mass for π± for Au-Au collision
at
√
sNN= 200 GeV at mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.5) in three different simulations: EPOS 4

(left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (right panel). The different
transverse mass spectra are plotted with different centrality ranges 0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%,
20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, 50-60%, 60-70%, 70-80% from top to bottom in each plot. All
the results compared to the STAR experimental data [160] with the black points. All
curves and experimental data are scaled by 2 ∗ 10−n starting from the top most curve
with 2 ∗ 100.
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Figure 5.5: Invariant yield as a function of transverse mass for K± for Au-Au collision
at
√
sNN= 200 GeV at mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.5) in three different simulations: EPOS 4

(left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (right panel). The different
transverse mass spectra are plotted with different centrality ranges 0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%,
20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, 50-60%, 60-70%, 70-80% from top to bottom in each plot. All
the results compared to the STAR experimental data [160] with the black points. All
curves and experimental data are scaled by 2 ∗ 10−n starting from the top most curve
with 2 ∗ 100.
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Figure 5.6: Invariant yield as a function of transverse mass for proton (p), and antiproton
(p̄) for Au-Au collision at

√
sNN= 200 GeV at mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.5) in three different

simulations: EPOS 4 (left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (right
panel). The different transverse mass spectra are plotted with different centrality ranges
0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, 50-60%, 60-70%, 70-80% from top to
bottom in each plot. All the results compared to the STAR experimental data [160] with
the black points. All curves and experimental data are scaled by 2 ∗ 10−n starting from
the top most curve with 2 ∗ 100.
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5.2.2 Rapidity and pseudorapidity spectra

In the first part of this subsection, I will present results of the rapidity densities, dN/dy,
of π±, K±, proton p, antiproton p̄, and net-protons (p − p̄) from central (0-5%) Au-Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV in various simulations. Then I will compare them to

the experimental data and among each other. These results have important impacts
on the dense system’s dynamics that evolve following collisions. The rapidity distribu-
tions provide a sensitive test of theories that describe the reaction’s space-time evolution.

We compare our rapidity density results with the Broad RAnge Hadron Magnetic
Spectrometers (BRAHMS) [162,163] experiment. BRAHMS consists of two hadron spec-
trometers, a mid-rapidity arm (MRS) and a forward rapidity arm (FS), as well as a set
of detectors for global event characterization. Particle identification (PID) for momenta
below 2 GeV/c is performed via time-of-flight (TOF) in the MRS. In the FS, TOF ca-
pabilities allow π−K separation up to p = 4.5 GeV/c, and is further extended up to 20
GeV/c using a ring imaging Cerenkov detector. The MRS can be rotated 30° < θ < 95°

and the FS 2.3° < θ < 30°, where θ is the polar angle with respect to the beam axis. By
combining different setting of angle and magnetic fields, (anti)proton transverse momen-
tum spectra at different rapidities (0 ≤ y ≤ 3) were obtained. Proton and antiproton are
identified using TOF, and FS [164].

The rapidity densities for identified charged particles in different simulations, EPOS
4 (left column), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle column), and pure PHSD (right column), have
been presented in Fig. 5.7. The rapidity densities of charged hadrons were computed
over the entire pT range. We show two types of curves: those where week decays are
considered (dashed) or not (full). This concerns pions, where weak decays of Ks play an
important role, and protons, where Lambda decays are significant.

The first two rows of Fig. 5.7 represent the π± (red curves) and K± (blue curves)
rapidity densities. In all simulations, pions and kaons are somewhat above the experi-
mental data. Except for K−, EPOSi+PHSDe has higher production of both pions and
kaons at mid-rapidity than two other simulations. We have more light mesons produc-
tions in pure PHSD than EPOSi+PHSDe and EPOS 4 by increasing rapidity.

The rapidity densities of the proton (red curves), antiproton (blue curves), and net-
proton are shown in the third and fourth rows of Fig. 5.7. The most striking feature of
the experimental data is that, while proton and antiproton rapidity densities reduce at
rapidities away from mid-rapidity, the net-proton density grows from zero to y = 3. Our
results show a similar trend, although, in forward rapidity (3 < y < 4), EPOSi+PHSDe
has fewer proton and antiproton density than others. Protons (antiproton) with and
without weak decays contribute more (less) in EPOSi+PHSDe than EPOS 4 and pure
PHSD at mid-rapidity.

Baryon stopping is one of the expressions used to describe the final hadrons. The
stopping of the initial protons and antiprotons can be studied using the net-proton den-
sity. It determines how much the collision reduces the amount of the initial nuclei (from
participants). Whereas the baryon number is conserved, the net-baryon number remains
constant during the whole evolution of the collision. The spread of the net-baryon number
along the longitudinal direction can tell us about the stopping of the initial baryons.
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Figure 5.7: Pion π±, kaon K±, proton p, antiproton p̄, and net proton p − p̄ rapidity
densities (from top to bottom) for the 5% most central Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN= 200

GeV in three different simulations: EPOS 4 (left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel),
and pure PHSD (right panel). The kaon yeilds were multiplied by 4 for clarity. All the
results compared to the BRAHMS experimental data [162,163] with the black points.

Concerning weak decays, the situation is not clear from the experimental side. The
data are not feed-down corrected, but from the detector design, we do not expect the
weak decay products to contribute considerably. So we represent something between
"feed-down corrected" and "all feed-down included". If we consider the average of the
net-proton curves with and without the contribution of weak decays, we can find that
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EPOSi+PHSDe produces results that are closer to the real data than EPOS 4 and pure
PHSD. In pure PHSD, the production of proton, antiproton, and net-proton density with
or without weak decays contribution is higher than EPOS 4 than EPOSi+PHSDe in for-
ward rapidity (3 < y < 5). Consequently, EPOSi+PHSDe has the biggest stopping even
in forward rapidity, whereas pure PHSD has the least.

In the second part of this subsection, I present the charged particle multiplicities as a
function of pseudorapidity for the same collision as rapidity densities. Fig. 5.8 shows the
distributions of dNch/dη for different simulations, EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure
PHSD, from top to bottom.
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Figure 5.8: Charged particle multiplicities (dNch/dη) as a function of pseudorapidity
(η) in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV for different simulations, EPOS 4 (top

panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (lower panel) from central to
semi-peripheral collisions in each plot from top to bottom, 0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%,
30-40%, and 40-50%. The experimental data are taken from BRAHMS [165] with black
points.
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The experimental data were obtained using several subsystems of the BRAHMS [165]
experiment: the Multiplicity Array (MA), the Beam-Beam Counter (BBC) arrays, and
the Zero-Degree Calorimeters (ZDCs). The pseudorapidity variable η is related to the
particle emission angle θ with η = −ln[tan(θ/2)].

As shown in Fig. 5.8, going from most central (0-5%) to semi-peripheral (40-50%)
collisions reduces the production of charged particles. EPOS 4 can reproduce reasonably
charged particles when compared to the experimental data for all mentioned centrality
bins. In central and mid-central collisions (0-30%), EPOSi+PHSDe reproduces more
charged particles in the mid-pseudorapidity range. However, it can reproduce the same
charged particles as experimental data for semi-peripheral collisions. EPOSi+PHSDe
improves the charged particle productions in semi-peripheral (20-50%) collisions com-
pare to pure PHSD.

Pure PHSD can successfully reproduce experimental data from most central to mid-
central (0-20%) collisions with the same shape as the experiment. However, in this model,
the charged particle productions are lower than the data for larger centralities (20-50%).
It should be noted that pure PHSD, compared to the other two models, reproduces the
shape of the pseudorapidity distributions remarkably well.

5.2.3 Transverse momentum spectra

In this subsection, I will show the invariant yields of identified hadrons as a function of
transverse momentum pT and centrality classes for the three simulations and compare
them to each other and the experimental data. Transverse momentum spectra do not
provide additional information compared to the mT spectra discussed earlier, but the
pT spectra discussed here extend to much higher values. We do these studies in Au-Au
collisions at the top RHIC energy because they allow us to investigate particle production
mechanisms in a hot, dense nuclear medium, also probing the properties of the QGP [166].

The pT spectra for identified charged hadrons are compared to the PHENIX mea-
surement [166] in Fig. 5.9. The PHENIX experiment is a large, general-purpose detector
with a wide variety of detector subsystems ideally suited to the study of nuclear matter
in conditions of extreme temperature and density. PHENIX is composed of global event
property detectors, forward and backward rapidity arms (North and South) dedicated to
muon measurements, and two central arm spectrometers (East and West) at mid-rapidity
covering the pseudorapidity region of |η|< 0.35 for measurements of photons, electrons,
and charged hadrons [167]. Centrality selection is performed with the BBCs using the
Glauber Monte Carlo procedure [168], in which the charge in each BBC detector is as-
sumed to be proportional to the number of participating nucleons traveling towards it.

The invariant yields of π±, K±, p, and p̄ as a function of transverse momentum pT at
mid-rapidity in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV are shown in Fig. 5.9. Weak decays

contribute to producing π± and K± but not for p and p̄, both in the simulations and
data. One can see that EPOS 4 can reproduce well the experimental data for all types
of particles in all centrality bins in low (pT < 2 GeV/c), intermediate (2 GeV/c < pT <
5 GeV/c), and high (pT > 5 GeV/c) transverse momentum. We can also notice that just
for the most peripheral collisions, the simulations exceed the data somewhat.
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Figure 5.9: Invariant yield of π±, K±, proton p, and antiproton p̄ as a function of trans-
verse momentum pT at mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.5) in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV

from most central (0-10%) to most peripheral (60-92%) collisions, from top to bottom in
each plot, in different simulations, EPOS 4 (left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel),
and pure PHSD (right panel). The experimental data are taken from PHENIX with
black symbols [166]. All curves and experimental data are scaled by 10−n starting from
the top most curve with 100.
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Both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD reproduce data reasonably well at small pT , in
all cases, but they very much underestimate the data at intermediate and large values of
pT . Just for peripheral events, EPOSi+PHSDe performs a bit better than pure PHSD,
which is due to the fact that in EPOSi+PHSDe there is some "initial flow" from the
decay of the clusters, before implementing particles to PHSD.

As we have already discussed in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, the expansion in EPOS 4 on one
side and EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD on the other side, is very different. Starting
from an elongated initial shape, there is a strong transverse expansion in the case of
EPOS 4, and strong transverse flow is created. Then this transverse flow translates into
more particle productions at intermediate pT . This flow effect becomes even bigger when
considering heavy particles (like protons, compared to pions).

In the two other models, EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD, this transverse flow is
missing, and therefore the simulations dramatically underestimate the data for pT larger
than 1 GeV/c. These are significant observations. It means in these two models; the par-
tons do not interact strongly enough to produce something equivalent to "strong pressure
gradients," which are reasonable to the transverse flow in EPOS 4.

When comparing the system expansion in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD simula-
tions (see Figs. 5.2 and 5.3), it can notice that the system expands a bit more in the
transverse plane in EPOSi+PHSDe, which results in improved particle production in
intermediate pT as compared to pure PHSD. This effect is more visible for peripheral
collisions, as indicated in Fig. 5.9.

In the following, we investigate the rapidity dependence of pT spectra. We show
invariant yields of identified hadrons as a function of pT in different rapidity ranges for
central (0-5%) Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV, see Figs. 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12. Solid

lines refer to simulations not considering weak decays, and the dashed lines are those
including weak decays. We show both in the case of protons (since the experimental pro-
cedures consider weak decay products ’partly’). The left, middle, and right panels are
related to EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD simulations. The results compared
to the BRAHMS experiment [162] with black points.

Concerning pions and kaons production, the rapidity dependence of the pT spectra is
in all cases similar to the data. However, we see also here in the case of EPOSi+PHSDe
and pure PHSD deviations for pT> 1 GeV/c: simulations results are below the data,
and the effect is bigger for kaons compared to pions. This is consistent with what we
observed already: too little transverse flow is produced. Looking at the proton results,
this effect is even more clearly visible. EPOS 4 is essentially acceptable, whereas the two
other models heavily underestimate proton production at intermediate values of pT .
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Figure 5.10: Pions π± transverse momentum spectra at selected rapidities (in each plot
from top to bottom, from -0.1 < y < 0 to 3.4 < y < 3.66) from central (0-5%) Au-Au colli-
sions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV in different simulations, EPOS 4 (left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe

(middle panel), and pure PHSD (right panel). There is no weak decays contribution
in these measurements. The results compared to the BRAHMS experiment [162] with
black points. The experimental data and simulation’s results are scaled by 10−n and
(1/dy) ∗ 10−n, respectively, starting from the top most curve with 100.
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Figure 5.11: Kaons K± transverse momentum spectra at selected rapidities (in each
plot from top to bottom, from -0.1 < y < 0 to 3.2 < y < 3.4) from central (0-5%)
Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV in different simulations, EPOS 4 (left panel),

EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (right panel). There is no weak decays
contribution in these measurements. The results compared to the BRAHMS experiment
[162] with black points. The experimental data and simulation’s results are scaled by
10−n and (1/dy) ∗ 10−n, respectively, starting from the top most curve with 100.
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Figure 5.12: Proton (p), anti-proton (p̄) transverse momentum spectra at selected ra-
pidities (in each plot from top to bottom, from -0.1 < y < 0.1 to 2.7 < y < 3.1) from
central (0-5%) Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV in different simulations, EPOS 4

(left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (right panel). The results
compared to the BRAHMS experiment [163] with black points. The experimental data
and simulation’s results are scaled by 10−n and (1/dy)∗10−n, respectively, starting from
the top most curve with 100.

Strange particle measurements, such as charged kaons and hyperons, have also been
an important research topic in HICs. A baryon with one or more strange quarks is known
as a hyperon. Strangeness enhancement, as I explained in subsection 1.4.4 of Chapter
1, is a probable signature of deconfinement and thermalization. The measurement of
charged kaons and hyperons across a wide pT range and different centrality classes is
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crucial for better understanding the system’s thermalization and strangeness production
mechanism.

In the high-temperature QGP phase, strange quarks with masses similar to the crit-
ical temperature are expected to be abundantly produced through thermal parton in-
teractions. Hyperon production is predicted in high-energy nuclear collisions due to the
corresponding increase in strange quark density. The number of strange valence quarks
in the hyperon enhances hyperon production [169].

We investigated the hyperon production, including Λ(uds), Λ̄(ūd̄s̄), Ξ−(dss), Ξ̄+(d̄s̄s̄),
K0
s ((K+ +K−)/2) , and Ω−(sss)+Ω̄+(s̄s̄s̄) at mid-rapidity in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN

= 200 GeV for various simulations from most central (0-5%) to peripheral (60-80%) col-
lisions, as seen in Fig. 5.13. We compare our results with the STAR experiment [170].
The STAR TPC measures the trajectories and momenta of charged particles produced
in each collision in the pseudorapidity range |η|< 1.8 [171].

As shown in Fig. 5.13, EPOS 4 can accurately reproduce hyperons at low, interme-
diate, and high pT for all centrality bins, except for most central collisions, but they are
reasonable.

In Fig. 5.13, both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD have the same trend for hyperon
productions as charged particles in Fig. 5.9; we have more hyperon productions at low pT
compared to EPOS 4 and experimental data, but they cannot reproduce well hyperons
at intermediate pT : they are substantially below the data. EPOSi+PHSDe does a little
bit better than pure PHSD.

In the following, I will compare the pT spectra of all charged hadrons in these three
simulations, which is essentially a sum of the identified particle spectra discussed earlier,
to the experimental data for Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV. The results are shown

in Fig. 5.14. EPOS 4 can accurately reproduce all charged particles in all ranges of
pT , from the most central (0-6%) to peripheral (45-50%) collisions in a rapidity range of
0.2 < y < 1.4.

We see that both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD cannot reproduce sufficiently par-
ticles at intermediate and high pT compared to the experimental data and EPOS 4.
So from identified particle spectra, as well as charged particle spectra, we observe that
EPOS 4 reproduces the data correctly in particular at intermediate values of pT , whereas
EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD underestimate particle production by a large amount.
This is compatible with the fact, seen in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, that the system expands
strongly in the transverse plane, producing large transverse flow, which then automati-
cally translates into an increased particle production at higher pT . All this is based on
the fundamental assumption that the system thermalized quickly, and hydrodynamics
can be used for the following evolution.

And most importantly, in the case of a hydrodynamically expanding expansion, large
gradients (in energy density) at early times translate into the big transverse flow. In
EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD, there is no assumption of equilibration, so it is needed
to develop via parton-parton scatterings. But seemingly, this does not happen, there is
no transverse expansion happening, and as a consequence, the shift of particles towards
intermediate pT values is missing. This gives a coherent picture: in both EPOSi+PHSDe
and pure PHSD, the strong gradients (which are also present) do not translate into the
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transverse flow, which means the system does not reach equilibrium at an early stage.
This is the main message of this thesis work. To confirm it, we will study flow anisotropies
in the following.
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Figure 5.13: Invariant yield of Λ, Λ̄, Ξ−, Ξ̄+, K0
S , and Ω−+Ω̄+ as a function of transverse

momentum pT at mid-rapidity in Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV from most central

(0-5%) to peripheral collisions (60-80%), from top to bottom in each plot, in different
simulations, EPOS 4 (left panel), EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (right
panel). The experimental data are taken from STAR with black points [170]. The exper-
imental data and simulation’s results are scaled by 10−n and (1/dy) ∗ 10−n, respectively,
starting from the top most curve with 100.
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Figure 5.14: Invariant yields for charged hadrons as a function of pT for 6 centrality bins
(0-6%, 6-15%, 15-25%, 25-35%, 35-45%, and 45-50%) in a rapidity range of 0.2 < y < 1.4
in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV in different simulations, EPOS 4 (upper panel),

EPOSi+PHSDe (middle panel), and pure PHSD (lower panel). The experimental data
are taken from PHOBOS with black points [172]. The experimental data and simulation’s
results are scaled by 10−n and (1/dy) ∗ 10−n, respectively, starting from the top most
curve with 100.

5.2.4 Anisotropic flow

The study of the azimuthal distribution of particle production provides important in-
formation about the system’s space-time evolution [102]. The discovery of a large az-
imuthal anisotropic flow of hadrons at RHIC [173] provides strong evidence for dense
partonic matter formation in ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. The collision
zone’s strongly interacting medium is predicted to reach a local equilibrium and show an
approximately hydrodynamic flow [174].
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In subsection 1.4.3 of chapter 1, the general definition of anisotropic flow was dis-
cussed. To summarize this section, anisotropic flow describes the fact that produced
particle azimuthal distributions are not uniform. In non-central collisions, pressure gra-
dients generate momentum anisotropy in a collective expansion of an initial geometry
of an "almond-shaped" collision zone [175]. The pressure gradients convert early-stage
asymmetry in coordinate space to anisotropy in momentum space in the final state.

Various experimental groups have worked out many anisotropic flow measurements
during the last 30 years. As initially observed at the AGS [176], anisotropic transverse
flow is sensitive to the early stages of a collision. Following that, a much stronger flow was
measured at the SPS [177], RHIC [173,178,179], and, most recently, the LHC [180,181].
Hydrodynamic model calculations produce elliptic flow at RHIC and the LHC with a
small value of the ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density η/s [182]. The shear viscos-
ity of a fluid describes its ability to flow freely. The medium created in ultra-relativistic
collisions for a few fm/c. It has collective properties comparable to those of a liquid with
a very low shear viscosity to entropy density ratio, which is close to a nearly perfect
fluid [183]. When we use EPOS 4, the shear viscosity is set at η/s=0.08 [101]. Therefore,
we anticipate having a good fluid and flow.

In this section, I want to compare the different order anisotropy harmonics in three
simulations: EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD. As I have already mentioned,
all of the analyses in these three simulations are done based on EPOS 4 analysis. First, I
will explain the flow analysis theory, then compare the results of the three simulations to
each other and to the experimental data. Event Plane (EP) method is employed in our
flow analysis. As a basic definition of anisotropic transverse flow, we refer to subsection
1.4.3 of chapter 1. Then I will explain the EP method.

Basic definitions for anisotropic flow

We use the Fourier series to describe the different patterns of anisotropic flow, from the
momentum distribution of final-state particles [54],

E
d3N

d3p
=

1

2π

d2N

pTdpTdy

[
1 + 2

∞∑
n=1

vn cos [n(φ−ΨRP )]
]
, (5.2.1)

where E is the energy of the particle, p the momentum, pT the transverse momentum,
φ the azimuthal angle, y the rapidity, ψRP the reaction plane angle, see Fig. 5.15. vn is
a set of anisotropic flow observables defined by

vn(pt, y) =< cos [n(φ− ψRP )] >, (5.2.2)

where the angular brackets denote an average over the particles, sum over all events. As
stated previously, directed, elliptic, triangular, and quadrangular flows are represented
by v1, v2, v3, and v4, respectively. The integrated and differential flow are two different
types of anisotropic flow. The integrated flow is included when the vn coefficients are
averaged over transverse momentum and rapidity. The differential flow is used when the
vn coefficients are considered as a function of pseudorapidity and transverse momentum.

Event plane method

The EP approach [185, 186] is an old method used to compute anisotropic flow. In the
following, I will explain how we modify the Fourier coefficient, Eq. 5.2.2, corresponding
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Figure 5.15: Sketch of a non-central HICs in reaction and transverse planes [184].

to the EP method. To derive the Fourier expansion, we start with the general definition
of triple differential distribution as Eq. 5.2.1 for event plane method:

E
d3N

dp3
=

d3N

ptdptdydφ
=

d2N

pTdpTdy
×R(pT , y, φ). (5.2.3)

In the experiment, the rapidity (y) is replaced by pseudorapidity (η) since η is simpler to
measure. Therefore, we replace R(pT , y, φ) by R(pT , η, φ). We assume that the function
of R(pT , η, φ) satisfies the normalization condition

∫ 2π
0 dφR(pT , η, φ) = 1. We expand

the Fourier series of this function:

R(pT , η, φ) =
1

2π

[
1 + 2×Σ∞n=1Qx(pT , η, n) cos(nφ) + Σ∞n=1Qy(pT , η, n) sin(nφ)

]
, (5.2.4)

where:

Qx(pT , η, n) =

∫ 2π

0
dφ×R(pT , η, φ) cos(nφ), Qy(pT , η, n) =

∫ 2π

0
dφ×R(pT , η, φ) sin(nφ).

(5.2.5)
Qx and Qy are the components of Q-vector or "flow vector" or "event flow vector". The
Q-vector can be defined as a function of pT and η as follows:

~Q(pT , η, n) = {Qx(pT , η, n), Qy(pT , η, n)}. (5.2.6)

Q{x,y} can be rewritten as a function of {Vn(pT , η), nΨEP }, where EP stands for Event
Plane, as follows:

Qx(pT , η, n) = Vn(pT , η) cos(nΨEP ), (5.2.7)

Qy(pT , η, n) = Vn(pT , η) sin(nΨEP ). (5.2.8)

Now we replace Eqs. 5.2.7, and 5.2.8 into Eq. 5.2.4:

R(pT , η, φ) =
1

2π

{
1 + 2× Σ∞n=1Vn(pT , η) cos[n(φ−ΨEP )]

}
. (5.2.9)

Therefore, the particle invariant spectrum, Eq. 5.2.3, can be written based on the new
R(pT , η, φ) definition in Eq. 5.2.9:

E
d3N

dp3
=

d2N

2πpTdpTdy
×
{

1 + 2× Σ∞n=1Vn(pT , η) cos[n(φ−ΨEP )]
}
, (5.2.10)

where Vn defines a complete set of anisotropic flow in the EP. Therefore, one can deter-
mine the equation of anisotropic flow in the EP method with respect to the final particles
in a similar way as Eq. 5.2.2 as:

vn =< cos [n(φ−ΨEP )] > . (5.2.11)
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In an ideal world, the anisotropic flow is considered relative to the reaction plane; how-
ever, the ΨRP cannot be determined in the experiment, and anyhow, due to fluctuations,
the RP is not the correct reference. Thus we develop the EP method defined by the
final particles, which allows measuring its angle, ΨEP . We compute the anisotropic flow
using EP method in EPOS analysis as experimentalists do. It also means that each
harmonic of the anisotropic flow’s EP can be computed independently. The event flow
vector Qn and the EP angle Ψn from the nth harmonic of the distribution are defined
by the equations [186]

Qn cos(nΨn) = Xn =
∑
i

wi cos(nφi), (5.2.12)

Qn sin(nΨn) = Yn =
∑
i

wi sin(nφi), (5.2.13)

or
Ψn =

1

n
tan−1

(∑
iwi sin(nφi)∑
iwi cos(nφi)

)
. (5.2.14)

The sum go over the i particles used in the EP determination and wi are weights, and
φi is the azimuthal angle of the particles. The weights are also optimized in general
to reach the EP resolution. It can be done by choosing particles of a certain type, or
by weighting particles based on their transverse momentum. Weights for odd and even
harmonic planes are different. Using Eq. 5.2.14, one can rewrite the anisotropic flow in
EP, Eq. 5.2.11, as

vobsn (pT , y) =< cos [n(φ−Ψn)] >, (5.2.15)

where the average of all particles in all events is denoted by brackets. Since we developed
the EP approach based on the reaction plane, many fluctuations can happen, which leads
to reducing the anisotropic flow. We need to perform some corrections to our computa-
tions to reduce the event-by-event fluctuations in the EP approach. These corrections
are referred to as "resolution" for each harmonic of the event plane, which is given by

Rn =< cos[n(Ψn −ΨRP )] > . (5.2.16)

The resolution of the event plane is influenced by correlations that do not directly connect
all particles to the reaction plane. This type of factor creates a bias in anisotropic flow vn
measurement. We use the "gap" approach to remove biases such as this. Additionally,
the multi-particle correlations or "cumulants" method [187], which is not employed in
the current analysis, can be used to eliminate these biases.

Add rapidity gap

In the EP approach, this is a way to reduce the non-flow effect on anisotropic flow. We
need to define a method for reducing the resolution. To do so, we use one (or more)
separate sub-events of the same multiplicity. The sub-events can be created in one of
two ways: i) generate two η symmetrical ranges, [ηmin; ηmax] and [−ηmax;−ηmin], and
add a η gap between them, ii) randomly divide the total particles into two sub-events,
each with the same multiplicity. We termed these events "random sub-events."

For example, at STAR [188], they employ two sub-events in two pseudorapidity
ranges: one with negative pseudorapidity (A) and the other with positive pseudora-
pidity (B) to have almost the same multiplicity. Between A and B, they create a small
gap (0.1). Therefore, the auto-correlation efficiency is reduced. The resolution of EP is
modified by:

Rn,sub =
√
< cos[n(ΨA

n −ΨB
n )] >. (5.2.17)
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The modified anisotropic flow is calculated by using the following formula:

vn =
vobsn (pT , y)

Rn,sub
=

< cos[n(φi −Ψn)] >√
< cos[n(ΨA

n −ΨB
n )] >

(5.2.18)

In the following, I will show three harmonics of integrated and differential anisotropic
flow results (v2, v3, and v4) for Au-Au collisions in different simulations, EPOS 4,
EPOSi+PHSDe, and PHSD.

Transverse momentum dependence

In the same way, as in the previous section, I will present various flow harmonics results
in different simulations. Then, I will compare them to the experimental data and among
each other.

The experimental data presented here for v2, v3, and v4 were taken from the PHENIX
experiment [189] from an analysis of 4.14 × 109 minimum-bias events obtained during the
2007 running period. Charged hadrons are reconstructed in a |η| <0.35 pseudorapidity
range. The EP approach is used to provide measurements of flow coefficients as a func-
tion of centrality and pT for π±, K±, p, and p̄. Using the south and north reaction-plane
detectors (RXN), the EP method determines a measured EP direction Ψobs

m for every
event and for each order m, covering ∆φ = 2π and 1 < |η| < 2.8 [190].

Figs. 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 show the differential flow (v2, v3, v4) of charged hadrons, π,
K, and p using the EP method for Au-Au at

√
sNN=200 GeV for different centralities

in various simulations, EPOS 4 (blue), EPOSi+PHSDe (red), and PHSD (green). In our
analysis, we selected the |η| < 0.35 as in the experiment.

As shown in Fig. 5.16, we have a good agreement of v2 results for π, K, and p in the
case of EPOS 4 simulation compared to the real data at low (0-2 GeV/c) and interme-
diate (2-3 GeV/c) pT , for the central collisions (0-10 %). By increasing the centrality in
this simulation, the elliptic flow results are a little below the real data, although we have
the same trends for all types of identified particles.

In EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD simulations, π for pT < 1 GeV/c and kaon K for
pT < 1.5 GeV/c successfully reproduce the elliptic flow but they fail for intermediate pT
for all ranges of centrality. In the case of the proton, the results of these two models are
higher than EPOS 4 and the experimental data for central collisions, however; the flow
is decreased in EPOSi+PHSDe by increasing the centrality compared to other models
and the real data. For all types of identified particles and non-central collisions, one can
see that pure PHSD results are above the EPOSi+PHSDe results and it is more visible
for heavier particles like protons.
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Figure 5.16: Differential elliptic flow (v2) of charged hadrons, π,K, and p, at mid-rapidity
for Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV for different centrality bins. Blue, red, green

colors, and dots indicate EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, pure PHSD results, and PHENIX
experimental data [189], respectively.

Let’s look at the triangular flow v3 in these simulations and experiments. We have a
very excellent agreement to the real data for differential triangular flow in EPOS 4 for
pions, kaons, and protons in the most central and mid-central collisions, as shown in Fig.
5.17. However, for light particles such as π at intermediate pT (2-3 GeV/c), it can create
less v3 for semi-peripheral collisions (40-50%) compared to the data.

As seen in Fig. 5.17, EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD work well for triangular flow,
much like elliptic flow, at low pT . At high pT the situation somewhat complicated in the
sense that v3 for pion results are much too low, whereas the triangular flow in particular
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for protons look reasonable. When we compare the v3 results in these two models, one
can see that EPOSi+PHSDe results are a bit above pure PHSD from central (0-10%) to
semi-peripheral (40-50%) collisions. This could be related to the fact that we had a bit
more pT spectra in EPOSi+PHSDe than pure PHSD as seen in Fig 5.9.
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Figure 5.17: Differential triangular flow (v3) of charged hadrons, π, K, and p, at mid-
rapidity for Au-Au at

√
sNN=200 GeV for different centrality ranges. Blue, red, green

colors, and dots indicate EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, pure PHSD results, and PHENIX
experimental data [189], respectively.

Fig. 5.18 compares the differential quadrangular flow v4 in various simulations with
experimental data from most central to semi-peripheral collisions. The magnitude of η/s
and the freeze-out dynamics [191] are more sensitive to higher-order anisotropic harmon-
ics, particularly v4. This is why we are also studying v4.
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Figure 5.18: Differential quadrangular flow (v2) of charged hadrons, π, K, and p, at mid-
rapidity for Au-Au at

√
sNN=200 GeV for different centrality ranges. Blue, red, green

colors, and dots indicate EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, pure PHSD results, and PHENIX
experimental data [189], respectively.

In EPOS 4 (blue curves), both low and intermediate pT have contributions to repro-
duce this order of flow as compared to the real data for most central collisions (0-10 %).
EPOSi+PHSDe (red curves) can produce v4 reasonably compared to the experimental
data and EPOS 4 at low pT , and it has more quadrangular flow when compared to pure
PHSD in this range of pT .

In summary, one can say that EPOS 4 gives good results for central collisions, and
it is too low for more peripheral ones. Pure PHSD again under-predicts data at high
pT , whereas EPOSi+PHSDe is somewhat better for kaons and protons, but not for pions.
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In general (for v2, v3, and v4) EPOSi+PHSDe does a little bit better than pure PHSD,
although the radial flow (as seen from spectra) is equally bad in both models.

Pseudorapidity dependence

In this section, I will present the elliptic flow of charged particles as a function of pseudo-
rapidity for Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN= 200 GeV in various simulations, including EPOS

4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD. In addition, I compare them among each other and
the experimental data.

The experimental data presented here for v2 were obtained using the PHOBOS exper-
iment, during the 2001 Au-Au run of RHIC, which used the track-based method [59]. As
described in [192], the PHOBOS detector is composed of silicon pad detectors arranged
in single and multiple-layer configurations around the interaction region. The octagonal
multiplicity detector (OCT) with |η| < 3.2 and six annular silicon ring multiplicity de-
tectors (RINGS) with 3.0 < |η| < 5.4 make up the single layer configuration.

The elliptic flow as a function of pseudorapidity from central to semi-peripheral and
minimum bias Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV are displayed in Fig. 5.19. With

raising |η|, the experimental results reveal a steady decrease in v2. In addition, we see the
same trend of results in our simulations in mid-, forward-, and backward-pseudorapidity
regions. The flow signal is smallest at the most central collisions (3-15%). As stated
previously, the flow is growing by raising the centrality classes from central to semi-
peripheral collisions.
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Figure 5.19: Elliptic flow as a function of pseudorapidity (v2(η)) for charged hadrons in
Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN=200 GeV for different centrality classes, ranging from central

to semi-peripheral and minimum bias collisions ( a): 3-15%, b): 15-25%, c): 25-50%, and
d): minimum bias). Blue, red, green colors, and dots indicate EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe,
pure PHSD results, and PHOBOS experimental data [59], respectively.
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The pseudorapidity densities (dn/dη) essentially summarizes the low pT results (see
Fig. 5.8), where high pT does not contribute since pT spectra (dn/dpT ) drops fast with
pT . The tails in Fig. 5.19 are interesting since EPOS 4 has more v2, but EPOSi+PHSDe
and pure PHSD drop to zero, indicating that there is no flow created at large η in these
two models.

Additionally, as shown in Fig. 5.20, the centrality dependence of v2 at mid-rapidity
can be checked. This plot summarizes what we have already seen earlier: v2 increases
when we go from central (large Npart) to semi-peripheral collisions.
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Figure 5.20: Elliptic flow (v2(|η| < 1)) as a function of the number of participants (Npart)
in three different simulations (EPOS 4 (blue), EPOSi+PHSDe (red), pure PHSD (green))
and PHOBOS experimental data (dots) [59] for Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV.

5.3 Summary and conclusion

The main results of my Ph.D. thesis have been presented in this chapter. As I explained
in the previous one, we developed a new framework called EPOSi+PHSDe. We used a
sophisticated EPOS 4 approach to determine the initial distribution of matter (parton-
s/hadrons), followed by a non-equillibrium PHSD transport approach.

Comparing two alternative dynamical descriptions with the same initial condition is
what EPOSi+PHSDe is all about. It is useful to also consider EPOSi+PHSDe, because
EPOSi+PHSDe and EPOS have different evolutions, but share the same initial condi-
tion. In this way one can disentangle "initial condition" and "evolution".

The results of Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV were presented in this chapter,

including bulk matter observables such as transverse mass/momentum spectra, and ra-
pidity/pseudorapidity densities in the first section. In the following, the anisotropic flow
was discussed.

In terms of particle pT spectra, all three models provide comparable results at low pT
(essentially below 1GeV/c), but they differ significantly at higher pT : although EPOS 4
is close to the data, both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD drastically underestimate it.
We are talking about a factor of ten for kaons and protons, and considerably more for
hyperons. In both EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD, this is a strong indicator that radial
flow is absent. Despite the differences in initial conditions, both models are very similar,
indicating that evolution has had a significant impact.
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The fact that EPOS 4 and EPOSi+PHSDe have the same initial condition but pro-
duce substantially different results in terms of flow variables supports this conclusion.
All of this is in line with the previous study of the different radial expansions in the three
models (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3), which demonstrate that EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD ex-
pand slowly compared to EPOS 4, which expands strongly in the transverse plane. When
we look at the details, we will notice significant discrepancies between EPOSi+PHSDe
and pure PHSD in terms of protons that are not well understood.

Because there were considerable fluctuations, we "rebined" the v3 and v4 results. We
would require an unreasonable amount of computing resources to decrease the fluctua-
tions, which takes time.

The electromagnetic probes in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD will be compared in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBES

As I have already explained in section 1.4 of chapter 1, electromagnetic probes, like
dileptons and photons, are practical tools to study the early hot and dense stage of HICs
since they are unaffected by final-state interactions. They transfer information about the
conditions and properties of the environment in which they are emitted to the detector
via their invariant mass and momentum distributions. They provide a deep look into the
bulk of the strongly interacting matter produced in these collisions.

Since dileptons are emitted throughout the HICs, from initial nucleon-nucleon colli-
sions to the hot and dense phase and hadron decays after freeze-out, microscopic covariant
transport models, such as PHSD, play an important role in identifying the various sources
that contribute to the final dileptons spectra observed in experiments [79].

In this chapter, we focus on dileptons production in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD,
which I will discuss briefly in the following.

6.1 Dileptons enhancement

The dileptons production can be investigated using the PHSD transport approach, in
which quarks and gluons in the QGP are off-shell massive strongly interacting quasi-
particles. The description of quarks and gluons in PHSD is based on a DQPM for
partons matched to reproduce lQCD results [146] in thermodynamic equilibrium.

In PHSD, three types of production channels for dileptons are defined for HICs: i)
hadronic production channels, ii) partonic production channels, and iii) semi-leptonic
decay of the heavy-flavor pairs contribution [193,194]. In the following paragraphs, I will
simply discuss these channels.

Hadronic production channels: The hadronic sector of PHSD is equivalent to the
Hadron String Dynamics (HSD) transport approach [195, 196]. HSD has been used to
simulate pA and AA collisions from An Accelerator Facility for Relativistic Heavy Ions
(SIS) to SPS energies, resulting in reliable reproduction of hadron abundances, rapidity
distributions, transverse momentum spectra, and dilepton spectra. HSD incorporates off-
shell dynamics for vector mesons [133] and a set of vector-meson spectral functions [197]
covering various possibilities for in-medium modification, such as the collisional expansion
of the vector resonances [194]. The following is a schematic representation of the dileptons
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production by a resonance R decay:

BB → RX, (6.1.1)

mB → RX, (6.1.2)

R→ e+e−X, (6.1.3)

R→ mX, m→ e+e−X, (6.1.4)

R→ R′X, R′ → e+e−X, (6.1.5)

where the resonance R could be produced in baryon-baryon (BB) or meson-baryon (mB)
collisions in the first step. The resonance can then simply couple to dileptons (Eq. 6.1.3)
(for example Dalitz decay of the ∆ resonance: ∆ → e+e−N) or decay to meson m (+
baryon) (Eq. 6.1.4) that produces dileptons via direct decays (ρ, ω, φ) or Dalitz decays
(π0, η, ω). In Eq. 6.1.5, the resonance R may decay into a second resonance R′, which
then yields dileptons by Dalitz decay. The final particles that couple to dileptons in
the PHSD framework can potentially be produced by non-resonant mechanisms, such as
"background" channels at low and intermediate energy or string decay at high energies.

Partonic production channels: The elementary interaction of the strongly in-
teracting QGP can be addressed to study the electromagnetic radiation of the par-
tonic phase. As seen in Fig. 6.1, the partonic production channels can be a) the
basic Born q + q̄ → γ∗ annihilation mechanism, b) Gluon-Compton scattering (GCS)
(q(q̄) +g → γ∗+ q(q̄)), c) vertex correction, and d) quark + anti-quark annihilation with
gluon Bremsstrahlung (NLODY) in the final state (q+ q̄ → g+ γ∗), where γ∗ stands for
the e+e− or µ+µ− pair.

Figure 6.1: Diagrams contributing to the dileptons production from QGP: a) Drell-Yan
mechanism, b) gluon-Compton scattering, c) vertex correction, d) gluon Bremsstrahlung,
where virtual photons γ∗, gluons, and quarks are depicted by wavy lines, spiral lines, and
arrows, respectively. In each diagram, the time runs from left to right [79].

A dilepton pair can be produced according to the off-shell cross-sections whenever
quark-antiquark, quark-gluon, and antiquark-gluon collisions occur in the MC simulation
of the partonic phase in PHSD. The cross-sections for parton collisions have been com-
puted in line with the DQPM, taking into account the off-shell nature of the interacting
partons [194].

Heavy-flavor pairs: Since the lepton and antilepton are produced in separate semi-
leptonic decays, the production of dileptons from heavy-flavor pairs is different from the
other channels. However, since the heavy flavor is always produced by pairs, one should
consider the dilepton production with the probability that both heavy flavor and anti-
heavy flavors decay into semi-leptons. Furthermore, the kinematics of the heavy-flavor
pairs produced early in HICs are affected by strong interactions with the partonic or
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hadronic medium, and their kinematics change over time.

I will show some hadronic production channels in Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV from
the STAR experiment in the following. Then I will compare our simulations to these
data.

6.1.1 Cocktail in Au-Au collisions

As stated recently, the dileptons are produced from hadronic and partonic sources. Using
the HICs one can have the partonic sources in addition to hadronic sources to produce
the dileptons. Theoretical calculations indicate that at top RHIC energy, QGP ther-
mal dilepton production will become a dominant source in the intermediate-mass region
(Mφ < Me+e− < MJ/ψ). Virtual photons can be produced via initial hard scattering pro-
cesses, which can then be converted into low (Me+e− < Mφ) and high (Me+e− > MJ/ψ)
invariant-mass dielectrons with high transverse momentum.

Long-lived hadrons (such as π0, η, DD̄, etc.) can decay into lepton pairs and be
measured by the detector system at the end of the collisions when all particles decouple
from the system. Their contributions can be computed and incorporated into the so-
called "hadron cocktail" based on the predicted invariant yields of the respective parent
particles.

Comparing the cocktail and data for Au-Au collisions in Fig. 6.2 (upper panel), one
can see some deviations, and the data excess amounts to "the interesting physics" which
we try to incorporate in our models.

Figure 6.2: (Color online) Invariant mass spectrum in the STAR acceptance (peT > 0.2
GeV/c, |ηe| < 1, and |yee| < 1) from

√
sNN = 200 GeV Au-Au minimum-bias collisions.

The mass spectrum is compared to the hadronic cocktail simulations (upper panel) [84].

In the following, I will compare the invariant mass, transverse momentum, and ra-
pidity spectra of dileptons (dielectrons and dimuons) production in pure PHSD and
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EPOSi+PHSDe simulations.

6.1.2 Invariant mass spectrum

As previously noted, compared to photons in HICs, dileptons have the invariant mass as
an additional degree of freedom, which might also provide more information on the mat-
ter produced in the collisions. In Fig. 6.3, the invariant mass spectrum of dielectrons in
minimum-bias Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV is shown for pure PHSD and EPOSi+PHSDe
in comparison to the STAR experimental data with specific cuts in transverse momentum
(pT > 0.2 GeV/c) and rapidity/pseudorapidity (|ye|, |ηe| <1).

As seen in Fig. 6.3, in both simulations, pure PHSD and EPOSi+PHSDe, various
hadronic sources, such as π0, η, η′,∆, a1, ω, and vector mesons ω, ρ, φ contribute to the
low-mass (M < 1.1 GeV/c2) dileptons spectrum. When the sum of all channels in these
two simulations are compared, it can be seen that the results in EPOSi+PHSDe (black
line) are somewhat better than pure PHSD (black dotted line), especially in the 0.2 to
0.8 GeV/c2 region. We are still looking for an answer to the question, "why does the
vector meson ω tend to produce more in the region of 0.5-0.7 GeV/c2 in EPOSi+PHSDe
compared to pure PHSD?" Furthermore, in pure PHSD, we have a bit more dilepton
production from ∆ compared to EPOSi+PHSDe, for reasons that are unknown yet, and
we will see this in the transverse momentum and rapidity spectra.

The partonic radiation, on the other hand, is visible in the mass range M = 1.1-
3 GeV/c2, where dielectrons are produced by quark-antiquark annihilation in strongly
QGP. When the sums of all channels in these two models are compared, it can be seen
that partonic sources, specially GCS (with dashed and full red-orange curves), contribute
more to the production of dielectrons in pure PHSD than in EPOSi+PHSDe in this mass
area. It can also be seen in other spectra, and there is an issue not yet understood. It is
worth noting that heavy-flavor contributions like DD̄, BB̄, J/ψ, and ψ′ are not included
in this analysis.

Fig. 6.4 is similar to Fig. 6.3, with the exception that in Fig. 6.4, pure PHSD
includes the contributions of heavy-flavor pairs, DD̄ and BB̄. The description of the
inclusive dielectrons spectra is roughly perfect for lower invariant mass when looking at
the sum of all channels in pure PHSD (black dotted line). In addition, the contribution
from heavy-flavor pairs and partonic interaction dominates the intermediate mass range
(between the masses of the φ and 2.4 GeV/c2). EPOSi+PHSDe has not accounted for
the heavy-flavor contributions, which is crucial (work in progress). We obtained a bit
higher contributions from hadronic sources in EPOSi+PHSDe compared to pure PHSD,
as seen in Fig. 6.3, and I guess after accounting for the heavy-flavors, we will also have
more dielectrons production in EPOSi+PHSDe compared to pure PHSD.
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Figure 6.3: Invariant mass spectrum of dielectrons in minimum-bias Au-Au collisions at
200 GeV from pure PHSD (dotted lines) and EPOSi+PHSDe (solid lines) in comparison
to the data from the STAR experiment [84]. The different channels are specified in the
legend.
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Figure 6.4: Same as Fig. 6.3, including the contributions from DD̄ and BB̄ decays in
pure PHSD and without cocktail curves in both models.

If we look at our results in Fig. 6.3, the cocktail curves in both models are less than
their total sum, also less than the cocktail curve from the experimental data. Ideally, one
should have the same cocktail curves in our simulations as Fig. 6.2, taking into account
those particle contributions that were missed in our simulations.

As shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, the dileptons enhancements in these two models have
been compared without any cuts in rapidity/pseudorapidity or transverse momentum.
When we look at both dielectrons and dimuons, the summing of all channels shows that
EPOSi+PHSDe is above pure PHSD in the low invariant mass range. This is mainly due
to increased contributions of vector mesons ρ and φ (ρ→ l+l−, φ→ l+l−).

However, when we look at the sum of all channels in the intermediate invariant
mass (M > 1.1 GeV/c2), we notice that pure PHSD is above EPOSi+PHSDe, and it
comes mostly from partonic radiation, Gluon-Compton scattering (GCS) (gq̄ → l+l−g).
Unfortunately, in the case of dimuons invariant mass spectrum, there is no experimental
data with which we may compare our results.
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Figure 6.5: Invariant mass spectrum of dielectrons in minimum-bias Au-Au collisions
at 200 GeV from pure PHSD (dotted lines) in comparison to EPOSi+PHSDe (solid
lines). The different channels are specified in the legend. In this plot, the heavy-flavor
contributions (such as DD̄, BB̄, J/ψ, and ψ′) have been skipped.
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Figure 6.6: Same as Fig. 6.5 for dimuons.

6.1.3 Transverse momentum and rapidity spectra

The transverse momentum spectra of dileptons for minimum-bias Au-Au collisions at 200
GeV in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD are shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. In this analysis,
we sum over all masses. For both dielectrons and dimuons, the sums of all channels reveal
that EPOSi+PHSDe (black solid line) is somewhat higher than pure PHSD (black dot-
ted line) results. It might be because EPOSi+PHSDe employs the initial condition from
EPOS 4, which causes the system to expand somewhat more in the transverse plane than
pure PHSD, as we discussed in the previous chapter. Increased transverse flow results
from this expansion, resulting in more particle production at higher pT . We have almost
the same dileptons production in both simulations in low pT . However, EPOSi+PHSDe
produces more dileptons in intermediate pT for all channels except GCS and ∆ channels
compared to pure PHSD.

In both models, since the dN/dM drops quickly (as seen in the previous section), we
essentially see the low invariant mass M results. And, we see dominant contributions
from some resonance decays for pT spectra such as π0, η, and ω.
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Figure 6.7: Transverse momentum spectra of dielectrons in minimum-bias Au-Au colli-
sions at 200 GeV from pure PHSD (dotted lines) in comparison to EPOSi+PHSDe (solid
lines). The different channels are specified in the legend. In this plot, the heavy-flavor
contributions (such as DD̄, BB̄, J/ψ, and ψ′) have been skipped.
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.7 for dimuons.

The rapidity spectra of dileptons for minimum-bias Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV in
EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD are shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. The plots refer to
the sum of all channels and the sum over all masses. As we have already seen in the
transverse momentum spectra, dilepton production in EPOSi+PHSDe is slightly higher
compared to pure PHSD. If we look more carefully at the figures (Figs. 6.9 and 6.10), we
can see that all channels’ contributions in EPOSi+PHSDe are above pure PHSD in mid
and forward/backward rapidities except for GCS, and ∆. The partonic channels have
narrower dN/dy than hadronic channels, producing more dileptons in the mid-rapidity
region.
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Figure 6.9: The rapidity spectra of dielectrons from pure PHSD in comparison to
EPOSi+PHSDe in minimum-bias Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV. The different contri-
butions are specified in the legend. In this plot, the heavy-flavor contributions (such as
DD̄, BB̄, J/ψ, and ψ′) have been skipped.
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Figure 6.10: Same as Fig. 6.9 for dimuons.

6.2 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the dileptons enhancement, which is one of the elec-
tromagnetic probes to study QGP. We presented and compared the dileptons produc-
tion results like invariant mass, transverse momentum, and rapidity distribution in
EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD.

We employed the non-equilibrium parton/hadron evolutions from PHSD in this study.
PHSD incorporates the relevant off-shell dynamics of the vector mesons as well as the
explicit partonic phase in the early hot and dense reaction region. In this model, the
production channels for dileptons in HICs are separated into three different classes: i)
hadronic production channels, ii) partonic production channels, and iii) the contribution
from the semi-leptonic decay of heavy-flavor pairs. In EPOSi+PHSDe, the third class
has not been yet taken into account.

From the invariant mass spectra, we saw that many hadronic sources contribute to
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the low-mass dileptons spectrum, whereas the intermediate-mass range is dominated by
the contribution from partonic interactions in both models. Comparing both models, one
noticed that EPOSi+PHSDe has more contributions in the low-mass region while pure
PHSD has more contributions in intermediate-mass. When we counted the heavy-flavor
pairs channels like DD̄ and BB̄ in pure PHSD, we saw that the description of the total
dileptons spectra is very good for invariant mass less than 2.5 GeV/c2 compared to the
experimental data.

From transverse momentum and rapidity spectra plots, we saw that the total yield
of dileptons production in EPOSi+PHSDe are above pure PHSD. This might be due to
EPOSi+PHSDe having a bit more system expansion in the transverse plane than pure
PHSD, resulting in a little bit more transverse flow, which then automatically translates
into increased particle production, as we discussed in the previous chapter.

We had a deviation from the cocktail curves in our results compared to the experimen-
tal results. Ideally, our model would have the identical cocktail curves as an experiment,
accounting for any particle contributions overlooked in our calculations. The electro-
magnetic probes in EPOSi+PHSDe are still being developed. We will look into other
dileptons production channels, such as heavy-flavor pairs. The inclusive photon yield can
also be studied in this model.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

QGP is a hot and ultra-dense form of matter made of deconfined quarks and gluons pro-
duced by ultrarelativistic HICs at the RHIC and LHC. Different models, such as EPOS
and PHSD, can be used to investigate the space-time evolution of such HICs. Their dy-
namics is complicated; thus, several stages should be addressed. The first is the primary
scattering which defines to a large extent the matter distribution in the phase-space. The
second stage concerns the evolution of the partonic system until the system is sufficiently
dilute to hadronize. The EPOSi+PHSDe approach was introduced in this thesis, a new
model that combines the initial conditions from EPOS 4 (EPOSi) with the space-time
evolution of partonic and hadronic phases in PHSD (PHSDe).

The results of the new approach tried to study the role of the initial condition and
the role of space-time evolution in HICs. Although the initial conditions and matter
evolutions in the EPOS 4 and PHSD models are fundamentally different, we observed
similarities in several observables at the end. So EPOSi+PHSDe is helpful, as the dif-
ferences might be related to the initial conditions or evolutions. We saw the differences
between EPOSi+PHSDe and EPOS 4 (PHSD) by comparing the two models with the
same "initial conditions" ("evolutions") but different "evolutions" ("initial conditions").

Comparing the three models, EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe, and pure PHSD, interesting
results were found concerning their respective space-time evolutions and bulk matter ob-
servables for Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV/A. The results are the following:
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To see the differences between these three models, we started by studying the
radial expansions in the three models via energy density evolutions. From the
energy density evolutions, we observed that the systems in EPOSi+PHSDe and
pure PHSD expand slowly compared to EPOS 4, which expands strongly in
the transverse plane. The system expansions drastically affect observables like
transverse momentum (pT ) and elliptic flow.

One of the key observables in our investigation is pT . EPOS 4 accurately
reproduces data from charged particle spectra, particularly at intermediate pT
rates. This is because the system expands substantially in the transverse plane,
resulting in a large transverse flow, which immediately translates to enhanced
particle production at larger pT . All of this is predicated on the assumption that
the system thermalized quickly and that hydrodynamics can be used to simulate
the following evolution. Most notably, large gradients (in energy density) at early
periods translate into a large transverse flow in the case of a hydrodynamically
expanding expansion.

In comparison to the experimental data and EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe and pure
PHSD are unable to reproduce sufficient particles at intermediate and high pT .
Because there is no assumption of equilibration in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure
PHSD, it is necessary to evolve via parton-parton scatterings. However, obviously
these interactions are not strong enough; there is no transverse expansion, and
as a result, the shift of particles towards intermediate pT values is missing. This
provides a clear picture: the significant gradients in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure
PHSD do not convert into the transverse flow, implying that the system does not
reach equilibrium at an early stage.

We looked at flow anisotropies to confirm this. In EPOS 4, large asymmetries
(via v2, v3, and v4) are observed both at low and high pT , very similar to the
experimental data. However, in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD, only low pT
results agree with the data, whereas at high pT , the values are far too low. This is
somehow expected, since from pT spectra we know already, that these two models
show too little transverse flow, and transverse flow is a necessary condition to
have asymmetric transverse flow. In general, EPOSi+PHSDe performs somewhat
better than pure PHSD (for v2, v3, and v4), while the radial flow is similarly bad
in both models.

With the current results, the first question of this thesis could be an-
swered: "What is the difference between pure EPOS and pure PHSD?"
The distinctions between these two models are related to their "evolu-
tions", whereas differences in the initial conditions play a minor role.
More precisely, the development of radial flow is fundamentally differ-
ent, the partonic scatterings do not provide sufficient "thermalization".

We compared also the dilepton enhancement results in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure
PHSD. The results are the following:
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Many hadronic sources from the invariant mass spectra contribute to the low-mass
dileptons spectrum; in contrast, partonic interactions dominate the intermediate-
mass range in EPOSi+PHSDe and pure PHSD models. Comparing the two
models, we notice that EPOSi+PHSDe contributes more in the low-mass region,
whereas pure PHSD contributes more in the intermediate-mass area. The total
yield of dilepton productions in EPOSi+PHSDe is above pure PHSD in transverse
momentum and rapidity spectra plots. It is because EPOSi+PHSDe has some-
what more system transverse expansion than pure PHSD. The electromagnetic
probes in EPOSi+PHSDe are still being developed.

The perspectives of this work are already established:

•Adding the heavy-flavor contributions such asDD̄, BB̄, J/ψ, and ψ′ into EPOSi+PHSDe
for studying the dilepton enhancement. Also, Studying the inclusive photon yield in the
new approach.

• Employing the early hydrodynamical evolution from EPOS (EPOSh), then use the
PHSD evolution (PHSDe) to study the production of particles in higher pT .

• Checking the heavy-flavor particle behavior in EPOSi+PHSDe and comparing the
results with two other models.

• Comparing EPOSi+PHSDe with different ranges energies from RHIC to LHC for
various systems like pp and Au-Au.
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RÉSUMÉ EN FRANÇAIS

Le titre de cette thèse est "Dynamical Thermalization in Heavy Ion Collisions (HICs)",
qui étudie le rôle de l’étape initiale concernant la dynamique des HICs en utilisant les
modèles, EPOS et PHSD. Les HICs ultrarelativistes au RHIC et au LHC produisent
une forme de matière chaude et ultra-dense composée de quarks et de gluons déconfinés,
appelée QGP.

Différents modèles, comme EPOS et PHSD, peuvent être utilisés pour étudier l’évolution
spatio-temporelle de ces HICs. Leur dynamique est compliquée; ainsi, plusieurs étapes
doivent être abordées. La première est la diffusion primaire qui définit dans une large
mesure la distribution de la matière dans l’espace des phases. La deuxième étape concerne
l’évolution du système partonique jusqu’à ce que le système soit suffisamment dilué pour
se hadroniser. L’approche EPOSi+PHSDe a été introduite dans cette thèse, un nouveau
modèle qui combine les conditions initiales de EPOS 4 (EPOSi) avec l’évolution spatio-
temporelle des phases partoniques et hadroniques dans PHSD (PHSDe).

Les résultats de cette nouvelle approche ont permis d’étudier le rôle de la condition
initiale et le rôle de l’évolution spatio-temporelle dans le modèle HICs. Bien que les con-
ditions initiales et les évolutions de la matière dans les modèles EPOS 4 et PHSD soient
fondamentalement différentes, nous avons observé des similitudes dans plusieurs observ-
ables à la fin. Par conséquent, EPOSi+PHSDe est utile, car les différences pourraient
être liées aux conditions initiales ou aux évolutions. Nous avons vu les différences entre
EPOSi+PHSDe et EPOS 4 (PHSD) en comparant les deux modèles avec les mêmes "con-
ditions initiales" ("évolutions") mais des "évolutions" différentes ("conditions initiales").

En comparant les trois modèles, EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe et PHSD pur, des résultats
intéressants ont été trouvés concernant leurs évolutions spatio-temporelles respectives et
les observables de la matière en vrac pour les collisions Au-Au à 200 GeV/A. Les résultats
sont les suivants:

Pour voir les différences entre ces trois modèles, nous avons commencé par étudier
les expansions radiales dans les trois modèles via les évolutions de la densité d’énergie.
À partir des évolutions de la densité d’énergie, nous avons observé que les systèmes de
EPOSi+PHSDe et de PHSD pur se dilatent lentement par rapport à EPOS 4, qui se
dilate fortement dans le plan transversal. Les expansions des systèmes affectent radicale-
ment les observables comme le moment transversal (pT ) et le flux elliptique.

L’une des observables clés de notre étude est pT . EPOS 4 reproduit avec précision les
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données des spectres de particules chargées, en particulier aux taux intermédiaires de pT .
Cela est dû au fait que le système se dilate considérablement dans le plan transversal, ce
qui entraîne un flux transversal important, qui se traduit immédiatement par une pro-
duction accrue de particules à des taux pT plus élevés. Tout ceci repose sur l’hypothèse
que le système s’est rapidement thermalisé et que l’hydrodynamique peut être utilisée
pour simuler l’évolution suivante. Plus particulièrement, les grands gradients (en densité
d’énergie) aux premières périodes se traduisent par un grand flux transversal dans le cas
d’une expansion hydrodynamique.

Par rapport aux données expérimentales et à EPOS 4, EPOSi+PHSDe et PHSD
pur sont incapables de reproduire suffisamment de particules à des pT intermédiaires et
élevés. Parce qu’il n’y a pas d’hypothèse d’équilibrage dans EPOSi+PHSDe et PHSD
pur, il est nécessaire d’évoluer via des diffusions parton-parton. Cependant, il est évident
que ces interactions ne sont pas assez fortes ; il n’y a pas d’expansion transversale, et
par conséquent, le déplacement des particules vers les valeurs intermédiaires de pT est
absent. Cela donne une image claire : les gradients significatifs de EPOSi+PHSDe et
de PHSD pur ne se transforment pas en flux transversal, ce qui implique que le système
n’atteint pas l’équilibre à un stade précoce.

Nous avons examiné les anisotropies d’écoulement pour le confirmer. Dans EPOS 4,
de grandes asymétries (via v2, v3, et v4) sont observées à la fois à faible et à fort pT , très
similaires aux données expérimentales. Cependant, dans les EPOSi+PHSDe et les PHSD
purs, seuls les résultats à faible pT sont en accord avec les données, alors qu’à fort pT , les
valeurs sont beaucoup trop faibles. Ceci est en quelque sorte attendu, puisque d’après les
spectres pT , nous savons déjà que ces deux modèles présentent un flux transversal trop
faible, et que le flux transversal est une condition nécessaire pour avoir un flux transver-
sal asymétrique. En général, EPOSi+PHSDe est un peu plus performant que PHSD pur
(pour v2, v3, et v4), alors que le flux radial est aussi mauvais dans les deux modèles.

Avec les résultats actuels, il a été possible de répondre à la première question de
cette thèse : "Quelle est la différence entre le EPOS pur et le PHSD pur?". Les dis-
tinctions entre ces deux modèles sont liées à leurs "évolutions", alors que les différences
dans les conditions initiales jouent un rôle mineur. Plus précisément, le développement
de l’écoulement radial est fondamentalement différent, les diffusions partoniques ne four-
nissent pas une "thermalisation" suffisante.

Nous avons également comparé les résultats du renforcement des dileptons dans le
EPOSi+PHSDe et le PHSD pur. Les résultats sont les suivants:

De nombreuses sources hadroniques issues des spectres de masse invariante con-
tribuent au spectre des dileptons de faible masse ; en revanche, les interactions par-
toniques dominent la gamme de masse intermédiaire dans les modèles EPOSi+PHSDe et
PHSD pur. En comparant les deux modèles, nous remarquons que le modèle EPOSi+PHSDe
contribue davantage dans la région de faible masse, alors que le modèle PHSD pur con-
tribue davantage dans la région de masse intermédiaire. Le rendement total des produc-
tions de dileptons dans EPOSi+PHSDe est supérieur à celui de PHSD pur dans les tracés
des spectres de moment transversal et de rapidité. C’est parce que EPOSi+PHSDe a une
expansion transversale du système un peu plus importante que PHSD pur. Les sondes
électromagnétiques de EPOSi+PHSDe sont encore en cours de développement.

Les perspectives de ce travail sont déjà établies:
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• Ajout des contributions de saveur lourde telles que DD̄, BB̄, J/ψ, et ψ′ dans
EPOSi+PHSDe pour étudier le renforcement des dileptons. Etudier également le rende-
ment inclusif en photons dans la nouvelle approche.

• En utilisant l’évolution hydrodynamique précoce de EPOS (EPOSh), puis en util-
isant l’évolution de PHSD (PHSDe) pour étudier la production de particules dans des
pT plus élevés.

• Vérification du comportement des particules de saveur lourde dans le modèle
EPOSi+PHSDe et comparaison des résultats avec deux autres modèles.

• Comparaison de EPOSi+PHSDe avec différentes gammes d’énergies de RHIC à
LHC pour divers systèmes comme pp et Au-Au.
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APPENDIX A

KINEMATICS IN ACCELERATORS AND COORDINATE
SYSTEMS

A.1 Kinematics in accelerators

We need to know about some kinematics variables such as light cone dynamics, hyperbola
definition, transverse momentum, transverse mass, rapidity, pseudo-rapidity, and so on
to compare our results from different simulations to the experimental data. I will go over
a few variables I employed in my thesis.

A.1.1 Light Cone dynamics

In a space-time diagram, the rule is that time is directed upwards while one or two spa-
tial axes are located in the horizontal plane. Several fruitful concepts can be visualized
in space-time diagrams, such as events, worldline, light cone, timelike and spacelike, see
Fig. A.1.

The points in the space-time diagram are known as events. A worldline is defined as
a line that shows the position of a point-like material thing as a function of time. The
tangent of the worldline at an event determines the four-velocity of the particle at this
event. The light cone is known as plotting events related via null intervals in two spaces,
and one-time dimension results in a light cone with two components, one future and one
past of the event. An object can never be observed to move faster than light speed and
outside the light cone.
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Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the light cone in the Minkowski space-time.

In Cartesian coordinates, one can describe Euclidean geometry with the line element
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2, representing the extremely small distance between two nearby
points. In the case of Minkowski space-time, one instead has four coordinates

(t, x, y, z) = (x0, x1, x2, x3) (A.1.1)

and a line element that takes the form

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2. (A.1.2)

Here, the only distinct form that is different from Euclidean geometry is the −dt2 term;
however, this yields some new features. Presently, ds2 can still be positive or zero, al-
though it is sometimes negative.

If ds2 < 0, in this case, the space-time interval ds2 is assumed to be timelike. On
the other hand, if it is positive, the space-time interval ds2 is called spacelike. ds2 = 0
corresponds to two various situations, one dxµ, one dt2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 6= 0 indicates
the distance is the same in time as it is in space; however, ds2 is still zero and one declares
that this represents a null interval.

One can employ the Minkowski’s coordinates, Eq. A.1.1, to define the light cone time
coordinates as,

x+ = x0 + x3, x− = x0 − x3, x⊥ = [x1, x2]. (A.1.3)

One of the most profitable parameters in relativity is rapidity which can be computed as
the relativistic velocity of particles in light-cone coordinates within the Lorentz boost,

y = tanh−1 v, (A.1.4)

the velocity can be established as a function of energy E and scalar momentum |p|,

y = tanh−1 |p|
E

=
1

2
ln(

E + |p|
E − |p|

) ≈ 1

2
ln(

E + |pz|
E − |pz|

), (A.1.5)

where |pz| means the momentum component along the beam axis. Pseudorapidity plays
an important role in experimental particle physicists. It is an ordinarily utilized spatial
coordinate defining the angle of a particle relative to the beam axis, which defines:
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η = −ln(tan
θ

2
), (A.1.6)

where θ is the angle between the particle three-momentum p and the positive direction of
the beam axis. Pseudorapidity only depends on the polar angle of the particle’s trajectory
and not on the energy of particles. Pseudorapidity also can be written as a function of
momentum like:

η =
1

2
ln(
|p|+ pz
|p| − pz

). (A.1.7)

In the limit, where the particle is moving close to the speed of light, or approximately the
mass of the particles signifies negligible, one can expect m << |p| → E ≈ |p| → η ≈ y.
Midrapidity is determined where pseudorapidity is near zero.

A.1.2 Hyperbola definition

We should look at cones to better understand the hyperbola. When you cut a cone into
multiple portions, you may get various forms. When a plane touches the surface of a
single or double cone, a conic section is formed. The section is determined by the angle
of intersection between the plane and the cone. The conic sections are as follows: Circles,
Ellipses, Parabola, and Hyperbola.

A hyperbola is formed when a plane slices through the edges of a right circular double
cone at an angle greater than the slope of the cone. It has two symmetrical components
which look like two opposing bow-shaped curves. A hyperbola can also be described as
the set of all points (x, y) in a coordinate plane whereby the difference of the distances
between the foci and (x, y) is a positive constant. The foci are the two fixed points
located inside each curve of a hyperbola, see Fig. A.2.

Figure A.2: Definition of hyperbola in cone.

A.1.3 Transverse momentum and transverse mass

Transverse momentum pT and transverse mass mT are two essential variables that we
consider. They determine in the transverse plane perpendicular to the beam line z. The
transverse momentum can be calculated mathematically by

pT =
√
p2
x + p2

y = p cos θ. (A.1.8)

The momentum components in the transverse plane are px and py. In Eq. A.1.8, p
denotes the particle’s vector momentum, and θ is the azimuthal scattering angle. The
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variables pT and mT are interdependent. The relationship between momentum and
energy can be written in natural units as

E2 = m2 + p2, (A.1.9)

where p is the vector momentum. Therefore, the transverse mass can be defined as

m2
T = m2 + p2

x + p2
y = E2 − p2

z, (A.1.10)

with invariant mass m. These variables are invariant in all frames when the Lorentz
boost is performed in the z-direction.

In the following section, I will represent the transformation of momentum components
and velocity between two various coordinates, Minkowski and Milne coordinates.

A.2 Milne coordinates definition

Milne coordinates are determined and formulated as a function of the Minkowski real
space-time coordinates to achieve hydrodynamic simulations in relativistic heavy-ion col-
lisions as:

Milne :


τ =
√
t2 − z2

x

y

η = 1
2 ln( t+zt−z ),

Minkowski :


t = τ cosh η

x

y

z = τ sinh η.

(A.2.1)

Additionally, the velocity vector in Milne coordinate is given by

uµ = {uτ , ux, uy, uη} = γ{1, βx, βy, βη}, (A.2.2)

where γ-factor is connected with the cell velocity, which measured as

γ = (1− β2
x − β2

y − τ2β2
η)−

1
2 = uτ . (A.2.3)

The transformation of three-dimensional velocity vector β between Milne and Carte-
sian coordinates determined by:

Milne :


βx = vx

cosh η−vz sinh η

βy = vy

cosh η−vz sinh η

βη = 1
τ
vz cosh η−sinh η
cosh η−vz sinh η ,

(A.2.4)

Cartesian :


vx = βx(cosh η − vz sinh η)

vy = βy(cosh η − vz sinh η)

vz = τβη cosh η+sinh η
τβη sinh η+cosh η .

(A.2.5)

With respect to the Jacobian matrix, one can compute the coordinate transformation
of the four-velocity uµ between Milne coordinates and Cartesian coordinates as:

Milne :


uτ = ∂τ

∂t u
t + ∂τ

∂z u
z = cosh η ut − sinh η uz

ux

uy

uη = ∂η
∂t u

t + ∂η
∂z u

z = − sinh η
τ ut + cosh η

τ uz,

(A.2.6)
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Figure A.4: Lines in the τ − η plane for constant values of t and z.

Cartesian :


ut = ∂t

∂τ u
τ + ∂t

∂η u
η = cosh η uτ + τ sinh η uη

ux

uy

uz = ∂z
∂τ u

τ + ∂z
∂η u

η = sinh η uτ + τ cosh η uη,

(A.2.7)

For a massive particle, the four-momentum is supplied by the particle’s invariant
mass m multiplied by the particle’s four-velocity uµ in Milne coordinate,

pµ = muµ = (pτ , px, py, pη). (A.2.8)

Similar to Eq. A.2.6 and Eq. A.2.7, one can obtain four-momentum components,{
pτ = cosh η pt − sinh η pz

pη = − sinh η
τ pt + cosh η

τ pz.
(A.2.9)

As illustrated in Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4 , one can see the trajectories in the t − z plane
for constant values of η and τ and, trajectories in the τ − η plane for constant values of
t and z (these figures are taken from [125]).

Figure A.3: Lines in the t-z plane for constant values of τ and η.
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REQUIRED CODE IN EPOSI+PHSDE APPROACH

B.1 Input file

Generally, in each classification, to have one complete collision simulation for the various
systems, one requires the input file that recognizes the collision’s specific characteristics.
In the EPOS framework, we also have particular input file which runs the simulation by
specific command as,
EPOS -eee A name - optnsfile 1 N
where A can be labeled as "rp" or "ro/rp", "rq", "my", "ma" for EPOSi+PHSDe, pure
PHSD, EPOS+hydro (simulation with hydro evolution), and EPOS-hydro (simulation
without hydro evolution) respectively. N denotes the number of jobs. The principal
optns file employed in our work is the below optns file (named gg2.optns) which includes
the below parameters for Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV.
——————————————— gg2.optns ——————————————–
- application hadron
- set laproj 79 set maproj 197 set latarg 79 set matarg 197 set ecms 200
- set istmax 50 set phimin 0 set phimax 0 set centrality 0
- set ninicon 1 set iranphi 1 ftime on set taurem 0
- xinput KWt/iclau.optns
- nodecays 110 end
- #if1 rp core rope set corcor(4) 0.50 set yrrope 0.9 set ylrope 2.3 set iPHSD 2 set nfull
1 set ninicon 1 set nfreeze 20 set modsho 1 set centrality -1 #fi
- #if1 ro set corcor(4) 0.10 set ninicon -20 core rope set yrrope 0.0 set ylrope 2.5 set
iPHSD 1 set nfull 1 set nfreeze 1 set modsho 100 set centrality -1 #fi
- #if1 rq core off set iPHSD 9 set nfull 1 set ninicon 20 set nfreeze 1 set modsho 1 set
centrality -1 #fi
- #if1 ma core off hydro x3ffoff hacas off set nfull 1 set nfreeze 1 set modsho 100 set
centrality -1 #fi
- #if1 my core full hydro x3ff hacas full set nfull 1 set nfreeze 5 set modsho 100 set
centrality -1 set ijetfluid 1 #fi
- echo off
- fillTree(C1)
- getTree(160,20000)
- #if3 -
- B5->defineBins%(0,5;5,10;10,20;30,40;50,60;70,80;80,90;90,100)
ZM->defineCentrality(B5,C1)
- xinput ../optns/iKWhd/ihd.optns
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- xinput ../optns/pp/irhic.optns
- xinput ../optns/pp/ietc.optns
- xinput ../optns/pp/igg2.optns
- xinput ../optns/gs/aaa.optns
- xinput ../optns/gs/igg200a.optns
- B2->defineBins(10,12;7,10) ZJ->defineRanges(B2)
- B3->defineBins- plot HydroEpsilon plot HydroFoEpsilon plot HydroFoRadius plot Hy-
droFoRadVelocity
- #fi
- #if3 1
- xinput ../optns/pp/igg1.optns
- #fi

In this optns file, we have some lines which start with #if condition. In the following,
the A (rp, rq, my, ma) argument is determined for various simulations. It will run with
the options specified in this line.
The options are:
- laproj and maproj or latarg and matarg: atomic and mass numbers of projectile or
target.
- ecms: center of mass energy.
- istmax: compose particles with istptl (status) up to 50 into root files.
- phimin and phimax: set the range of impact parameter angle.
- iranphi: make rotation of fluid in inicon, so that the axis is along y-axis
- ftime on: use formation time for string decay.
- taurem: formation time of particles in EPOS.
- bminim and bmaxim: minimum and maximum impact parameter.
- core rope: active rope segments from core part in EPOSi+PHSDe.
- core: active or not the core-corona procedure in pure EPOS and pure PHSD.
- hydro: active or not the hydro evolution for the core part in pure EPOS (’x3ff’ when
the core is ’on’ and ’x3ffoff’ when the core is ’off’).
- corcor(4): sets the spatial distributions of partons applicable to the position of the
nucleon. Large corcor(4) indicates more spread, more distance from the nucleon center.
- yrrope: radial boost of rope segments in EPOSi+PHSDe.
- ylrope: longitudinal boost of rope segments in EPOSi+PHSDe.
- iphsd: characteristic of simulations (1,...,8: EPOSi+PHSDe, 9: pure PHSD).
- nfull: number of initial evolutions in one simulation.
- nfreeze and ninicon: number of different final evolutions from the same initial evolution
in pure EPOS and number of parallel events in EPOSi+PHSDe .
- modsho: establishes after how many events which event is currently simulated.
- centrality: represent the centrality range for various impact parameters in KWt/i-
clau.optns (-1: generate the centrality randomly between 0 and 100).
- hacas: hadronic cascade after the core-corona procedure.
- ijetfluid: interaction of particles with the fluid formed in the core (0: no hydro, 1:
hydro).
- nodecays: permits to block the certain resonances with particles’ ID that defined in
KWt/idt.dt.
- echo: print or not the entire steps of simulations on screen.
- print*2: print all the particles with their parents and characteristics (like coordinates,
momenta, status, type, etc) in different tables like before fragmentation, after fragmen-
tation, and final decay in histo file.
- xinput: compare the new simulation with former ones (with their optns file) and real
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data.

B.2 Relationship between centrality classes and impact pa-
rameters

In EPOS 4, the relation between centrality classes and impact parametrs are defined
based on table for Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV in KWt/iclAuAu200.optns.

Table B.1: The relationship between centrality classes (C) and impact parameters (b)
for Au-Au collision at 200 GeV.

Centrality b (fm) Centrality b (fm) Centrality b (fm)
0 minimum bias 7 (30-35%) 8.27-8.92 14 (65-70%) 12.16-12.62

1 (0-5%) 0-3.37 8 (35-40%) 8.92-9.54 15 (70-75%) 12.62-13.07
2 (5-10%) 3.37-4.78 9 (40-45%) 9.54-10.12 16 (75-80%) 13.07-13.51
3 (10-15%) 4.78-5.85 10 (45-50%) 10.12-10.67 17 (80-85%) 13.51-13.98
4 (15-20%) 5.85-6.75 11 (50-55%) 10.67-11.19 18 (85-90%) 13.98-14.50
5 (20-25%) 6.75-7.55 12 (55-60%) 11.19-11.69 19 (90-95%) 14.50-14.76
6 (25-30%) 7.55-8.27 13 (60-65%) 11.69-12.16 20 (95-100%) 14.76-15.23

B.3 Construction of the color flow diagram in EPOS code

To generate string segments from a cut ladder in EPOS, we employ subroutines psreti,
psjarr, and pshot in KW/rsh.f. We may follow the technique to construct color flow
diagrams by putting some print statements in different places in these subroutines. We
have one contribution between projectile and target, as shown in Fig. B.1, with iqq = 0
(sea-sea) and jqq = 2 (gluon-quark interaction after soft emission), see table 2.1. It sig-
nifies that the gluon initiates the space-like cascade on the projectile side and the quark
on the target side. The color orientation is always from anti-quark to quark.

It is necessary to use some variables to complete the color flow diagrams, such as
"jort", "jj", "ncr", "nci", and "ncj" by following and printing the parameters inside the
"if(ish.ge.4)then" condition in the KW/rsh.f/psreti subroutine. jort is the color orien-
tation for gluons (if jort=1, evolution begins with anti-quarks, and if jort=2, evolution
starts from quarks). Starting evolution is determined by jj; if jj=1, evolution begins on
the projectile side, whereas if jj=2, evolution begins on the target side. The time-like
cascade is created by ncr (which is the color connection of partons), while the color con-
nection nci refers to a space-like cascade. I will explain the color connection of partons
based on Fig. B.1 for the sake of clarity.

We have two numbers for gluons in the case of nci= [a b] because gluons have con-
nections on both sides, such as gluon number 13 (nci= [15 8]), but only one number
for quarks or anti-quarks since they only have connections on one side, such as parton
number 3 or 2 (nci=[3 0]). We also have two numbers in the case of ncj=[a b], where "a"
is an anti-quark connection, and "b" is a quark connection like parton number 6 (ncj=7
2), indicating that parton number 7 is gluon but comes from anti-quark.

The red line in the diagram is connected to the Born process and leads to the com-
pletion of the procedure and production of the appropriate string segments (or kinky
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strings) such as D+, k+, π− and D̄0.

Figure B.1: String segments production from cut ladder.
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